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Preface
As has been observed by more
and more commentators, we
are unequivocally in the ‘age
of talent’, but of course people
have always mattered – in social,
financial, and business terms. Yet
despite all the rhetoric of people
being our most important assets,
and despite much research and
previous attempts, we have so
far failed to agree the common
language, the basic definitions,
and the practices reporting on
this most critical of all assets.
We are asking more profound
questions of all businesses,
about how they look after and
develop their people, and about
the diversity of their workforces.
There is also increasing focus on
how capabilities and attitudes
of people align to the purpose,
and values of an organisation –
in other words its culture. These
questions are critical to many
stakeholders, including leadership
teams and boards, which must
properly understand the value of
their people to create sustainable
and responsible businesses for
the future. This research is the
result of a major collaborative
effort across the finance, HR,
and management professions
to build on past work and make
a concerted effort to advance
this agenda, to find a common
language and framework, to share
practices and experiences, and
promote a genuine movement
for change. This is the beginning
of the journey and we want to
engage and share far and wide,
to allow challenge and further
contribution to head towards a
common destination.

Managing the Value of your
Talent is a groundbreaking piece
of work which creates a common
framework for measuring the
value of people that can be used
by business leaders, investors and
other stakeholders. Now more
than ever, understanding and
investing in your workforce – the
lifeblood of any company – is
vital in shaping an organisation’s
sustainable growth. This
framework provides a muchneeded approach to systematically
focusing on the factors that
enable organisations to cultivate,
measure and ultimately unlock
the value that people bring to
any business. Managing the Value
of your Talent explores the use
of analytics to better understand
the impact staff can have on a
company’s growth. With easy-toread case studies that help you
to understand the practicalities
and see the framework in action,
Managing the Value of your
Talent provides a common and
effective approach to measure
progress that is meaningful
for managers, investors and
employees alike.
Ann Francke, Chief Executive,
Chartered Management
Institute

Over the past 30 years the drivers
of business value have changed
dramatically. Consequently,
the market capitalisation of
businesses has moved from
80% being accounted for on
the balance sheet to 80% now
being off balance sheet. Of
course people have always been
important, but this change in
the balance of value means that
both business managers and
owners are actively looking for
good metrics to respectively help
them maximise the effectiveness
of their people and the longterm prospects of the business.
Managing the Value of your
Talent represents the first step
in building these metrics by
providing a framework which
focuses on the cost and impact
of people, their development,
and their productivity. This will be
followed by the development of
metrics and tools supporting the
framework. We look forward to
continuing this important work in
combination with our partners at
the CMI and the CIPD.
Charles Tilley, Chief Executive,
Chartered Institute of
Management Accountants

Peter Cheese, Chief Executive,
Chartered Institute of
Personnel and Development
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Executive summary
Managing the Value of your
Talent draws on 70 interviews
across the HR and finance functions
of over 50 organisations. Three
key objectives have guided the
development of this research:
•

To better understand how
developing and managing
people releases and drives
value – for this we will explore
existing best practice, drawing
on a range of case studies across
different sectors and sizes of
organisation.

To define much more clearly the
basic people metrics to promote
agreement and consistency in
how such measures are used.
Building on these practices we
will develop a broad framework
against which executives,
employees, the investment
community and other wider
stakeholders can assess
how businesses of all kinds
are developing their people
and organisations to enable
sustained and higher levels of
performance.

•

New thinking in finance
and strategy emphasises
the materiality of people in
organisations today and locates
human capital at the heart of
integrated thinking on business
models. Businesses should place
people centrally in strategy, and
create systems and processes
which allow employees to grow
and share their knowledge and
skills more effectively.
Finance and HR must work
more closely together to enable
greater understanding of the
value of human capital to
the organisation. A common
business language is needed
which illustrates that people are
material, not intangible assets,
and gives managers and leaders
a clear understanding of how

their workforce creates value for
the business.
Leaders and managers need
simple and effective tools to
measure their human capital
management capability, and
understand the direction of
travel of their people. The
framework we’ve developed is
the first step in creating such an
instrument for business.
Engagement is a key part of
human capital management. We
need to understand in greater
detail the relationship between
people and business, and more
research should investigate how
organisations utilise employee
engagement data alongside
strategic investments in human
capital, and the possible impacts
on business performance.

•

•

Main findings

•

6
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Valuing your talent in the age
of people
• We are moving from a world
dominated by all things financial
to the age of people. Even
though talent is recognised
as ‘the asset that drives the
value of all the others’, we still
understand little about the value
of this ‘most important asset’ on
which the companies comprising
the FTSE 100 alone annually
spend over £200 billion.
• In the present context of
concern and expectation about
corporate cultures, about how
organisations operate, and how
they develop and manage their
increasingly diverse workforces
and ways of working, we
urgently need to reach a
consensus on more consistent
measures and frameworks that
provide the visibility that all
stakeholders – both within and
without the organisation – need

•

•

to draw conclusions about the
sustainable development of the
‘other capital’.
Three professional bodies
representing the accounting,
management and HR professions
– CIMA, the CMI, and the CIPD
together with the RSA – have
collaborated on the Valuing your
Talent (VyT) research project. The
work, which is being supported
and sponsored by the UK
Commission for Employment
and Skills (UKCES), was designed
to help employers better
understand the impact their
people have on the performance
of their organisation and as
a result make better people
management and workforce
investment-related decisions.
There are at least four major
contemporary themes driving the
people agenda to prominence
(Table 1).

Table 1: Drivers of the people agenda

People’s attitudes to work and organisations have changed at a much faster pace
than the organisational structures and managerial processes used to accommodate
their talents. Organisations recognise that they need to evolve their employee value
propositions if they are to successfully compete in the war for talent.
A new integrated form of thinking is required at senior level to strategically align
people requiring a different skillset from that which has served executives to
date, with a new onus on leaders to translate people issues into their strategic
and financial planning. People and the resources they represent are viewed as
a critical element requiring integration with strategy, accompanying business
models and the wider resources available to companies.
Understanding and articulating the traction against the implementation of new
people-oriented integrated strategies is the new challenge facing boardrooms.
The rise of social electronic media and its by-product – ‘big data’ and its analysis,
or ‘analytics’ – has captured attention and generated a new set of challenges for
managing organisational data.
An alternative view, however, presents the management of people as a craft
without which companies would lose the discretionary effort of their employees,
which research has continuously demonstrated makes a material difference to
business outcomes.

#ValuingYourTalent
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Increases in data availability will
blossom, and so must business
capability
• The increased availability of
people-related data in terms of
content, volume and the speed
at which it becomes available
is the main reason why the
previous analyses examining
the value of people by Denise
Kingsmill in the UK and the
recently aborted project by the
ANSI and SHRM in the US now
need to be revisited.
• Analytics can be defined as the
extensive use of data, statistical
and quantitative analysis,
explanatory and predictive
models, and fact-based
management to drive decisions
and actions. The new analytical
element lies in our ability to
make sense of previous events,
and make predictions based on
the statistical patterns within the
now vast volumes of information
that companies now have access
to. The analytical techniques
themselves are not new but
the scale of the data they are
applied to is.
• Methodological problems
accompany the new ‘talent
analytics’ that executives are
attempting to fathom. While
it is easy to make predictions,
their accuracy has been called
into question. Managing the
Value of your Talent represents
an attempt to conceptually and
operationally clear away the
thickets, weeds and deadwood
of the rhetoric and frankly
sometimes spurious claims
made on behalf of talent or
workforce analytics.
People analytics has the
potential to unlock employee
value
• Human capital is defined
as people’s competencies,
capabilities and experience, and
their motivations to innovate.
Human capital also relates to

8
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•

•

•

the extent to which people
are aligned with and support
an organisation’s governance
and risk management, their
ability to understand, develop
and execute an organisation’s
strategy, as well as their
motivation for improving
processes, goods and services.
VyT starts at the point where
current research finishes,
focusing on capacities for
producing outcomes rather
than the individual knowledge,
skills, abilities or other resources
themselves and includes the
idea of capacities, the potential
for action, to differentiate the
potential from the action or
consequence it may produce.
The Integrated Reporting
Initiative (or IR) has identified a
number of people-related issues
deemed to be material to the
organisation’s ability to create
value for itself. An integrated
approach to understanding
how companies create value
places especial importance on
the relative ability of a company
to transform various forms
of capital. Of the six capitals
identified, three capitals –
intellectual, social and human –
are explicitly people-related.
There is an increasing sense of
moving beyond the traditional
understanding of merely the
financial capital structure of
a firm – where accountants
examine capital structure
comprising the different sources
of finance a firm uses to fund its
operations – to examining what
we refer to as the structural
capitals of the firm, which
emphasise not just financial
resources but also closely
examines the collective resources
represented by the combined
capitals comprising both tangible
and intangible resources.
The concepts and diagnostic
tools we have constructed will
be of benefit to organisations

#ValuingYourTalent

•

of all sizes. We have
attempted to be as inclusive
as possible, drawing on data
from organisations across a
wide spectrum of industrial
sectors, and with a global
reach, with interviews taking
place with individuals based
in the USA, mainland Europe,
Asia, Australasia, as well as
with companies in the UK.
We also have a wide spread
of roles including chairmen,
CEOs, CFOs, CHROs, finance
directors, operations directors
as well as analysts from leading
investment houses and senior
partners from each of the ‘Big
Four’ accountants. We have also
explored issues with not-forprofit organisations, small and
medium-sized organisations and
the public sector.
We recognise we are on a
journey and we will continue
to take an open, collaborative
approach to the continued
evolution of the concepts,
framework and tools. What we
have developed so far is a start
point. The more people and
organisations that engage, utilise
and challenge our work to date,
will help us to evolve this vital
direction in the understanding
and transparency for all
organisations and stakeholders.

Executives recognise the value
of placing people at the centre
of business strategy
• Taking a perspective on the role
of human capital in shaping
strategy and determining the
sequence of events in which
investments in it would take
place is a recurring theme for
our executive interviewees.
• Contrary to popular perception,
many senior executives do
not begin with the numbers
and work backwards, but
move through what might
be described as a clarity–
enablement–imperative–traction

#ValuingYourTalent

model, which involves clear
thinking on strategy, the role to
be played by human capital in
enabling it, and the roll-out of
people-related activities. Then,
and only then, do executives
put a clear set of metrics in
place to understand traction
against the course set by the
leadership team.
Completing the talent equation
for performance: functions
differ in their view of what
constitutes ‘performance’
and where the links are, but we
need to progress this agenda
and create more of a common
language
• There is now a vast literature
exploring the link between talent
and organisational performance.
The ultimate aim of this body of
work has been to prove what
most of us instinctively already
know to be true: that there is
a positive relationship between
the ways in which we manage
our people and their capacity
to drive the performance of the
companies for which they work.
• What at face value appears to
be a relatively straightforward
analytical assumption soon
runs into significant analytical
challenges represented by

•

•

a lack of clarity as to what
precisely constitutes talent,
on one side of the equation,
and what precisely constitutes
performance, on the other.
Where some researchers
point to a growing body
of ‘scientific’ methods we
can use to ‘measure’ the
relationship between people
and organisational performance,
others have suggested there
is in fact much more heat
than light emitted by the now
voluminous outpourings of
academic research papers,
books, and reports from
academics, consulting houses
and think tanks. Most executives
remain highly sceptical of such
techniques.
As the field has developed,
researchers are increasingly using
proxies of performance in their
analysis as opposed to pure
financial data. In the majority of
instances, these proxies are not
related to financial performance
at all but instead use individuals’
subjective perceptions of the
performance outcomes of the
business such as ordinal ratings
scales. Such techniques make
those with responsibility for
the regulation of the financial
reporting industry nervous.

Table 2: The challenges of using talent analytics

Much has been made of the infancy of analytics in this space and the extent to
which many organisations have still yet to overcome the challenges of pulling
together its building blocks: their data.
Analytics represents an enormous opportunity not yet being used in the same way
as other organisational functions.
New and emerging economies of data require organisations to know the point at
which they need to start making decisions on the basis of their analytical findings
rather than debating its veracity.
The challenge then is primarily one of standardisation, enabling executives to feel
that they have the requisite quality of data on which to rest and align their insights
on the impact of their various talent-related interventions.

www.valuingyourtalent.co.uk
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Building analytical capability
is just step one on a long and
challenging journey
• There is evidence of a high level
of variation both between and
within organisations, which, in
turn, has left organisations with
a complex and daunting set of
analytical challenges from which
to draw conclusions about the
impact of their human capital
strategy on the performance of
their organisation.
• Although there is certainly
an interest in analytics, the
experience of many suggests
they are encountering headwinds
inside their organisations over
issues relating to:
The basic foundations
necessary for analytics,
including issues such as
inadequate data management
strategies and their
underpinning systems are
largely absent.
– Leadership’s sponsorship,
engagement with, and
oversight of analytics projects
are critical to their success.
– There can be no analytical
insight without first securing
data maturity.
– The wide variation and
complexity of analytics
across organisations requires
their initial mapping and
–

subsequent integration with
overarching strategy and
underpinning business model.
•

Furthermore, we do not yet have
common definitions of terms for
even the most fundamental of
data for human capital which
constrains the dialogue and
understanding. Headcount is
a classic example of this issue,
where the definition of how we
count heads accommodating
part-time, contingent, contract
and other elements that make
up the modern workforce needs
to be called out.

We found that there are four levels
of data maturity (see Table 3), and
four levels of analytical maturity.
•

There are four levels of analytical
maturity:
–

–

Data: those organisations
with a more mature analytical
approach are highly specific
about the data points they
require and why and build
systems enabling them to
access, capture, store and
codify data in line with their
analytical requirements.
Information: as data is
categorised, more information
becomes available on
specific human-capital-

Table 3: The four levels of data maturity
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Regulatory

data organisations collect because they have to

Categorised

data do not constitute an asset until they are pulled down and
stored on a requisite system and are ready for analysis

Aligned

organisations with mature systems in place have established
in advance the analytical questions they require answering
and have collated and codified their data to enable future
data collection, analysis and modelling, and communication
and reporting

Applied

organisations recognise specific ‘target’ or ‘dependent
variables’ that they wish to explore in terms of what other
(‘independent’) variables can ‘explain’

#ValuingYourTalent

–

–

•

•

related activities revealing
patterns, complementarities
and disparities. At this stage,
analysis remains largely
unsophisticated due in part
to a lack of maturity in
approaches to data capture
and analysis. There tends
to be more questions than
answers.
Analysis: this stage of
maturity very much represents
the crossing of the Rubicon
from data collection and
description to rising levels
of sophisticated analysis of
human-capital-related metrics.
The emphasis shifts away
from cost management and
benchmarking to the location
and exploration of ways
to develop value-creation
through people. More
mature analytics fuses data
from within the organisation
with data from without the
function, organisation and
beyond.
Insight: as understanding
develops over time, those
organisations with mature
data systems in place can
map the impact of particular
variables on the overarching
strategic intent of the business
but remain mindful of the
underlying complexities and
dangers of an over-reliant
approach on analytics.

How organisations populate
their human-capital-related data
points is largely determined by a
combination of decisions made
by the managers and executives
responsible and contextual
circumstances.
Over time, organisations build
analytical profiles enabling them
to understand the impact of
human capital strategy on the
performance of the human
resources function, and ultimately,
the organisation as a whole. We
identified five such profiles:

#ValuingYourTalent

–

–

–

–

–

Reactive: this level is typified
by an almost complete
absence of data and its
analysis
Aligned: the primary aim is
ensuring data consistency or
its ‘standardisation’.
Targeted: this is the point at
which the Rubicon is crossed
where analytics are put to
work to produce businessspecific reports ‘targeted’ on
particular issues.
Integrated: this is the point
at which executives possess
genuine control of and insight
from human-capital-related
analytics and can relate these
to the different functions
across the organisation
and integrate these with
overarching strategy and
business models.
Valued: this additional level
can be seen as a lens through
which the contribution
of human-capital-related
analytics can be optimised
and viewed from different
perspectives across the
business as a whole.

The Valuing your Talent
Framework – a new
methodology for measuring and
understanding human capital
metrics
• The Valuing your Talent
Framework is a diagnostic
assessment tool that combines
the latest thinking on human
capital analytics. And the
evidence from our respondents
suggests they might find it useful
in thinking through their talentrelated issues.
• At the heart of the model
are the four value drivers
contributing to the execution of
an organisation’s business model.
• To chart a pathway through
the minefield of what has
now become human capital
analytics, we propose the ‘3x3’
– comprising three sets of three

www.valuingyourtalent.co.uk
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key issues that executives must
keep under review in terms of
the human capital analytical
operations they manage (Figure 1).
–

–

–

Framing: initially all
executives are faced with
three overarching phases of
analytical projects.
Analysing: then comes the
analysis of the data, bringing
with it a whole host of
additional questions. Again,
one can point to an additional
three overarching phases here,
which lie beyond the simple
reporting of descriptive data.
Evaluating: ultimately, the
model can be used in three
different ways in human
capital strategy-making.

Challenges organisations face
when using human capital
analytics
• The search for the fundamental
factors each organisation
needs to put in place in order
to drive the performance of
their people has revealed even
more underlying factors, the
connection between which is

often much more complicated
than originally envisaged.
Unsurprisingly, human capital
analytics have also run into these
same complex underlying issues:
–

–

There is a tendency to focus
on costs when describing
the activities of talent-related
activities. There is a ‘how
low can you go’ mentality,
with many viewing the costs
of people as akin to the
running costs of a car: far
from representing the ‘engine’
of the machine, people are
viewed as representing the
‘petrol’ which is to be sourced
as cheaply as possible.
There is also the challenge of
converting the value of human
capital into the language of
the boardroom: ‘talking in
Excel, not in PowerPoint’. The
language of the boardroom is
strategy, which converses in
finance. This requires human
capital analytics to engage in
part with the same currency
of the financial fundamentals
the rest of the business is
evaluated by.

Figure 1: Executive approach to human capital analytics

Framing
• Identify the human capital question/
problem to be answered/tackled.
• Establish the data requirements, type
and their sources.
• Collect and analyse the data.

Analysing
• The ‘revealing’ of initial patterns
in data, which involves showing
the business something it cannot
already see.
• The ‘enhancement’ of data in terms
of deeper analytical thinking and, if
required, additional data sources to
provide insights on issues the business
did not already know.
• And ‘modelling’ different strategic
human capital plans to provide
foresight, enabling the business to
make better decisions that impact
on strategy and results the business
was previously unable to make.

12
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Evaluating
• A tool for diagnostic assessment
highlighting possible areas for
improvement/value-creation.
• As a recurring measurement activity
which could ultimately be built into
human capital strategy and the
wider organisation’s core planning
processes.
• Ultimately a tool for evaluating the
direction and progress of human
capital strategy and the location of
value within the business.

#ValuingYourTalent
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Performance
management

Workforce composition

Recruitment &
retention

Leadership
capability

Organisational
agility &
resilience

Pay & benefits

Learning &
competency
development

Workforce
capability

Organisational
culture

Strategic execution
Innovation
Risk management

INPUTS

ACTIVITIES

Organisation
development
& design

OUTPUTS

Workforce
performance

OUTCOMES
Diversity

Skills, qualifications
& competencies

Reward &
recognition

Productivity

Stakeholder focus
Corporate responsibility
and governance

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

The Managing the Value of your Talent report includes, in the Appendix, definitions of
indicative metrics for the various boxes and levels of the framework.

The Valuing your Talent Framework

Employee
relations
& voice

Regulatory compliance

Workforce
& succession
planning

Engagement
& well-being

Organisational
performance

are the basic components of human
capital resources and fundamental data
about the workforce.

INPUTS

convert the human capital input level into
higher-level outputs through human capital
processes and activities.

ACTIVITIES

add measurable value to the organisation
and are the result of effective human
capital management activities.

OUTPUTS

measure the quality of outputs and the
resulting impact at business level from
the combination of inputs and activities.

OUTCOMES

•

Viewed in isolation, single
measures are of little use.
Benchmarking data provides
useful comparative data but,
ultimately, organisations need
to be clear about how their
people are performing relative
to the talent base found in
those competitor organisations
that analysts would include in
their peer group.

Conclusion: the end of the
beginning?
• Executives require a ‘new licence
to operate’ in which people and
their talents join financial capital
as the primary assets through
which modern organisations
conduct their business at new
levels of transparency, which
is increasingly required by
investors, consumers, employees
and other wider stakeholders.
• Leaders need to fully understand
and explicitly set out the role of
human capital – under which we
include the social and relational
and intellectual capitals of the
entire workforce – in enabling
their organisations to deliver
on their strategic aims. Given
the centrality of understanding
strategy to wider employee
motivation, the importance of
the clear articulation of strategy,
the business model and talent’s
role in delivering it, hardly needs
labouring.
• As organisations’ strategies
and business models evolve,
so too must the sophistication
of their understanding of the
enabling role played by their
talent. As the calls for enhanced
transparency from potential as
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•

well as current employees grows
louder, so too will the onus on
organisations and their leaders
to demonstrate their competitive
advantage in the currency of
talent and its development.
Far from being an exercise in
statistics, human capital analytics
will in future play a fundamental
role in enabling organisations to
better understand, develop and
articulate these employee value
propositions and their traction in
meeting the simultaneous and
converging requirements across
multiple stakeholders.
In a new and transparent world
where human capital is seen as
material to the success of the
business, organisations are now
under enormous pressure from
wider society to demonstrate
their level of commitment – and
by this we also emphatically
mean their investment – in their
people. Actions speak louder
than words and while there are
those who push back against
additional levels of reporting
as superfluous bureaucracy,
administration and red tape, in
the new age of people it is no
longer enough to say people are
our greatest asset; organisations
need to demonstrate their
commitment to their people.
In the new and merging
‘economies of experience’,
employees and their talents are
increasingly flexible and portable.
Consequently, organisations are,
and increasingly will be in the
future, called upon by wider
stakeholders to demonstrate the
health of the relationship with
their people.

#ValuingYourTalent

1 Moving from financial capitalism to
the age of people
‘There are only two things in
business,’ Charles Tilley, chief
executive of the Chartered Institute
of Management Accounting,
informs us: ‘money and people’.
For Paul Polman, chief executive of
Unilever, the two things driving his
business are, ‘brands and people’.
For CEOs the world over, it is
simpler still: talent is currently their
number one issue.1
We appear to be moving from
a world dominated by all things
financial to the age of people. A
company’s workforce and their
talents have become ‘the asset
driving the performance of all the
others’.2 When companies such as
Facebook are prepared to pay
$19 billion for a company with just
55 employees run on as little as
$60 million of funding, might it be
fair to suggest that the knowledgebased economy dominating
discussions before the crash has
returned with a vengeance? Might
we be witnessing the transition to a
knowledge-valued economy where
the differential value of talent is
now celebrated?
With such opportunities come
new challenges. Unlike the
inanimate items we find on a
company’s balance sheet, the
collective talents of our people are
the only assets literally capable
of self-improvement. The stakes
are fantastically high: the UK’s
FTSE 100 alone spends over £200
billion a year on people.3 How
then are we to understand how
well we are doing in achieving
the optimal performance from
what many CEOs label their ‘most
important asset’?
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To address this primary question,
the three professional bodies
representing the accounting,
management and human resources
professions – CIMA, the CMI,
and the CIPD together with the
RSA – have collaborated on the
Valuing your Talent (VyT) research
project. The work, which is being
supported and sponsored by the UK
Commission for Employment and
Skills (UKCES), is designed to help
company leaders better understand
the impact their people have on the
performance and growth of their
organisation and as a result make
more effective people management
and workforce investment-related
decisions.
We are not in the business of
reinventing wheels. There are
already substantial and important
precedents in place exploring the
impact people or human capital
makes to the performance of our
organisations.4 In what follows, we
draw from these existing works,
pausing to acknowledge points
of departure and where we think
recent changes – most notably
the implications of the financial
crash, current thinking about
strategy, business models and
the advent of ‘big data’ and its
‘analytics’ – require that we look
at the management of talent from
a new perspective. This is not in
any way to undermine previous
writings. In many ways, what
follows represents an attempt to
ride on these giants’ shoulders.
Nevertheless, the data obtained
from the executives we have spoken
to across a wide spectrum of
organisations suggest the practice
and analysis of human capital

management has evolved and
this points to the need for a fresh
examination. We have identified
four broad overarching themes
driving the ascendancy of people
issues, each of which organisational
leaders need to address head on if
they are to recruit and maximise the
performance of the talent they so
highly prize.
1.1 The war for transparency
First, people’s attitudes to work
and organisations have changed
at a much faster pace than the
organisational structures and
managerial processes used to
accommodate their talents. If the
1980s were largely about what
sins organisations committed
on their people through
downsizing programmes and mass
unemployment, the 1990s reflected
how the balance of power swung
to those talented individuals who
successfully managed their portfolio
careers across the organisations
who coveted their knowledge so
much that they created a war for
their talents.5 Even the financial
stringencies brought about by the
crash of 2008 did little to shake
the firm conviction among business
leaders that their talent base was
too valuable an asset in the medium
to long term to disband in a bid
to offset costs in the short term.
Capitalism, it seems, has evolved.
In the new age of people in which
‘the workforce of one’ dominates,
companies have to offer distinctive
employee value propositions where
not just economic returns have to
meet with existing and potential
employees’ expectations, but the
company’s culture, values, products
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and the processes involved in
making and getting them to
market must also comply with
potential employees’ increasingly
stringent modes of evaluation.6
A new ‘economy of experience’
is evolving in which employees
expect to be engaged by
interesting work, stimulating
colleagues and products whose
creation meet the highest
of ethical standards while
simultaneously demanding new
levels of transparency from their
existing and potential employers
as organisations come to terms
with the new transparency
enabled by new waves of big data
on new social media platforms.7
In this new age of people there
is no choice for organisations
but to choose to embrace the
new demand for transparency
or they risk seeing the vacuum
they leave behind being filled by
the quickly multiplying, no-holdsbarred ‘glass door’ websites and
other social media platforms
where, increasingly, the future
of companies’ brand value
precariously lies.
It is hardly surprising, then, that a
recent study of 280 CEOs across
21 countries concluded, ‘our results
indicate that there is a virtuous circle
of transparency, whereby companies
which meet customer, employee
and shareholder expectations
and embrace transparency as a
core value, find that transparency
becomes a key driver of success
and a source of major competitive
advantage.’8 The same report
went on to suggest that increased
transparency will unlock talent in
the future, ‘but we will have to
improve our ability to measure and
promote the value that comes from
people – because it takes longer
sometimes before the value coming
from people becomes apparent, and
we have to overcome the current
emphasis on the short term.’9
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Examining ways of understanding
and promoting better techniques
of leading and reporting such
transparent and sustainable
performance through our people
represents a central thrust of
Managing the Value of your
Talent. This becomes all the more
significant for senior leaders when
we acknowledge that there is
emerging evidence to suggest those
companies who disclose more
information relating to their people
enjoy lower costs of equity capital.10
The people issue is not just in the
ascendency; it would appear to be
financially material too.
1.2 The need to integrate the
sum of the parts
The growing importance of the
people agenda turns on the
breaking down of functional
silos in general, and the rise to
prominence of human capital
issues in the finance function in
particular. Achieving clarity and a
deep understanding of a company’s
strategy and the working
mechanics of its underpinning
business model requires a
corresponding level of clarity and
depth of the role played by people.
The long-held view that finance
directors are from Mars and HR
directors are from Venus is not only
unhelpful but also inaccurate.
Just how inaccurate can be
revealed in a recent investigation
of 313 senior executives for the
accounting profession which
discovered 65% of CEOs saw the
CFO as the natural lead for talent
management performance.11
Senior executives in the finance
and HR functions understand the
importance of working closely
together, even if many in middle
management do not. Other
research has clearly indicated how
relationships between executives
across different functions can
simultaneously create and
represent enhanced competitive
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advantage for their companies,
most notably the so-called ‘golden
triangle’ between the CEO, CFO
and CHRO.12
Nevertheless, questions remain
about how functional silos can
be broken down to explore how
executives and their charges can
better work together to serve the
overarching aims of the organisation.
With recent research concluding
executives attribute the missing
of financial targets and a failure
to innovate to ineffective human
capital management, which in turn,
they think, is mainly due to a lack
of information to support decisionmaking, strategy formulation and
investment evaluation, something
clearly needs to be done.13
This weakness has been partly
addressed by the advent of the
Integrated Reporting Initiative
(or IR), comprising a global
coalition of regulators, investors,
companies, standard-setters, the
accounting profession and NGOs
(non-government organisations).
Perhaps the defining hallmark of
the executive cadre is the capacity
to view the organisation as an
integrated and collective whole.
This vantage point not only enables
the recipient to establish how the
whole exceeds the sum of its parts,
but also affords those with such an
integrated view of the organisational
system an ability to see value where
others cannot. The implications for
the HR function are profound.
For our specific purposes here, the
fundamental concepts underpinning
IR incorporate a number of peoplerelated elements into its reporting
framework. Just how central
people are perceived to be to valuecreation is underlined by three of
the so-called six ‘capitals’, which
‘provide insight about the resources
and relationships used and affected
by an organisation’, being clearly
people-oriented.
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Central to our interests, of course,
is human capital, which is defined
as, ‘people’s competencies,
capabilities and experience, and
their motivations to innovate’.14
Human capital also relates to the
extent to which people are aligned
with and support an organisation’s
governance and risk management,
their ability to understand, develop
and execute an organisation’s
strategy, as well as their motivation
for improving processes, goods
and services. The definition offered
by the IR Initiative also includes
under human capital the capacity
to lead, manage and collaborate.
This expansive definition of human
capital is complemented by two
additional people-related capitals.
Intellectual capital comprises an
organisation’s knowledge-based
intangibles including intellectual
property (for example, patents,
copyrights, software, and so on),
and its ‘organisational capital’
such as tacit knowledge, systems,
procedures and protocols.15 Social
and relationship capital is reflected
in the relationships, culture, values
and behaviours shared by employees,
together with their stakeholder
relationships and intangibles
associated with the brand and
reputation the organisation has
developed over time and effectively
constitutes ‘an organisation’s social
licence to operate’.16
Integrating into the strategy and
business model of the wider
business this triumvirate of
people-related capitals, or what
we hereafter label human capital
management, highlights two
challenges Managing the Value
of your Talent (hereafter, MVyT) is
seeking to address.
First, partly as a reflection of the
multi-disciplinary nature of human
capital and talent, multiple definitions
abound, ‘producing jingle, jangle,
insufficient description, and construct

imposition fallacies’.17 Problems are
exacerbated by the terms being
used interchangeably. What follows
not only attempts to rectify some
of the conceptual issues facing
human capital but will also offer
a way forward to those charged
with the responsibility of managing
and attempting in some way to
manage the operational realities
these concepts represent. This is not
merely semantics. In some cases the
language used to describe our people
reflects what are hotly contested
debates inside organisational and
professional as well as academic
factions.18 As people issues rise to
prominence, the differences between
these factions need resolving in order
for progress to be made for all the
stakeholders involved.
This relates to a second major
challenge constituted by the new
people agenda. Notwithstanding
the difficulties brought about by
a multi-disciplinary approach to
both defining and managing our
people, there are also obvious
benefits flowing from examining
people through different lenses. And
yet our formal education – from
compulsory schooling through and
especially in business schools –
imposes silos on the ways in which
we think about doing business,
making that which is not initially
complex harder than it needs to be.
There is now a growing body of
research revealing the benefits of
executives across different functions
working more closely together.
Emerging from this is an overarching
‘intellectual integrity’ through which
executives ‘exhibit discipline, clarity,
and consistency so that all of one’s
decisions fit together and reinforce
one another’.19 How we understand
and better manage our people
represents one such space where
such integrative thinking is critical.
It is perhaps not accidental that
many current HR executives have
not risen through the HR function
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but are from different disciplinary
backgrounds, including finance.
Conversely, the integrative thinking
required at executive level to
strategically align people requires
a different skillset to that which
has served finance directors and
other executives to date. With the
ascendency of people has come a
new onus on executives to translate
people issues into their strategic and
financial planning.20 To the extent
that they have been successful
forms part of our focus, as does the
way forward for the translation of
people into the strategic equations
underpinning the executive practice
of leading people, as well as those
undertaken under the banner of
‘workforce analytics’.
1.3 Establishing the direction of
travel – analytically
Of course, recognising the centrality
of people in operationalising a
business strategy is one thing.
Establishing how people are
performing is quite another. But
paradoxes abound in the new age of
people. If we recognise the centrality
of people in the delivery of strategy,
the questions for organisational
leaders must turn to: how can we
enable our people to help us in
achieving sustainable growth, and
how do we know it’s working? The
greater the volume of data made
available, and with it the promise of
a clearer line of sight through to the
performance of our people, the more
opaque the performance of people
appears to become.
It is here where the rise of social
electronic media and its by-product
– ‘big data’ and its analysis or
‘analytics’ – has certainly captured
the attention of those seeking to
establish the performance of their
people. But with new opportunities
has come a new set of challenges
for managing organisational data in
general and people-related data in
particular. The increasing availability
of data in terms of content, volume
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and the speed at which it becomes
available constitutes the main
reason why the previous analyses
examining the value of people by
Denise Kingsmill in the UK21 and
the recently aborted project by the
ANSI and the SHRM in the US,22
now require revisiting. Indeed, as
will become clear in what follows,
the HR function has become a
particular honeypot for peoplerelated analytics in the pursuit of
‘data-driven’ insights.23
Finding a definition of analytics
that demonstrates how it differs
from previous methods of statistical
prediction is surprisingly difficult.
While in many ways big data
represents something new in terms of
its sheer scale, being defined as ‘large
pools of data that can be captured,
communicated, aggregated,
stored and analysed’,24 definitions
of analytics remain remarkably
similar to conventional statistical
methods that would be recognised
by generations of statisticians and
management scientists.
According to one leading
commentator, ‘by analytics we
mean the extensive use of data,
statistical and quantitative analysis,
explanatory and predictive models,
and fact-based management to
drive decisions and actions.’25 The
new analytical element, then,
apparently, lies in our ability to
make sense of previous events,
and make predictions based on,
the statistical patterns within the
now vast volumes of structured
and unstructured information –
increasingly in real time – companies
now have access to. The analytical
techniques themselves are not new
but the scale of the data they are
applied to and the speed at which
this is done is.
Nevertheless, methodological
problems accompany the new
‘workforce analytics’ executives
are attempting to fathom. For
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one highly respected analytics
practitioner, ‘if the quantity of
information is increasing by 2.5
quintillion bytes per day, the amount
of useful information certainly isn’t.
Most of it is just noise, and the noise
is increasing faster than the signal.
There are so many hypotheses to
test, so many data sets to mine –
but a relatively constant amount of
objective truth.’26
While it is easy to make predictions,
their accuracy has been called
into question. The recent scale of
the failure of Google’s Flu Trends
predictions is a case in point. It
seems cracks in the once invincible
armoury of big data are now
beginning to emerge. As one
commentator has observed, ‘four
years after the original Nature
paper was published, Nature News
had sad tidings to convey: the
latest flu outbreak had claimed
an unexpected victim: Google
Flu Trends.’27 According to a
leading academic in the public
understanding of risk, ‘there are a
lot of small data problems in big
data. They don’t just disappear
because you’ve got lots of the
stuff. They get worse.’28 This
hardly makes the executive task of
establishing the utility of analytics
in general, and their interventions
in the people space in particular,
straightforward.
For this reason, some of what
follows might be described as
a form of overdue ‘analytical
gardening’ to conceptually and
operationally clear away the
thickets, weeds and deadwood of
the rhetoric and frankly sometimes
spurious claims made on behalf
of some of the analytical tools
purporting to utilise big data and
its analysis to provide insights on
how we manage our people. To
free us from the rhetorical froth that
has covered this aspect of talent
analytics, what follows will explore
those building blocks of people-
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related data and its analysis of most
utility to senior executives keen
to establish the traction they are
gaining in enhancing the sustainable
value of their people’s collective
talents.
1.4 Recognising that where the
numbers finish, relationships
begin
Of course, it is not all about
numbers. Many grate at the
description of human resources as
an asset ripe for greater exploitation.
While the accounting profession is
for the first time getting to grips
with the notion of an asset as a
resource, the HR profession has
steadfastly defended the human
element in HR. There is a large
element of executives who do not
require the accounting, academic
or consulting industries to prove
something that they already know
to be true: good management
makes a difference to how people
perform and, ultimately, the financial
performance of organisations.
It is for this reason that what follows
is looking beyond the capitalisation
of human resources to how we
recognise, build and sustain the
underlying relationships that enable
and drive high performance in
organisations. The management
of people, their collaboration
and integration with the wider
capitals of the organisation to
build sustainable relationships
without which companies would
lose the discretionary effort of their
employees, which research has
continuously demonstrated, makes
a material difference to business
outcomes.29
Consequently, alongside the
development of a raft of metrics,
we are investigating the craft
of the HR executive’s art in
determining these relationships.
This in turn requires complementary
methodologies that utilise the
narrative form to capture a

company’s ‘competitive intangibles’,
which lie beyond the quantum
form and constitute the underlying
economic resources the HR
professional manages on a daily
basis, but which the accounting
profession finds challenging to
capture.30 ‘Where the numbers
finish, explanation, understanding
and the executive craft begins.’31
As we explore below, the practice
of this craft lies beyond the dotto-dot exercise of analytics, which
can only take you to the point
when experience and wisdom take
centre ground. Nevertheless, an
evidence base, for all its potential
flaws, helps. Half an analytical loaf
is better than no evidence-based
bread at all. Which brings us neatly
to the Valuing your Talent initiative.
1.5 The Valuing your Talent
research project
Executives have long recognised and
understood Einstein’s observation
that not everything that counts
can be counted. Accountants
refer to such items as intangible.
But while formal convention
enables accountants to monetise
intangible assets such as goodwill
on the balance sheet, these same
conventions block us from financially
recognising the biggest intangible
asset of all: our people.
This has not stopped many from
trying, but after extensive academic
research, consulting interventions
and even a major government
taskforce, agreement on how we
evaluate the product of talent
management practices still remains
elusive.32 However, in the present
context of concern and expectation
about corporate cultures, about
how organisations operate, and
how they develop and manage
their increasingly diverse workforces
and ways of working, we urgently
need to reach a consensus on
more consistent measures and
frameworks that provide the visibility
all stakeholders – both within and
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without the organisation – need in
order to draw conclusions about
the sustainable development of the
‘other capital’.33
But it is not just about numbers.
The central challenge is one of
bringing together both accurate
information (in whatever form this
might take) and fusing this with the
knowledge and experience of those
charged with the optimisation of
the performance (again, in whatever
form this might take) of their
organisations.
•

The VyT project, then, has three
primary objectives:
•

•

•

To better understand and
establish how organisations
measure the impact of their
people-based interventions on
releasing and driving sustainable
value. For this we collect the
prior research and practice,
draw on interviews with senior
executives in HR, strategy and
finance functions in organisations
of varying sizes and industrial
sectors, together with a number
of senior professionals working
in the accounting, financial
reporting and consulting and
advisory spaces.
To define much more clearly the
basic people metrics to promote
agreement and consistency in
how such measures are used.
Building on these practices we
will develop a broad framework
against which executives,
employees, the investment
community and other wider
stakeholders can assess how
businesses of all kinds are
developing their people and
organisations to enable sustained
and higher levels of performance.

Four overarching principles are
guiding our work:
•
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We are seeking to be highly
collaborative, drawing on views

•

•

from academia, accounting,
business and employee
representation groups. In all, we
have spoken directly to over 60
senior professionals in over 40
organisations across a number
of different organisations,
industrial sectors and varying
specialisms, ranging from the
financial reporting councils,
through to all four of the ‘Big
Four’ accountants, the financial
ratings agencies, management
consultants, other advisers and
academics.
We have sought to be inclusive,
drawing on innovative research
methodologies from recognised
leaders in this area but also
using, for example, social media
technologies to tap into a wider
base of views and opinions. To
this end we have published at
various points the developing
human capital framework and
invited comments from wider
communities, extending the
reach of our research further still.
We are emphatically nonproprietorial. What we create we
have and will continue to openly
share in order to develop, spread
and promote best practice in the
development of effective human
capital strategy.
Finally, this is not the definitive
or final word on how leaders
understand their organisation’s
capacity to obtain sustainable
value from people. We have
been clear from the conception
of VyT that Managing the Value
of Your Talent is very much the
beginning of a long journey and
we welcome future collaboration
with fellow travellers seeking to
contribute to our overarching
aims of improving the experience
of work for all with a stake in
how our people perform.

The evidence base of Valuing
your Talent
As we shall see in Chapter 3,
the research base devoted to
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establishing the relationship
between people and performance is
vast, complex and highly technical.
While there have been a number of
large-scale surveys investigating the
role played by analytics in aiding
executives in understanding how
to better manage their people,
more detailed and large-scale
in-depth analyses like Managing
the Value of your Talent have been
in short supply.
Ultimately, the evidence base
on which the following rests
draws from interviews with
over 70 professionals across 42
different organisations. Most of
these companies are located in
the UK FTSE 100 or the Fortune
500. This is hardly surprising.
One of our findings, reported in
one of the Valuing your Talent
working papers, demonstrated the
different approaches to human
capital management by small
and medium-sized enterprises.34
This said, we firmly believe the
concepts and diagnostic tools we
have constructed will be of benefit
to organisations of all sizes. We
have attempted to draw data
from organisations across a wide
spectrum of industrial sectors, and
with a global reach, with interviews
taking place with individuals based
in the USA, mainland Europe,
Asia, Australasia, as well as with
companies in the UK. We have also
a wide spread of roles including
chairmen, CEOs, CFOs, CHROs,
finance directors, operations
directors as well as analysts from
leading investment houses and
senior partners from each of the
‘Big Four’ accountants. We have
also explored issues with not-forprofit organisations, small and
medium-sized organisations and
the public sector.
The interviews themselves covered
just four broad topics. These were
covered by four questions:
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•

•
•
•

What is your organisation’s
strategy and accompanying
business model?
What is the role of people in
enabling these?
Is it working?
How do you know?

These questions enabled us to
unpack questions around the main
themes covered by what follows,
most notably the role played by
people in enabling the organisation
to achieve its strategic aims and
uncovering what we describe under
the broad heading human capital
management. The challenge over
the extent to which executives could
claim their people interventions
were working and the evidence
underpinning this was reflected in
their analytics-generated insights for
the various concepts and diagnostic
tools we introduce in Managing the
Value of your Talent.
In what follows, we let those
executives with whom we have
engaged do the talking for us.
While we have certainly structured
the narrative of what follows into
a logical flow, we present much of
the detail we have heard to enable
the reader to see human capital
management and its evaluation
through the eyes of those who play
a central role in leading, advising
about, accounting for, regulating
and analysing an organisation’s
ultimate performance.
This detail is captured in two ways.
First, we present verbatim extracts
from our conversations with
professionals to provide an evidence
base for the analytical tools and
instruments we present for use by
those seeking to better understand,
execute and optimise the value of
human capital. Second, and by way
of extending this detail, we provide
small case vignettes from companies
to act as examples of executive
thinking and organisational practice
about analytics to facilitate the

learning of others. These vignettes
do not represent conventional
case studies but represent a way
of providing greater insight into
the practice of human capital, its
management and evaluation in situ
despite the constraints of a report of
this size.
Structure of the report
The remainder of the report
comprises an additional five
sections. Chapter 2 addresses our
first question of the role played
by human capital in facilitating
executives in the formulation and
successful implementation of their
strategy and underpinning business
model. The picture that emerges
is one of how central people
have become in understanding
the value of this process. It soon
becomes clear that, of the various
resources – or capitals – available
to organisations, it is those
tightly wrapped around people
that dominate what we label the
structural capital of business. We
reveal how, when seeking to obtain
the optimal performance from
this wider capital base, executives
engage in what we label the
clarity–enablement–imperative–
traction (or ‘CE-IT’) model to
augment their understanding of
strategy and, critically, the role
played by people in its optimised
execution.35 We then pull these
concepts together and align them
with what our respondents viewed
to be the four key elements of
the value drivers of human capital
management at the heart of the
organisation’s business models.
We then move on in Chapter 3 to
explore how current thinking on
the relationship between people
and organisational performance
has evolved. We reflect on how the
development of the field has seen
little innovation and explore the
veracity of the dominant techniques
in the field. We conclude that
both sides of the equation – how
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we define performance on one
side and the role of human capital
activities on the other – are in need
of re-evaluation. Nor are we alone
in reaching this conclusion, as
the responses from our executive
interviewees illustrate.
We start Chapter 3 where the
previous one ended, mapping and
making sense of the varying distance
travelled down the analytical path
by the different organisations taking
part in our research. The picture
that will emerge is one of a high
level of variation both between
and within organisations, which, in
turn, has left leaders with a complex
and daunting but nevertheless
surmountable set of analytical
challenges from which to draw
conclusions about the impact of
their human capital management
on the performance of their
organisation.
Chapter 4 then maps the use
of human capital metrics by
organisations and illustrates
how organisations can better
understand the returns they
obtain from the insight generated
by analytics. The onus here is
very much on understanding the
journey organisations are currently
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travelling – and the role leaders
play in shaping it – in terms of
both the maturity of data and
the analytics which rest on it.
Boardrooms will gain here an
insight not just into where they
might locate the maturity of their
own human capital analytical
techniques and its direction of
travel but, crucially, they also get to
see what ‘good’ looks like. Chapter
5 offers a more practical view of
analytics and introduces the broad
framework we have developed for
organisations seeking to begin,
improve or evaluate their journey
to value-creation via human capital
analytics. We conclude in Chapter
6 with the primary challenges now
lying before organisational leaders
as they seek to instil disciplined
and highly effective growth in their
workforce strategies as the global
economy returns to growth and
with it a return to a more intense
war for a transparent and more
sustainably performing style of
human capital management. We
close with four key performance
indicators all businesses should
openly report if they are to meet the
new demands for the transparent
and sustainable flourishing of our
people and the organisations in
which they are located.
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2 It’s the business model, stupid! The
structural capitals
‘On day one of economics A-level,
you learn that there are three
factors of production: land, labour
and capital. Why is it we don’t
measure labour? There is a much
greater willingness in the UK, a kind
of encouragement even, to talk
about what the business model is,
what the risks to it are, and so on.
It feels to me that you’ve got to
talk about the value of your people
when you talk about that.’
Stephen Haddrill, CEO, The
Financial Reporting Council
An observation such as this from
a senior financial regulator would
have been almost unthinkable
a decade ago. The rise in the
importance of the business model,
the increasing recognition of the
role played by people over time
in its sustained delivery, combined
with the increased calls for
transparency, while dealing with
the increasingly volatile, uncertain,
complex and ambiguous (or VUCA)
world organisations now operate in,
all point to a new context in which
the role of ‘the capitals’ – including
the people-related ones – need to
be clearly articulated and justified
by senior leaders.
As Stephen Haddrill went on
to explain, ‘I think investors are
becoming increasingly sophisticated.
What appears to be coming
through now are challenges such
as, “convince us you’ve got a
plan,” or, “convince us that you
understand your business and we’ll
go along with you then, but if you
try to pull the wool over our eyes,
we’ll discount you accordingly.”’
The stakes, then, are increasingly
high as the role played by people
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in delivering ‘the plan’ is becoming
increasingly important, bringing
with it an additional layer on
which the personal performance of
executives are evaluated.
This new centrality and its
evaluation turn on several issues,
all of which we unpack in this
chapter. The clarity of strategy
does not constitute the reduction
of an organisation’s intent to one
or two glib statements. On the
contrary, being able to clearly
discern and distil the complexity of
overarching strategy, the intricacies
of its underlying business model
and the role played by people in
its delivery, is one of the defining
hallmarks of a senior executive’s
skillset. Nevertheless, before we can
explore the role of human capital in
enabling businesses to achieve the
challenges they have set themselves,
we need first to define what we
mean by human capital.
Understanding human capital as a
central component of this structural
capital underlines the contribution
to performance people can make
to organisations. It also underlines
how investments in our people
have to be gauged against wider
capital allocation programmes
to enable the business to obtain
sustainable business results over
time. That the development of a
high-quality workforce is central to
an organisation’s success is taken as
a given. The challenge now, then,
turns on the extent to which we can
demonstrate the extent to which
investment in people can facilitate
leaders in meeting their obligations
to stakeholders, both within and
without the organisation.

2.1 Integrating human capital
into the business model
‘The really smart analysts
spent 10 minutes talking
about our business results
and 40–50 minutes talking
about people.’
Doug Ballie, Unilever
Underpinning the current surge
for greater transparency in the
management of large organisations
has been a growing interest in
understanding the business models
at the heart of an organisation’s
strategy. A business model essentially
represents a theory of the business:
in short, how a company makes
money.36 Building on a major project
initiated over a decade ago,37 a new
body has recently been brought
together under the aegis of a global
coalition of regulators, investors,
companies, standard-setters, the
accounting profession and NGOs
in an attempt to establish ‘how an
organisation’s strategy, governance,
performance and prospects, in the
context of external environment,
lead to the creation of value over the
short, medium and long term’.38
Significantly for our purposes,
the Integrated Reporting
Initiative (or IR) has identified a
number of people-related issues
deemed to be ‘material to the
organisation’s ability to create
value for itself’.39 An integrated
approach to understanding how
companies create value places
especial importance on the relative
ability of a company to transform
various forms of capital. Of the six
capitals identified, three capitals
– intellectual, social and human –
are explicitly people-related. The
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remaining three capitals – financial,
manufactured and natural –
represent the major tangible assets
utilised by organisations.
Different business models require
the use and combination of
different capitals to varying degrees
and in different ways (see Figure 2).
These six capitals, combined with
the business model, represent ‘the
chosen system of inputs, business
activities, outputs and outcomes
that aims to create value over the
short, medium and long term’.40
With this increased transparency
has come a greater degree of
accountability for executives as
they seek to justify the level of
investments in, and returns from,
various combinations of capitals
through the business model process.
Increasingly value is created from

intangible assets, leading in turn
to a greater emphasis on the
extent to which organisations
manage the human dimension
of their organisations.42 It is for
this reason that there now exists
a substantial body of research
devoted to understanding the role
competencies play in differentiating
the value of firms.43
But with increasing emphasis has
come corresponding awareness of
the paucity of our understanding
of how businesses manage,
measure and report on the value
of the human dimension of their
business.44 A contributing factor to
the confusion here is the lack of an
agreed common language through
which executives from across the
different functional areas can
communicate. This problem needs
to be tackled head on.

Figure 2: The IR value creation-process

[Source: The Value Creation Framework, IIRC, 2014, p13]41
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2.2 From HR to talent to human
capital and back again: some
definitions
Examining the relationship
between people and organisational
performance is a highly contested
area where many have tried
and, to varying degrees, all have
faltered.45 Part of the problem
is the impenetrable language
surrounding the debate over the
definitions involved on both sides
of the equation. The terms ‘human
resources’, ‘talent’ and ‘human
capital’ are used interchangeably
on one side of the equation,
as are varying ways to describe
performance – in financial,
operational or more subjective ways
– on the other.
From HR to talent…
A recent review of what constitutes
‘talent’ sees one leading expert
ask, ‘to what extent does it really
matter that there are no universal
definitions of talent and talent
management?’46 This lack of
conceptual clarity and definitions is
a fundamental problem built into
the DNA of talent management
and its perceived utility in meeting
the wider challenges faced by
organisational leaders. Even now,
nearly two decades after McKinsey
famously coined the phrase ‘the
war for talent’, we are still debating
definitions.47 What constitutes
talent in organisations turns on the
choices leaders make. For example,
underlying most executives’
views of talent is that it refers to
something innate to individuals
and is characterised by relative
scarcity.48 Talent is also commonly
used interchangeably with human
resources, in which talent has
become a euphemism for ‘people’
and their particular individual
characteristics.49
Others prefer to make a
distinction between talent itself
and its management, with the
latter comprising the challenges
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of operating in open labour
markets, devising new models
for developing employees within
jobs or even across jobs within the
same organisation, and making
investments in strategic jobs where
investments show the greatest
benefits.50 This latter definition
of the management of talent is
useful and closely resembles how
we, and most of the executives
we have spoken to, define talent’s
management.

organisations, a point we share with
other commentators:

In what follows, talent itself refers to
an organisation’s entire workforce,
which in turn refers to all employees
utilised by an organisation in
delivering its own operations. This
definition extends the definition of
total employees beyond the usual
numbers who are recorded in an
annual report’s definition under the
heading ‘the average total number
of employees employed’ to what
we define as the total number of
operating-related employees.51

The definition of talent adopted
in what follows refers to the
management of all people in such
a way that celebrates the collective
diversity and abundance of talent
as opposed to a war for scarce
resources. An organisation has to
optimise its return on investment
from its talent. Making strategic
and differential investment decisions
relating to all assets, not just people,
is a fact of executive life. But there is
an emphatic view among executives
that the language used to describe
their people can no longer focus on
a select few.

We should also at this early juncture
make explicit what we are not
saying. When discussing talent,
we are emphatically not describing
‘the systematic identification of
key positions which differentially
contribute to the organisation’s
sustainable competitive advantage’,
or to ‘the development of a talent
pool of high-potential and highperforming incumbents to fill
these roles’.52 As will become clear,
executives both within and without
the HR function feel strongly that all
of their people have a role to play
in contributing to the success of
organisations, large or small. While
some individuals clearly have the
potential to contribute more than
others, executives view the value
of their talent base in terms of its
collective entirety in the enablement
of their strategic choices. The talent
pools for such pivotal and enabling
positions are viewed to lie beyond
as well as inside the elite categories
of individuals drawn up within

[T]he unfortunate mathematical
fact is that only 10 percent of the
people are going to be in the top
10 percent. So companies have a
choice. They can all chase the same
supposed talent. Or they can …
build an organization that helps
make it possible for regular folks to
perform as if they were in the top
10 percent.53

An organisation’s capabilities
lie in the combination of the
competencies belonging to all of
the individuals it comprises. The
central challenge of increasing over
time the quality of talent in our
organisations represents in part the
shift to effectively contest models
of talent and their management
which represent a transformation
away from the negative-sum game
of the sponsored mobility of elite
programmes to a positive-sum game
where the collective gifts, skills,
knowledge, experience, intelligence,
judgement, attitude, character and
drive of our people can all make a
positive difference.54
…to human capital…
One recent review of talent
lists no fewer than 11 separate
definitions of talent but not one
of them offers an insight into how
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organisations gain an insight into
the value created by our people,
the authors choosing instead to
eschew such a ‘managerialist
approach emphasising
performance, efficiency and
effectiveness objectives’.55 As we
shall see, there is a large minority
of people within the HR community
and beyond who push back against
‘managerialist’ attempts to value
the contribution of people on the
grounds that it is both unethical as
well as highly problematic because
of the intangible nature of what
constitutes a person’s talent and
how such a contribution might
be ‘measured’. For these reasons,
many HR professionals bristle at
phrases such as ‘human capital’ or
‘human capital asset’ when used to
describe people.
Although understandable, this
emotional response overlooks
the traditions of the academic
fields from which HR in general,
and human capital theory in
particular, has evolved. Economists
have been referring to ‘human
capital’ since Pigou’s 1928 Study
in Public Finance with the term in
contemporary labour economics
largely referring to human capital
as an individual’s investment
decision. Since then the term has
infiltrated psychology in order to
describe an individual’s personal
characteristics that act as predictors
of job performance, or issues of
social position, cultural skill and
social mobility in sociology.56
Whatever the academic discipline,
human capital comprises a
resource that individuals and their
organisations utilise, albeit to varying
degrees, as opposed to a category
or label to which individuals are
subjugated. It is, as we shall see
below, the only ‘self-aware asset’
that can choose to transform itself.
This alone makes the talent asset
base a very special asset class.
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We see human capital, then, as very
much an ‘umbrella term’ representing
a positive resource for talent – its
capabilities, intellect and relationships
– for the organisation in which it is
located. But we need to push this
definition a little further still.
…and back again
We start Managing the Value of
your Talent, then, at the point
where current research finishes.
In a recent and provocative article
entitled, ‘Human capital is dead;
long live human capital resources!’
influential researchers in the US
point to the need for research on
human capital to move beyond
what they describe as the outdated modes of defining human
capital not just as the knowledge,
skills and ideas of individuals, but
the human capital resources made
available at business-unit level.57
Such units, claim the authors,
‘are based on people – what they
do, what they are, or what they
know – and are a complex mix of
individuals acting and interacting to
produce outcomes’.58
Moreover, this ‘human capital
resources definition focuses on
capacities for producing outcomes
rather than the individual
knowledge, skills, abilities or
other resources themselves [and
includes] the idea of capacities, the
potential for action, to differentiate
the potential from the action or
consequence it may produce’.59 The
challenge set by these researchers,
and one taken up by VyT, is to
answer the call for ‘future research
to explore these possibilities
and examine whether strategic
human capital resources produce
different perceived or actual value
depending on the manner in which
they are combined’.60
As will become apparent, we
have gone further, setting out the
distinctive and collective capabilities
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and integrated architectures of
value built by organisations to
underpin and enable the superior
functioning of their human capital
resources which lie beyond any
one individual or even groups of
individuals within an organisation
and represent enduring and
sustainable value.
2.3 Structural capital
Accompanying the growing
centrality of human capital is an
increasing sense in the boardroom
of moving beyond the traditional
understanding of merely the
financial capital structure of a
firm – where accountants examine
capital structure comprising the
different sources of finance a firm
uses to fund its operations – to
examining what we refer to as
the structural capitals of the firm,
which emphasise not just financial
resources but also closely examine
the collective resources represented
by the combined capitals comprising
both tangible and intangible
resources (see Table 4).

As the importance of the business
model has taken centre stage in
the strategic thinking of businesses,
people too have moved closer to
the heart of executive discussions.
This does not mean that human
capital represents the only game
in town when it comes to making
decisions over investments across
the asset base of an organisation.
On the contrary, there is an
increasing demand to demonstrate
how investments in people both
complement and add value to other
assets across the business.
We should not assume human
capital elements exist in a vacuum
of ring-fenced resource allocation.
Like other assets and the operations
used to drive them, human capital
expenditure needs to be understood
in the wider context of competing
resources. The extent to which
this competition is played out and
integrated across functional silos to
obtain maximum value represents
yet another emerging challenge to
those leading the organisation. A

corollary of this observation is that
other assets will justifiably be ahead
of people in the allocation of limited
resources. The need for executives
across all functional backgrounds to
demonstrate how their operations
enable financial resources to
collectively accrete represents the
new challenge of integrated thinking.
There is a growing recognition of the
business-critical role people-related
capitals play. In the words of Toby
Peyton-Jones, HR director at Siemens
for the UK and Northern Europe,
‘you might have all of this data, but
whether the data is any use means
coming back to your strategy.’
And here we come to an issue we
kept returning to on a regular basis
with multiple respondents, namely
being clear about the strategy of
the business and the role played
by human capital in enabling its
successful execution.
Strategy is about choice, being
clear about where to play, how to
win, what your key capabilities are

Table 4: The new structural capitals of the firm

Definition

New capital structure

Financial capital

The pool of funds available to an organisation for use in the production of goods or
the provision of services, obtained through financing, such as debt, equity or grants, or
generated through operations or investment.

Financial resources

Manufactured
capital

Manufactured physical objects (as distinct from natural physical objects) that are
available to an organisation for use in the production of goods or the provision of
services.

Manufactured
resources

Intellectual
capital

Organisational knowledge-based intangibles, including intellectual property, such as
patents, copyrights, software, rights and licences; ‘organisational capital’ such as tacit
knowledge, systems, procedures and protocols.

Human capital

People’s competencies, capabilities and experience, and their motivations to innovate,
including their alignment with and support for an organisation’s governance framework,
risk management approach, and ethical values; ability to understand, develop and
implement an organisation’s strategy; loyalties and motivations for improving processes,
goods and services, including their ability to lead, manage and collaborate.

Social and
relationship
capital

The institutions and the relationships within and between communities, groups of
stakeholders and other networks, and the ability to share information to enhance
individual and collective well-being and includes: shared norms, and common values and
behaviours, key stakeholder relationships and intangibles such as brand and reputation.

Natural

All renewable and non-renewable environmental resources and processes that provide
goods or services that support the past, current or future propensity of an organisation,
including air, water, land, minerals and forests, bio-diversity and eco-system health.
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Human capital
architectures

Natural resources
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and the management systems in
place to achieve it.61 Without such
clarity organisations cannot move
the human capital element of their
business model forward because they
do not know or understand what it
is they need to put in place from a
people perspective to enable their
strategic choices to become a reality.
For Duncan Ballie, a former chief
executive of the European business
of Unilever, and now the company’s
chief HR officer, this requires
distilling the detail down to a onepage plan not just isolating how
people make the strategy reality,
but to determine what is imperative
for those managing human capital
in the near and medium term. For
Ballie, this effectively constitutes ‘a
licence for executives to operate’,
and without which they lack a
strategic compass against which
they can set direction and gauge
progress. It is not a coincidence that
the overarching strategic direction of
the group, and regularly presented
to shareholders, is labelled ‘The
Compass Strategy’.
Taking a perspective on the role
of human capital in shaping
strategy and determining the
sequence of events in which
investments in it would take
place was a recurring theme for
our executive interviewees. For
example, in moving to an expansive
target revenue business model
underpinned by a culture change
initiative in the not-for-profit charity
Centrepoint, Chief Executive Seyi
Obakin pointed to ‘needing to
know where we were and what
we needed to do’. Shifting to a
new mindset required a recognition
that ‘we’re not for profit but we’re
not for loss, either’. Such strategic
transformations are easy to design
but exceptionally difficult to build
and maintain.
For Anthony Bruce, a partner in
workforce analytics at PwC, analytics
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has a clear role to play here because
it can help businesses to build an
evidence base to ‘identify the critical
business issues and the subsequent
critical business people issues that
people really care about now and in
the next 6–12, or 18 months, and
provide some insight around those
and then use this data to make a
number of bets across a range of
issues across the workforce’.
So, the first major observation
we draw from our research into
human capital strategy and the role
played by metrics is that, contrary
to popular perception, many senior
executives do not begin with the
numbers and work backwards,
but move through what might be
described as a clarity–enablement–
imperative–traction model which
involves clear thinking on strategy,
the role to be played by human
capital in enabling it, and the rollout of people-related activities.
Then, and only then, do executives
put a clear set of metrics in place
to understand traction against the
course set by the leadership team
(see Table 5).
With this clarity in place,
organisations can then align their
human capital interventions with
the overarching strategy and
accompanying business model of
the organisation. Much has been
written about the alignment of
HR practices with organisational
strategy and our intention is not
to ape these works here.62 Human
capital management has been
defined as ‘managing people in
a way that leads to the optimal
accumulation of human capital: for
the individuals who are investing in
it; the organisations that are using it
and also the financial investors who
are funding it’.63
For the majority, then, human
capital management is defined
in response to the overarching
strategy of the business model;
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Table 5: CE-IT – Mapping strategic conversations

Strategic contribution

Definition

Executive conversation

Strategic clarity

Understanding strategic intent

Unambiguous and easy to communicate to different
stakeholders

Strategic enablement

How executives establish and resource
strategic imperatives

Enabling executives to negotiate and resource
strategic imperatives

Strategic imperative

The priority and sequence of major
business activities

Underpinning rationale to future major activities

Strategic traction

How progress on strategic imperatives
are measured

A clear connection between maximised performance
of talent and tangible business outcomes

the extent to which it formulates and
executes policies and practices that
produces the employee capabilities and
behaviours an organisation requires
to achieve its strategic aims.64 This
so-called ‘best-fit’ approach is seen
to be the most appropriate way to
secure the best performance from
people, although some explicitly
suggest that the ‘“return on people”
needs to be seen as a qualitative
measure, an agenda for discussion that
cannot be distilled down into a single
financial metric, without being severely
compromised’.65

With this latter statement we entirely
agree. No single measure can shed
light on the value – or otherwise – of
our human capital. Nevertheless, given
most business strategies are certainly
created with the aim of optimising – as
opposed to the maximising of – the
performance, however defined, of
our people, we require a framework
that enables us to better understand
the traction against which our human
capital management is succeeding
with this aim. Our definition of a
strategic approach to human capital
management, therefore, comprises

four elements, each of which ‘makes
visible an organisation’s use of its
[human capital]’66 and aligns these
elements with the underpinning
business model of the organisation
(see Figure 3).
Human capital operations (HCO)
represent the basic level of peoplebased inputs at the business-model
level.
This first stage in understanding the
value of talent involves the recognition
of what talent itself comprises.

Figure 3: The four elements of human capital strategy

Human capital
operations
(HCO)
Human capital
integration
(HCI)

Human capital
development
(HCD)

Human capital
analytics & reporting
(HCAR)
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This rather obvious statement is
deceptively misleading. Different
people use different terms to
describe human capital and often
interchangeably. For our purposes,
human capital operations represent
the collective base of talent from
which an organisation can draw and
is defined as ‘people’s competencies
capabilities and experience, and
their motivations to innovate’.67
The size, nature and costs of the
workforce represent the foundational
layer via which we establish the
‘capital on which the organisation
depends, which provides a source
of differentiation and is material to
understanding the robustness and
resilience of the business model’.68
Human capital development (HCD)
refers specifically to the talentrelated activities through which an
organisation transforms and adds to
its talent base and through which
it ensures capabilities are aligned
with the primary activities required
by the organisation’s strategy and
underpinning business model.
These include but are not restricted
to the implementation of specific
practices such as recruitment,
retention, remuneration, training
and other skills development
identified by the research exploring
high-performance work systems.69
At the business-model level,
activities represent the conversion of
inputs into outputs. It is important
to recognise here that talent
pipelines run on different timescales
from economic cycles in the wider
economy and from business models
across specific business units within
organisations. Activities need to be
aligned with the short-, mediumand long-term aspirations of the
business to ensure the requisite
capabilities are in place. This
requires that long-term planning
processes align the flow of inputs
and activities with intended outputs
and outcomes established by the
business model (see below).
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Human capital analytics and
reporting (HCAR) involve the
processes of capturing and making
sense of the data relating to the
outputs generated by the business
and how these ultimately contribute
to business-level outcomes and
value-generation.
The primary aim here is to build
robust or categorised and uniform
data points on which there is
agreement on definitions and upon
which more detailed exploration of
insights can be obtained, enabling
more optimal investments in human
capital and, critically, other capitals.
Such analytics can contribute to
continuing human capital and
talent supply chain analysis and
forecasts as well as to continuing
improvements in HCD.70 Outputs
are generated by activities. Where
human-capital-related inputs and
activities might be more generic,
outputs are more specifically
and tightly wrapped around the
particular strategy and the business
model of the host organisation.
Although the overwhelming
majority do not, organisations can
choose to externally report on how
human capital components are
being impacted by investment in
people insofar as they ‘substantively
affect the organisation’s ability to
create value over the short, medium
and long term’.71 HR functions
are, however, under increasing
scrutiny to internally report on
their activities and associated costs
to enable optimal human capital
management. We shall return to this
issue in Chapter 6.
Human capital integration (HCI) – as
with outputs, business outcomes
are specific to the particular and
changing contexts of the host
organisation.
This aspect of integrating human
capital to the business model
represents the greatest challenge to
executives, as a clear line of sight
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between higher-order businesslevel outcomes and material
value-generation (for example,
mergers and acquisitions, servicelevel satisfaction, and so on) is
not easily obtainable and not
easily measurable. Functional-level
outcomes (for example, mergers
and acquisitions, service levels,
and so on) can, however, make
significant contributions to such
targets, and via which workforce
analytics can provide deeper levels
of insight into the extent to which
human capital is integrated with
the other capitals and wider assets
of the business.
Moreover, these higher-order
outcomes at business level can be
viewed through different lenses. We
would suggest at least two possible
alternatives. The first, not surprisingly,
relates to what might be described
as the optimisation of human capital,
which includes the development of
intellectual capital, the intangible
value of the business and what might
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be described as the return from
human capital employed.72
A second lens, although clearly
material from a people perspective,
highlights transparency and its
role in mitigating risk. In the
words of one recent commentator,
‘today, technology is ushering in
a new wave of real-time, radical
transparency, and what I expect it to
kill is governments and businesses
that persist in unsustainable,
socially irresponsible practices,
which hurt workers, communities,
the environment, and ultimately
the organisations themselves.’73
Factors under analysis through a
risk lens might include, for example,
behavioural or cultural risks, security
risks, and the strategic sustainability
of the business model pursued.74
Human capital management (HCM),
then, represents the optimal location
of people and their capabilities
to consistently release over time
the highest levels of sustainable

value identified in an organisation’s
overarching strategy and
accompanying business model.
We have already established above
the extent to which there is wide
variation in practice within as well as
between organisations in relation to
different aspects of human capital
and its management. This said, it is
difficult to see how an organisation
can establish the effectiveness of its
business model without establishing
firm foundations for the impact
of human capital and vice versa.
There may be variation in themes
but the points of emphases on
strategy, human capital, the business
model, and a means with which to
gauge the traction of human capital
strategic interventions all remain
broadly in place whatever approach
chosen by an organisation. Indeed,
it is to the challenge of how
organisations can establish at which
point they are located on this
human capital optimisation journey
that we turn in the next chapter.
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3 The evolution of workforce analytics
‘Useless
information
is worse than
useless.’
John Kay

75

Everybody is talking about analytics.
It is easy to see why. According
to one leading consulting house,
‘companies that adopt “data-driven
decision-making” have productivity
levels 5 to 6 per cent higher than
can be explained by other factors,
including investment in technology
[and] the focus now needs to
shift to quantifying the enterprise:
capturing the actions, interactions,
and attributes of the employees
and processes that make the
enterprise tick.’76
In this chapter we examine the
development and veracity of
what has now become known as
‘workforce analytics’. We achieve
this by tracking the development
of the different schools of thought
of analytics that have evolved over
the last 30 years and explore the
theoretical foundations of the
techniques used by researchers
operating in this field. Our
observation suggests that the
rhetoric of analytical science has
not quite kept up with the hype
curve. The chapter concludes with
the identification of six different
technical approaches to workforce
analytics and concludes the majority
of organisations – a finding
echoed across large-scale surveys
– are struggling to move beyond
elementary approaches.
3.1 The evolution of the
analytical art
Of course, ‘if you don’t measure
things, they don’t get done,’
suggests Anthony Bruce of PwC,
echoing the sentiments of many.
Understanding traction against
business strategy from a human
capital perspective means not
just establishing how peoplerelated capitals enable the
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business to achieve its objectives,
but understanding whether any
progress is being made and what
the contribution of human-capitalrelated investments is. And here we
open up the debate that is as old
as the hills, reignited once more by
analytics, exploring the extent to
which we can measure – or even
predict – the contribution made
by the HR function to business
performance.
There is now a vast literature
exploring the link between talent
and organisational performance.
The ultimate aim of this body of
work has been to prove what most
of us instinctively already know
to be true: that there is a positive
relationship between the ways
in which we manage our people
and their capacity to drive the
performance of the companies for
which they work.
What at face value appears to
be a relatively straightforward
assumption soon runs into
significant analytical challenges
represented by a lack of clarity
as to what precisely constitutes
talent, on one side of the equation,
and what precisely constitutes
performance, on the other.
Where some researchers point
to a growing body of ‘scientific’
methods we can use to ‘measure’
the relationship between people
and organisational performance,77
others have suggested there is in
fact much more heat than light
emitted by the now voluminous
outpourings of academic research
papers, books and reports from
academics, consulting houses and
think tanks.78 The advent of talent
analytics has muddied the water
around this debate simply because
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those offering new analytical
solutions appear to be suggesting
that they can succeed with ‘big
data’ and analytics where previous
research has failed.79
Research in the field has been
remarkably uniform. Almost
without exception, a credible
explanation of the executive
craft comprising how we best
manage our people to obtain
optimal financial performance
has been sought in the quantum
form. Variations in the financial
performance of organisations on
one side of the equation have to
be explained by a corresponding
linear shift in the measurements
we use to capture human capital
interventions on the other. Both
sides of the equation have been
subject to modifications with
broadly similar results.
The same challenges facing human
capital analytics practitioners,
however, are the same problems
researchers have been grappling
with regarding how best to
capture the contribution of
human resources ever since the
publication 30 years ago of Michael
Beer and colleagues’ Human
Resource Assets.80 Leaving to one
side the clear allusion to people
as assets, which we return to
in the final chapter, Beer’s work
is as remarkable for what he

prescribed should not happen as it
was for its original conception of
what should comprise the future
management of human resources.
What has become the canon of HR
– commitment, now engagement;
competence, now the development
of skills and talent; congruence, the
debate over the strategic alignment
of or ‘best fit’ of people with
strategy; and cost-effectiveness,
the return on investment to talentbased interventions – were all
present in this pioneering work.
Beer and his colleagues, however,
were unequivocal in their
observation that ‘the 4Cs do not
provide managers with actual
measurement methods and
data for assessing the effects of
their firm’s HRM policies. These
methods are numerous, and they
differ depending on the level of
analysis chosen.’81 They were also
highly suspicious of ‘accounting
efforts’, which they viewed to be
‘potentially very useful [but] have
fallen short of their promise’.82
They even provided a very clear
health warning regarding attempts
to measure the impact of human
resources, suggesting, ‘in the final
analysis, HRM outcomes is a matter
of judgement informed by data
from a variety of sources and in
a variety of forms (qualitative and
quantitative) and evaluated by
various stakeholders.’83

This notwithstanding, with a
newfound sense of contribution,
the once ‘back-office’ administrative
function of personnel now felt it
could step up to the plate of HR
management and participate in the
‘front end’ of business planning
essential to devising strategy and
meeting the long-run needs of
the enterprise.84 A subsequent
outpouring of research has since
ensued over the last three decades,
giving birth to different schools
of thought but all attempting to
resolve the same problem: how to
account for the causal impact of
human resources on performance.
Such a search for causality has led to
the more specific analytical pursuit
of the impact of human resources
on business financial performance,
or what has been labelled the ‘hard
school’ of HR management.85 Many
incorrectly view this literature as
painting a picture of homogeneity
on both sides of the equation.
While the same underlying analytical
technique to operationalise the
concepts is broadly the same, what
comprises the variables on each
side of the equation is subject to
surprisingly wide variation. There are
at least five different schools on the
people side of the equation alone
(see Table 6).
The most celebrated, and by far
the most cited if not read, school

Table 6: The five research schools of HRM performance

School

Metaphor

Method

Seminal example

Contingency

Russian doll

Performance contingent on alignment of different HR
processes with organisational strategy and processes

Universalistic

Black box

A linear relationship between organisational performance
and certain HR practices

Configurational

Rubik’s Cube

How the pattern or configuration of multiple HR processes are
related to each other and to organisational performance

Contextual

Kaleidoscope

A complete overview of the HR factors influencing and
shaping policies and practices

Reflexive

Alethiometer

Explanation and thus understanding of the role played by HR
via experience of how underlying mechanisms work
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Schuler and Jackson
(1987)
Huselid
(1995)
Delery and Doty
(1996)
Paauwe
(2004)
Hesketh and Fleetwood
(2006)
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HR analytics: a compelling
line of sight?
‘I’m a strong advocate of
evidence-based HR and the
powerful insight it can give
in supporting boards to
more deeply understand the
effectiveness of their people
strategy and its impact on
customer service and business
performance. This means
connecting people insights
with sales, service, marketing
and financial performance
insights to lay out a compelling
“line of sight” between highly
engaged, well-led staff and
superior, sustainable business
performance. The HR teams
that master this will be highly
prized by their boards and the
market.’
Rob Aitken,
Royal Bank of Scotland
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of thought is that advocating the
universalistic approach.86 Like the
contingency, configurational and
contextual schools, the ultimate
goal here was, and still remains,
to establish an unequivocal,
measurable and causal link between
certain common or ‘universalistic’
HR components or ‘best practices’
with the financial performance
of an organisation. This is also
the approach most organisational
practitioners usually have in
mind when developing, using or
consuming talent-related analytics.

crucially observed, ‘it is possible for
a company to do all of these things
and be unprofitable or unsuccessful,
or to do a few or none of them and
be quite successful.’89

3.2 Firing algorithms at black
boxes?
This universalistic approach is often
labelled the ‘black box’ school
simply because we never learn
what happens in between the
people-related inputs and businessrelated outputs.87 What constitutes
the causal interventions remains
largely opaque. The analytics reveal
variations in the financial outputs on
the other side of the black box. A
claim is even made for which inputs
have more impact than others,
but what constitutes the actual
interdependencies or practice itself is
rarely if ever articulated.

Where Pfeffer was equivocal,
however, the US academic Mark
Huselid was audacious in his
claiming to evaluate the ‘prediction
that the impact of High Performance
Work Practices on firm performance
is contingent on both the degree
of complementarity, or internal
fit, among these practices and the
degree of alignment, or external
fit, between a firm’s system of
such practices and its competitive
strategy’.90 Even putting to one
side the size and complexities of
the task involved in combining the
contingent and configurational
approaches into one study, it is
Huselid’s claim that the extent
to which the impact of different
HR approaches can be precisely
modelled to the nearest dollar
that is striking. Huselid’s work
has subsequently had a major
impact on the emerging workforce
analytics field and is often cited as
the bedrock for new and emerging
techniques.91

This work represents the analytical
extension of Jeffrey Pfeffer’s
celebrated work on so-called highperformance work systems (HPWS)
in the 1990s, which claimed that
‘what successful firms tend to
have in common is that for their
sustained advantage, they rely not
on technology, patents, or strategic
position, but on how they manage
their workforce.’88 Like Michael Beer
before him, Pfeffer issued caveats
that these 13 practices should
not be held up as a panacea, and

Many researchers – both within
and without academia – be they
consulting houses, think tanks, or
scholars working in Huselid’s own
community of practice,92 have tried
to emulate but never succeeded
in repeating on the same scale the
findings, either in terms of the direct
financial link between HPWS or
with the same level of precision in
matching operational and financial
variables originally claimed by
Huselid. And this is where we begin
to run into problems with talent-
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related analytics and our second
observation about the emergence
of talent analytics, or, in the words
of PwC’s Anthony Bruce, the point
at which ‘the hype wave is cresting
faster than the actual reality’.
First, there is growing scepticism
of the capacity of talent analytics
to deliver on the hype that has
accompanied it. As the field
has developed, researchers are
increasingly using proxies of
performance in their analysis as
opposed to pure financial data.
In the majority of instances, these
proxies are not related to financial
performance at all but instead use
individuals’ subjective perceptions
of the performance outcomes of
the business such as ordinal ratings
scales. Such techniques make
those with responsibility for the
regulation of the financial reporting
industry nervous. For example,
PwC’s Anthony Bruce observed, ‘I
don’t think the answer lies in firing
algorithms at boxes of data. You
might find something that might
keep you or me awake at night
thinking, “that’s interesting,” but
I don’t think it would solve the
business issue.’
Second, we appear to be a long way
from solid analytical foundations –
exactly how far can be illustrated
by problems of translation involved
when converting the statistical
analysis of intangible HR practices
into the ‘quantum’ form of ordinal
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proxies. For example, I can safely
deduce that the operating profit at
Company A will be $100 million
if its revenues are $1 billion and
operating costs are $900 million. We
can also deduce that if Company B’s
operating profits come in at $200
million from $1 billion revenues,
Company B’s operating costs are
$100 million lower than Company
A’s. We can also conclude that
Company B’s margin is twice the
size of Company A’s. There is then a
clear relationship between revenues,
profits and costs. 93 So far so good.
Translating the same calculative
logic to how organisations manage
their human capital and its causal
relationship with their financial
performance in the quantum form
is much more problematic. There is
no stochastic linear line along which
the causality of HR interventions can
be quantitatively modelled using
ordinal proxies of performance. While
researchers might want to suggest
‘a one standard deviation’ increase
in high-performance work practices,
it is far from apparent exactly
what management intervention or
practical activity comprises a one
standard deviation increase in highperformance work practices. It is
these claims that the accounting
profession and those both within
and without the HR function find
challenging to accept. Of course, not
all analytics represent an attempt to
make the predictive claims that are as
audacious as Huselid’s.

HR analytics: plus ça
change…?
‘The world hasn’t changed.
It’s still, “tell me how the data
you’ve got can shed some
light on the business issue
I have.” You’re back to the
same question of what can
these numbers tell us? But
now you’ve got to either call
it a hypothesis or you’ve got
to call it a business issue, or
you’ve got to call it a need of
some kind. But you still have
a business issue and you have
to look at the data through
that lens. This challenge hasn’t
changed; it remains exactly
the same. I think the sources
of information we’ve got are
different; the volumes of data
we’ve now got are different;
the sorts of visualisation tools
we’ve got are now different;
the expectations are different
but fundamentally, you’ve still
got to work out how a business
issue can be solved through
the application of information
and data that can create some
insight on a business issue and
there is no shortcut for that.’
Anthony Bruce,
PwC
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Table 7: From data to analytics: different approaches

Primary analytical approach

Advantages/disadvantages

Models
employed

Predictors

Forecasting impact of future scenarios and
interventions

Helps with planning; issues over veracity?

Multivariate

Modellers

Data reduction to model impact of variables Provides insight to impact of people; clear line of sight?

Multivariate

Correlators Relationships between variables

Some pattern recognition; association or causality?

Bivariate

Describers

Main emphasis on benchmarking data

Useful benchmarking; comparisons limited utility?

Univariate

Collectors

Data collection and reporting emphasis

Provides evidence base; limited analytic insight

Univariate

Anecdotal

Opportunistic and largely second-hand data No evidence base on operations or their impact

Modelling the black box:
the FRC’s view of talent
analytics
‘The anxiety is that where there
isn’t that sort of straightforward
valuation basis, people start
modelling. You then produce
a “black box”, which nobody
else can understand, and is only
as good as the assumptions
contained within it. There is
sometimes rather a lack of
scrutiny about what goes on
in the box, not least because,
frankly, the accountants are not
very good at understanding
the box, either because it
hasn’t been properly explained
or often because it involves
different disciplines. I think we
are very conscious of the risks in
modelling things and producing
numbers which are just
garbage, really. It is just more
noise, so that’s quite an issue.’
Stephen Haddrill,
The Financial Reporting
Council
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Exactly how analytical interventions
are quantitatively captured and
how this unlocks our understanding
of what makes things tick are
moot. With the recent challenges
surrounding the veracity of the
claims of Google’s big data prowess,
predictive analytics appear to have
lost some of their recent lustre.
Of course, there are analytics
and there are analytics. The term
workforce analytics has recently
been established in the discourse of
HR, but this means different things
to different people. Moreover, each
of these different conceptions and
associated techniques carry with
them advantages and disadvantages
(see Table 7).

N/A

challenge is pulling together the
basic foundations for effective
analytics. They remain tied to their
data in response mode, as opposed
to making the step up to the level
of some of their contemporaries in
applying sophisticated systems of
data management and analytics to
their human capital practices. Exactly
why this is the case, and where
organisations are on their analytical
journeys, and how this can help
inform more effective human capital
management, forms the basis of our
next chapter.

Recent research suggests that
as many as nine out of ten
organisations have limited analytical
capability with an approach of
‘getting it done’ or ‘trying to be
consistent’.94 This approach aligns
with the ‘anecdotal’ or ‘collectors’
labels we have attributed to
those organisations whose main
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Building value through engagement:
the data specialist’s perspective
We know that employee engagement has been shown to be a leading indicator of performance; but it is
also clear that it is related to good management and leadership practice. James Court-Smith, director at
data specialists Stillae and senior adviser to the Engage for Success taskforce, understands the reasons why
engagement insights are valuable to senior leaders when making crucial decisions for the organisation:
‘A focus on engagement can bring the people agenda into commercial and strategic discussions, and
offers a robust and concrete building block for the human capital quadrant on your balanced scorecard.’
The methods to measure employee engagement are numerous; survey tools attract the most attention
and use by practitioners, but employee voice programmes are equally vital to help leaders and employees
get a handle on employee sentiment towards their work and workplace. At Stillae they understand
how businesses, big and small, must build their own engagement model and data process around the
employee proposition, and crucially ensure that leaders understand why engagement matters:
‘Unless your organisation is very small (fewer than 100), walking and talking to people, getting a feel
for the place, just won’t cut it. Its impractical across hundreds of people, let alone tens of thousands.
Engagement surveys can provide huge amounts of value if used correctly, and there are two ways we’d
recommend they’re used: as a diagnostic, and as a performance measure. As a diagnostic it should
provide insights into your major initiatives (how well have they performed, where and why), but also
highlight unexpected issues and trends. The former is often applied well by organisations; however, the
latter is often missing, or seriously underplayed, and requires systematic reviews of the data (by topic
but also by organisation area, seniority, job family, etc). Most under-used is the performance measure for
leaders and managers, for example employee engagement as an explicit component of their roles.’
As with any powerful mechanism that relies on self-reported data, there are important challenges facing
leaders in interpreting and utilising the insights that engagement data provide. However, the potential by
aligning with human capital data and business data is huge:
‘In my experience the main pitfalls stem from poor use: failure to map the organisation structure or the
key initiatives, which means they can then not be examined in the data. Treating results as fact – that is,
as the vote, rather than a poll, and ignoring statistical significance, are also common occurrences.
‘There is huge potential value in integrating with other indicators – for example human capital KPIs,
feedback channels, performance management systems, capabilities and capacity, etc.’
Gaming employee engagement surveys is also an issue which many organisations are challenged with,
and in an age of transparent reporting, engagement data is coming under increased scrutiny by a myriad
of stakeholders. For James, he sees two key areas that must be addressed:
‘There are two areas which need to be addressed: minimising the motivation to game, for example
ensuring usage is fair and appropriate, and actively reducing the risk via checks and balances, and robust
feedback processes, such as whistle-blowing. In my experience the gaming concept relates to managers
throughout the organisation “encouraging” their teams to be positive on the survey, or indeed the team’s
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own desire to be nice to their manager, for example if they make plain that survey results will affect
their performance appraisal. Communications is a great place to start to rectify some of these issues, so
messaging should be regular, consistent and emphasise the need for honest responses.’
When businesses get engagement right, the power of frequent and consistent reporting can be huge. The
real value lies in linking the power of engagement to business performance and productivity, and on this
James is crystal clear:
‘There is a wealth of evidence in case studies already about the value of engagement to performance and
linking engagement across your organisation to your own performance KPIs, if done credibly, can change
the conversation with important stakeholders. Engagement is often a leading indicator – this has been
shown in many studies, and I’ve regularly seen it in my own work. In part this is an effect of the lag – that
improvements in engagement take some time to filter through to higher performance. But it’s also pretty
unique, most of what is measured by organisations is an exercise in history. As engagement improves
ownership, commitment and quality, collaboration and discretionary effort, it should be no surprise that
helps raise performance over time.’
James Court-Smith is director at Stillae
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4M
 apping human capital analytics
practice in organisations
This chapter maps the different
approaches organisations use
in understanding the impact of
their people on organisational
performance. The emerging picture
is one of a much more complex
world than that typically presented
by academic researchers. To help
cut through this complexity we set
out how the different elements
of human capital analytics can be
integrated with both human capital
management and the organisation’s
overarching strategy and business
model. We then introduce a
typology illustrating the different
stages at which organisations are
located on their human capital
analytics journeys and how this can
contribute to a deeper and more
revealing understanding of the
contribution made to organisational
performance by people.
4.1 Getting the analytical plane
in the air
In a recent investigation into
executives’ perceptions of analytics,
one recent report has suggested
‘companies are no longer suffering
from a lack of data; they’re suffering
from a lack of the right data [and]
those working under the assumption
that “more data” is equivalent to
“better data” are only partially
correct.’95 The majority of executives
we spoke to certainly related to
these observations. There appear to
be five discrete factors at work. We
will deal with each in turn.
1 The infancy of analytics
Much has been made of the
infancy of analytics in the workforce
space and the extent to which
many organisations have yet to
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overcome the challenges of pulling
together the building blocks: their
data. There remains an apparent
contradiction between the perceived
potential of talent analytics and
the reality of the strategic insights
currently emerging from what
are largely still evolving analytical
interventions. ‘There is,’ according
to Toby Peyton-Jones of Siemens,
‘an element of this being “the king
in his underpants”.’

‘There is an
element of
this being “the
king in his
underpants”.’

.

Many pointed to a feeling of being
left behind by other ‘highfliers’ in
the analytics field, although when
pressed to expand on the advanced
analytics being practised by other
organisations, the conversation
would turn to the claims being
made about the power of abstract
analytical insight in other functions
and wider domains such as big data
and social media, as opposed to a
concrete example of practice in the
area of workforce analytics. There
is, then, a sense of relative anxiety
as opposed to a confident and
absolute analytical reality.
This in part explains the experience
of many which suggests they are
encountering headwinds at very
low altitude. For Jeff Schwartz, a
principal in consulting at Deloitte,
‘there’s clearly been a major buzz in
the last couple of years around big
data and around analytics generally.
The way I would describe it, on
average, is probably flying at about
500 feet above the ground. We
may have made lift-off but we are
not flying very high, and for some
companies, every once in a while
they are dipping down and hitting
the tops of the trees.’96
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The difference leadership
makes
‘It’s not the technical issue.
Figuring out how to gather
the data, build the systems,
and do either the descriptive,
prescriptive or predictive
analysis is hard but it’s not
necessarily what’s holding
companies back. One of
the things we think is
holding things back is really
a leadership question. By
leadership, we mean what is
the commitment and what
are the level of resources and
energy that an HR, talent or
any business leader is going
to bring to their organisation
to move to a way of thinking
and running the business that
is more balanced, including
traditional ways of making
decisions to qualitative and
quantitative ways? If leaders sit
in the middle of this initiative,
as in any initiative, it makes
a huge difference. What the
analytical “high fliers” seem to
have that the “tree trimmers”
don’t is a different level of
leadership commitment, and
a different experience at the
leadership level of how to
introduce analytics into what
they are doing both every day
and in terms of their planning.’
Jeff Schwartz,
Deloitte98
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2 The difference leadership can
make
The struggle to gain altitude
perhaps more than anything
turns on the engagement with
and sponsorship of analytics by
senior leaders both within and
without the HR function. A lack of
investment for analytical projects
is an obvious stumbling block, a
recurring trend picked up once
again by recent research.97
Of more concern, however,
to those we spoke to was the
expectation of senior executives
to be clear about their thinking in
relation to the primary benefits of
analytics in enabling the business
to understand its location on a
strategic map and avoiding what
one executive in the finance sector
described to us as the process
of ‘how measurement is used to
prove, defend, facilitate or kill
success’.

investment in clean, reliable and
valid data.’
These are far from easily
reconcilable issues but the effective
utilisation of analytics requires
organisations to think through new
and emerging challenges arising
from the increasing ‘datafication’
of commercial life – both within
and without the organisation.99
Moreover, this is not simply a
technical issue to be addressed
by technological experts, but one
where leaders have to step up and
resolve issues such as:
•

•

Executives, then, need to be
front and centre of the projects
involving analytics, shaping how
they are wrapped around the
value drivers of the business
model, determining how analytics
are to establish traction, and in
defining what this traction might
look like in the first place.
Many organisations, it seems,
have yet to resolve the ‘make or
buy’ decision. Stories of ‘being
on a journey with our data’ were
commonplace, with such journeys
stretching to periods of 24 or
even 36 months before reaching
any kind of limited fruition. There
is clearly a tension emerging not
so much between the level of
investment required in establishing
the foundations for analytics,
but from where this investment
may come and who will take
responsibility. For Max Blumberg,
an independent consultant in
the analytics space, ‘don’t even
start analytics without a two-year

•

•

•

the enterprise-level strategic
and operational questions
revolving around how
organisations engage with and
use evolving data ecosystems
and the significance of the
new relationships with strategic
partners that are emerging in
this space
the structural and talent issues
required by data usage as the
organisation attempts to build
both repeatable and scalable data
engines that will be of continuing
relevance in future years
then, and only then, deal
with the issues currently on
everybody’s minds: namely,
the culture of innovation and
experimentation that datadriven ideation is supposed to
help foster
recognise that these are not just
questions for those leading the
HR, IT or marketing functions
but those making decisions
about the future strategic
direction of the organisation as
a whole and the current and
future role of analytics across it
the role played by analytics in
helping leaders to establish
the quality of the workforce
they have at their disposal,
its direction of travel and the
optimal interventions required
to build a sustainable human
capital resource.
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3 From standardisation to
alignment
There is certainly not a problem with
the volume or velocity of peoplerelated data for executives to review.
If anything, there is a growing sense
of data overload for organisations.
The challenge then turns to one of
standardisation enabling executives
to feel that they have the requisite
quality of data on which to rest
and align their insights on the
impact of their various talent-related
interventions.
There was an observation that an
enormous opportunity was not
yet being utilised in the same way
as other organisational functions.
For Peyton-Jones, this lay in his
recognition that ‘we are a data
point in HR and we’ve never
leveraged that in the same way as
finance have, and that whole topic
where we can become a much
more strategic component is there
because of our unique position in
being able to provide a commentary
on our biggest expenditure, which is
payroll.’
Other interviewees pointed to the
sheer scale of data now coming on
stream both from without as well as
within the organisation. Everywhere
there was a sense of a potential that
had yet to be grasped or adequately
assimilated into the thinking of the
teams responsible for leveraging
analytics. Anxieties were once again
driven by the perceived analytical
advances thought to be taking place
in other functions.
Here again, the problem seems
to be one of solving for the right
questions. Standardisation requires
executives to be clear about
the questions they are seeking
to answer, which in turn then
shapes how data is collected and
categorised. It is not enough to
adopt a reactive approach where
data is viewed as an externally
generated product requiring analysis
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and then a strategic response. The
new analytical strategies recognise
in advance the new and emerging
economies of data and require
executives to think of new ways of
synthesising information to create
analytical platforms of specific utility
for their business units, functions
and enterprises ahead of investment
decisions in analytics and new
analytically enabling technologies.
While this process is certainly an
iterative one, organisational leaders
must first resolve a number of
strategic issues before entering and
shaping the data ecosystems they
intend to build. This more targeted
response will not only save precious
resource but also prevent other
executive leaders from drowning in
the complexity of multiple data sets
which offer little analytical insights
simply because they cannot be
manipulated into a form that offers
any insight.
4 Moving beyond data to
analytics
Building on the issues identified
above, a fourth barrier to progress
turns on how organisations make
the transition from companies who
understand their data requirements
and manage information and the
associated analytical challenges
accordingly. The principal challenge
here is moving from data collection
to its assimilation and effective
analysis. For Ian Iceton of Network
Rail, ‘I wouldn’t say we’re collecting
too much data but the challenge
we have is that we have a lot of
different sources of data, which are
just not joined up.’

Analytics: an economy of
databases?
‘We need to better understand
the way the data changes the
way people work through the
way the data is exchanged
and provided. If I look at how
data is affecting things, we
can see in our own models
the amount of money you
can charge for generating the
energy, versus the amount
of money you can charge
for distributing the energy,
versus the amount of money
you can charge for providing
the information about who
generated it, who provided
it and who used it: that data
is extremely valuable and as
valuable as the generation of
the energy itself.’
Toby Peyton-Jones,
Siemens

The problem appears to turn on the
capacity of organisations to know
the point at which they need to
start making decisions on the basis
of their analytical findings rather
than debating its veracity. This
translates into a level of analytical
bravery required on the part of
those making analytically informed
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decisions where the burden of proof
for people-related analytics is viewed
to be higher than that required
for other – especially the finance –
functions.
Taking an analytical leap
of faith
‘There’s a fear of getting it
wrong. HR needs to have
more courage. By definition
estimates will be wrong. The
courage comes in terms of
the recognition that when
making a valuation you are
going to get it wrong. […] Do
people have the confidence in
HR to say something is 75%
right, so therefore we should
have a go at it? If you put
that into another financial
domain, can a finance director
predict the future through
financial forecasts and
business planning? No, they
can’t. But they get away with
it because they apply some
logic, some tools, and they
allow a degree of variability, or
accepted degree of variability,
in the outcomes that they
are going to come up with
in their financial forecasts. I
think those using people data
– and it might be people in
the HR function or it might
not – need to get themselves
to that point where they have
a combination of confidence
and courage similar to the
important leaders and early
adopters in this area.’
Anthony Bruce,
PwC

5 Integrating analytics across
the business
Finally, there is a clear sense that the
analytical plane is flying at different
altitudes, not just across different
organisations, but also within them.
According to Tom Maddison, Group
HR Director of Xerox, ‘as with all
organisations there is a wide range
of reality, so one of the big pushes
we are moving to is starting to get
to some form of commonality.’
Clearly, these variations represent
a significant challenge to the
task of informing the rest of the
organisation of a ‘single view’ of the
contribution being made to business
performance by human capital.
From all this we can draw four initial
conclusions:
•

•

•

•

Organisations are at an early
stage in their human capital
analytics journeys, a point
underlined by recent research.100
Leadership’s sponsorship,
engagement with and oversight
of analytics projects are critical to
their success.
There can be no analytical
insight without first securing
data maturity.
The wide variation and
complexity of analytics across
organisations requires their
initial mapping and subsequent
integration with overarching
strategy and underpinning
business model.

4.2 Towards an integrated
human capital analytics
A central challenge in the delivery
of effective human capital
management is a robust foundation
to underpin the evidence base used
by executives. Like the availability of
data, the problem is not so much
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a shortage of options but almost a
potential embarrassment of riches. If
the HR function really is undergoing
a process of ‘datafication’, a
generic language that executives,
analysts and wider stakeholders
can all agree on would represent a
major step forward in reducing the
complexity and confusion currently
shrouding the field of human capital
analytics. In the words of Jeremy
Anderson, chairman of KPMG, ‘you
are effectively writing a language
via which the HR and finance
communities can talk to each other.’
Resolving this issue would not
just enable progress in the field
of people-related analytics but it
would also enable the HR function
to communicate to the wider
business the vital contribution
people play in delivering the
strategic value proposition to which
leaders of the organisation have
signed up various stakeholders.
Such a conversation would then
be able to take place against a
backdrop of evidence to establish
the extent to which movements
in the operations, development,
and integration of human capital
are material to the performance
outcomes of the business. Human
capital analytics are not an end
in itself. If analytics represent the
journey, the destination is a greater
understanding of how people
release and drive sustainable value
over time. This journey comprises
four stages along which:
•

•

•

the HR function itself recognises
the distinct yet integrated
ways in which people and HR
management interlock with and
combine to form an overarching
human capital strategy;
which in turn requires the
integration of human capital
with the operating requirements
of the overarching business
model;
which in turn enables a more
integrated view of how human
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•

capital is aligned with the
strategic requirements of the
business;
which in turn demonstrates
how the integration of all of
the above constitutes a material
impact on the role played by
people in value-creation.

The matrix presented in Table 8
represents an attempt to tackle
head on the issue of materiality
and the frustration from executives
in getting to grips with analytics
we heard in the previous section.
We have already encountered and
defined human capital management
and the business model drivers
in previous chapters. We turn
now to the challenge of defining
the different steps along which
organisations can progress in their
analytical journeys.

•

The first challenge turns on data
management. As one leading
strategy consulting house has
recently declared, ‘companies need
to make big changes to master big
data, and do so quickly.’101 As we
have established above, there can
be no analytics and insight without
a firm foundation of data on which
to rest analysis and understanding.
We identify four stages in the path
to data maturity:
•

Compliance: while some
organisations generate more data
than others, all organisations

•

have to report on specific items
relating to their people (for
example, number of employees,
total benefits received). These
may vary across geographies (for
example, in the USA companies
are not required to report on
the benefits of all employees).
The significance of these data
is that they are comparable, are
audited and consequently receive
closer scrutiny and management
attention in their reporting.
Categorised: data comes in
all shapes and sizes. It can be
structured or unstructured;
from within the organisation or
without; from different segments
of customers or partners; with
different levels of agreements
concerning access, and so
on. Access to data is different
from its capture insofar as data
sitting in a virtual filing cabinet
in the cloud do not constitute
an analytical asset until they are
pulled down and stored on a
requisite system and are ready
for analysis. Organisations with
mature data systems have clear
systems in place where data are
captured, categorised and stored
in data management centres
with clear protocols for data
input and access for analysis,
communication and reporting.
Aligned: alternatively, a
distinction needs to be made
between different segments
of data where granularity is
important. Organisations with

Table 8: An integrated human capital analytics
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•

mature data systems in place
have established in advance the
analytical questions they require
answering and have collated,
codified and consequently aligned
their data to enable future data
collection, analysis and modelling
as well as communication and
reporting.
Applied: building on the
previous three stages,
companies with mature data
systems also recognise and
make a distinction between
‘target’ or ‘dependent
variables’ (those which are
deemed business critical and
are the subject of specific
understanding and analysis)
and ‘enabling’ or ‘independent
variables’ (those data points –
ranging from one or two, to
many different variables), which
shape the dependent variable.

•

Similarly, there are four stages of
analytical maturity:
•

•
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Data: organisations collect
large volumes of data on their
people, partly for regulatory
reporting but also for financial
management and budget-setting.
Those organisations with a more
mature analytical approach are
highly specific about the data
points they require and why,
and build systems enabling
them to access, capture, store
and codify data in line with
these analytical requirements.
Those with immature analytical
approaches tend to react to
data when presented and have
no systems in place for its
codification and analysis. Data
lying outside normal practices
of budgeting and reporting
are seen as an externally
obtained product rather than an
internally generated asset of the
organisation.
Information: as data is
categorised, more information
becomes available on specific

•

human-capital-related
activities revealing patterns,
complementarities and
disparities. At this stage, analysis
remains largely unsophisticated
due in part to a lack of maturity
in approaches to data capture
and analysis. There tend to be
more questions than answers.
Those with a more mature
approach convert data into
information through a practice
of clear and widely available
reporting and communication.
Analysis: this stage of maturity
very much represents the
crossing of the Rubicon from
data collection and description
to rising levels of sophisticated
analysis of human-capital-related
metrics. The emphasis shifts
away from cost management
and benchmarking to the
location and exploration of
ways to develop value-creation
through people. More mature
analytics fuses data from within
the organisation with data
from without the function,
organisation and beyond.
Insight: as understanding
develops over time, those
organisations with mature data
systems in place can map the
impact of particular variables on
the overarching strategic intent of
the business but remain mindful
of the underlying complexities
and dangers of an over-reliant
approach on analytics.

4.3 Moving towards an
analytical return on insight
How organisations populate their
human-capital-related data points is
largely determined by a combination
of decisions made by the managers
and executives responsible and
contextual circumstances. Over time,
organisations build analytical profiles
enabling them to understand
the impact of human capital
management on the performance of
the HR function and, ultimately, the
organisation as a whole.
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The different interlocking elements
that comprise human capital
analytics operate along a range of
different continua, each of which
affords executives to move through
the stages of first revealing the initial
evidence contained within their
data, through its deeper analysis to
reveal human-capital-related issues
not immediately apparent from
initial cuts of data, to ultimately a
deeper understanding of how and
where the value of talent can be
optimised across the organisation
to maximum effect. The relationship
between the different factors at
work shaping how analytics reveals
the role of human capital in business
performance are summarised in
Figure 4.
Several of the continua – strategic
clarity; data maturity; analytical
maturity – we have already met
above, as we have the four value
drivers of the business model. The
remaining two – return on insight
and economic value of human capital

– each turn on the progress made by
organisations in understanding and
integrating analytics with all of the
elements at work identified in the
return on insight.
The best way to illustrate our thinking
here is to turn to the experiences
of the companies and individuals
participating in the research. Before
doing so, we stress here that, whereas
the return on insight tool looks both
uniform and linear, the reality is much
fuzzier. For this reason, we urge
readers to see the return on insight
tool as exactly this: an illustrative
instrument for working through the
various challenges of human capital
strategy and the accompanying
analytics as opposed to a prescriptive
methodology for how human capital
analytics should be conducted or
human capital management should
ultimately be evaluated.

through which organisations
progress to reach what he
describes as the state of an
‘analytical competitor’, which is
‘an organisation that uses analytics
extensively to outthink and outexecute the competition’.102
New research has specifically
examined the differences between
organisations in their orientation to
analytics, illustrating the difference
in focus across users of analytics
ranging from:
‘reactive’, where the focus is on
getting basic data ‘done’
‘standardised’, where the focus
is on consistency
‘focused’, with a focus on
aligning analytics with the
business
‘strategic’, where the focus is on
driving performance.103

•
•
•

•

We have drawn on these
precedents, although our own
typology again differs slightly to
reflect the new developments we

Again, there are precedents.
Recent work by Peter Davenport
has identified five different stages

Figure 4: The return on insight
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are incorporating into Managing the
Value of your Talent. We will pick
this up in the following chapter, but
for now we define the four stages
of the return on insight journey
on which organisations and even
individual business units and teams
can be located.
Out of the analytical
Dark Ages and into the
Golden Age
‘All of my thinking and
work in this area is around
getting forensic around
people. What I mean by
“getting forensic” is human
capital analytics – which is
not that far from human
capital accounting, which I
see as being at the bottom
of the pyramid – all the way
through to cultural change
metrics and the Organisational
Health Index and practices
in there. Generally, I see us
as being in the “Dark Ages”
of applying analytical and
forensic capability to actually
quite predictable things in
the same way as marketing
was 20 years ago. The
marketing profession has been
transformed by its ability to
manage what we now call
“big data”. The same will
happen to HR as happened to
marketing.’
Colin Price,
McKinsey

Return on insight level 1 –
reactive
This level is typified by an almost
complete absence of data. For
small organisations, human capital
data is not required for the simple
reason that owners know how many
people work for their organisation,
what they cost, what their capability
comprises and how they are
performing. These organisations
are not necessarily in the analytical
‘Dark Ages’, they are simply agnostic
to human capital metrics largely as
a function of their size. As Barry
Florida-James, chief executive
of the venture-capitalist-backed
JustAccounts.com, informed us, ‘I
know that I’ve done Jack and Jill’s
annual appraisals, and that I still have
Tom’s, Dick’s and Harry’s left to do.’
Data and analytical maturity
might well be described as basic,
but the clarity a small business
possesses in relation to its strategy
and subsequent human capital
requirements are perhaps at a
level that larger businesses can
only dream of. With such clarity
comes a clearer line of sight to the
economic value of human capital.
In short, these smaller organisations
are only too aware of where their
high-margin work lies and those
employees whose capabilities
represent the optimal state of
alignment to release it. Again, many
larger-scale organisations cannot
match such agility.
Whereas Davenport suggested
organisations located at this level
might be described as ‘analytically
impaired’, there was no allocation
process for those who viewed
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analytics to be superfluous to
requirements. Such organisations
are not on the path to becoming
analytical competitors simply
because they have no desire
to become so. They view the
information or ‘business intelligence’
they have to hand as perfectly
satisfactory for their operational
requirements. They already know
what works and why and do not
require an analytical underpinning.
They are, to all intents and
purposes, simply reacting to the
legal requirements of obtaining data
in order to ‘get data done’.104
Return on insight level 2 –
aligned
This level combines Davenport’s
‘analytically impaired’ with those
practising what have been described
as ‘localised analytics’.105 Many
of the organisations we spoke to
typically describe their humancapital-related analytics as displaying
the characteristics of analytical
maturity at this level, the primary
aim being one of ensuring data
consistency or ‘standardisation’.106
Analytics at this level has yet to
make a significant contribution to
understanding of the performance
of people or where current or
additional value might be found.
Data are captured but relate
primarily to the costs of particular
activities (for example, recruitment
or training) but even here data are
likely to be incomplete, inaccurate
or both. The focus is still very
much one of ‘putting in basic,
integrated transaction functionality
and high-quality data in place’.107
Even those organisations with solid
data foundations at this level lack
either analytical capability, have
limited analytical linkages between
various systems, and do not have
the software or systems in place to
support analytical functionality, or
remain highly sceptical of humancapital-related analytics to contribute
to managerial decision-making.
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At this level there is also a tendency
for those in HR to present analytics
in their function as being behind
the curve of analytical practice at
other organisations or even other
functions within the business. This
flags two issues. First, the biggest
hurdle facing organisations at this
level of analytical maturity lies in
their inability to integrate and draw
from the capabilities created by
other parts of the organisation.
Second, recent research identifying
the key capabilities that differentiate
the best HR leaders in the eyes of
their CEO and CFO highlight not just
the role of analytical understanding
and strategic capability, but crucially,
point to the ability of HR leaders
to network both within their own
organisation but across others to
build the capability of their function
as well as themselves.108
A lack of analytical maturity,
therefore, signals the challenges
faced in some organisations in terms
of establishing a clear human capital
strategy – which could be related to
weaknesses in overarching strategy
and business model development –
or be indicative of more dangerous
fault lines in the overarching
integration of operations with
strategy at senior leadership levels
within an organisation.
Return on insight level 3 –
targeted
This level represents the point
at which Davenport describes as
‘having competitive aspirations with
regard to analytics’.109 This is the
realisation that data needs to be
more synthesised and in order for
companies to get ahead of the data
curve, or, in the words of Neil Lewis
of Nationwide, ‘trying to take the
debate away from, “do the numbers
add up?” and actually get to the
discussion about what the data’s
actually telling you’. This analytical
‘crossing of the Rubicon’ represents
the point at which analytics are put
to work to produce business-specific
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reports ‘targeting’ particular issues.
This point in the development of
analytics presents at least three
primary challenges.
First, many of those located on the
advisory side of analytics emphasised
the recognition that analytics
requires something different from
that which has preceded evidencebased discussions before. For PwC’s
Anthony Bruce, ‘just because you’ve
got a new capability and a new
word, doesn’t mean it’s a good
idea. You still have to relate it to a
business idea which is meaningful.’
Genuine business insight into the
contribution of people established
from analysis is the goal but remains
the challenge.
Here lie analytical dragons. A second
challenge identified by experienced
analysts is that companies do not
understand the role in generating
insights played by the combined
issues of data veracity, codification,
scaling and design in generating
business insight. Of more practical
concern, even if the data are robust,
their analyses can run into many
kinds of problems of the simplest
type, which can have catastrophic
consequences for managerial
decision-making. For example, Tom
Maddison, Group HR Director at
Xerox, identifies that ‘one of the
challenges with HR data is whether
maximisation is always a good
idea. For example, if we want to
reduce attrition, if we get to zero,
is that good? No, it’s bad, as we
want a certain level of attrition.
So many of the objectives for HR
are optimisation objectives, not
maximisation objectives, and this
needs to play out in your analytics,
which isn’t always sensitive enough
to pick up these underlying issues.’

Building C-suite confidence
‘What I’m most proud about
is that if the CEO comes to
my office, 95 per cent of the
time he asks a question, I am
able to give him an answer
based on the data that we
have. That was not the case
ten years ago. […] We have
built a function where I feel
I am able to be nimble in
getting data, enabling us to
make decisions in a really
agile and accurate way.’
Dawn Klinghoffer,
Microsoft

A third challenge represents the
central leadership issue identified by
the overwhelming majority of our
respondents: namely, the point at
which data analysis and reporting
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feeds into genuine business insight
with material repercussions not just
for human capital management
and strategy formulation, but
for its integration with business
strategy and capital deployment
for the business as a whole. For
Ian Iceton at Network Rail, ‘we do
a lot of analysis crudely but what
we haven’t done yet is join it up
properly. We’ve got almost too
many bits and pieces. It’s great raw
data but people just haven’t had
the time to put it together to create
a really comprehensive picture. We
are trying to work out how to do
that but we’re not there yet.’ Taking
analysis to the next level for these
organisations remains their central
analytical challenge.
Return on insight level 4 –
integrated
The defining hallmark of analytics
at this level is that it represents
the point at which leadership has
genuine control of and insight from
human-capital-related analytics and
can relate these to the different
functions across the organisation
and integrate these with overarching
strategy and business models. For
Peyton-Jones of Siemens, this level
of clarity has a genuine knock-on
impact when informed by analytics:
If you’ve got a car, you’ve got all
sorts of information about what’s
happening in the engine. Quite
frankly, if the tyres are flat, I don’t
need to know about what’s going
on in the carburettor and tuning
it. I just need to know about tyre
pressure. So the key thing will be
that strategic question. The strategic
discussion with my CEO is always
about what are the drivers of the
business and how are those playing
out in my function and what data
points are of particular interest at
the moment that relate to those?
The rest of the data and information
is available but it’s just noise.
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But progress here turns not just
on having the data and analytics
in place, or even an initial level of
insight. There is another level of
analysis, what Davenport in his
description of ‘analytical competitors’
describes as ‘having a distinctive
capability mean[ing] that the
organisation views this aspect of its
business as what sets it apart from
competitors and as what makes it
successful in the market place’.110
Return on insight level 5 –
valued
In Davenport’s typology of analytical
organisations, ‘if a company can’t
see any impact on such critical
measures of its nonfinancial and
financial performance, it’s not really
competing on analytics.’111 For
Anthony Bruce the challenge is one
of securing ‘data that validates the
strategy or the decisions we are
making or data that helps you to
evaluate other strategies or decisions
you might make’. The attribution of
certain outcomes to human capital
management, however, is far from
straightforward. Nevertheless, we
think such outcomes can be better
understood by the introduction
of understanding from a fifth and
overarching level of understanding
of how human capital strategy
influences higher-level outcomes
across the organisation. What these
higher-level outcomes represent, and
how they can be analytically related
to human capital management, will
be covered in the next chapter.
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Valuing your Talent: understanding
people risk
There is increasing recognition of the dangers organisations face if they don’t understand and
manage the risks associated with their people. Recent corporate failings in the banking sector
and media industry, as well as the crisis over patient care in the NHS following the public inquiry
into Mid Staffordshire NHS Trust, have problems over organisational culture and poorly managed
people risk at their heart.
As part of the Valuing your Talent project, we have started to investigate how better use and
understanding of human capital data can support a more strategic and systemic approach to
managing people risk. For example, we have been talking to risk specialists Airmic*, which has
undertaken significant research into the causes of corporate crises, as well as into organisations
that are leading best practice in this area. Airmic’s report The Road to Resilience identifies five
principles of resilience:
• Risk radar: the ability to anticipate problems and see things in a different way will help an
organisation develop an early warning system and be able to seize new opportunities.
•R
 esources and assets: well-diversified resources and assets provide the flexibility to respond to
opportunities as well as adverse or changing circumstances.
•R
 elationships and networks: risk information flows freely throughout the organisation up to
directors to prevent the ‘risk blindness’ that afflicts many boards.
• Rapid response: capability that prevents an incident escalating into a crisis or disaster because
people and processes are in place to quickly restore things to normal.
•R
 eview and adapt: learn from experience, including near-misses, and make the necessary
changes and improvements to strategy, tactics, processes and capabilities.
Airmic also found overwhelmingly that the key to achieving resilience is to focus on behaviour
and organisational culture. ‘You’ve got to have the right culture; otherwise you’re never going to
embed anything. Nobody’s going to do the training, nobody’s going to put it on their personal
agenda and talk about it, the networks aren’t going to happen, the network is where your
culture lives’ (SVP, Head of Global Risk Management, IHG).
‘It has got to start at the top of the organisation, with supportive language that shows we are
more interested in how we learn and move forward, than holding an individual accountable’
(CEO, UK General Insurance, Zurich).
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The Valuing your Talent Framework incorporates most of these elements, for example a focus
on organisational culture, agility and resilience as strategic outcomes. The framework also
includes a consideration on whether there are the necessary human capital resources, for
example the leadership and workforce capability in the organisation. Crucially it also has an
emphasis on employee relations and voice, which is very much about ensuring that there are
positive relationships in an organisation and that people feel confident to raise any concerns
or issues they might have with management. Another area that is identified as important in
the framework is employee well-being, because of the link between stress and higher risk of
accidents, for example.
In the next phase of the research we will continue to explore the relationship between human
capital measurement and risk with Airmic and other risk specialists, and we will review and
refine the framework accordingly. Our aspiration is to build a framework which supports a
strategic and systemic approach to the management of people risk.

Airmic is the association for everyone who has a responsibility for risk management and
insurance for their organisation. Members include company secretaries, finance directors,
internal audit as well as risk and insurance managers.
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5 The Valuing your Talent Framework

It is difficult to underestimate
modernity’s appetite for analytical
solutions. In the field of human
capital analytics, at least, there is a
view that the competition is ahead
and the analytical capability gap
that has opened up must be closed
in order to offset the impending
commercial catastrophe that will
inevitably ensue without a firm
grasp of what is happening in the
world of ‘big data’ in general and
the ramifications of this for talent
analytics in particular. And yet
solutions – analytical or otherwise
– remain elusive. We have been
here before – many times – albeit in
different guises.
There is a wonderful anecdote told
by Peter Senge illustrating the power
of a systems view of the world. It
is worth presenting here if only to
underline the point regarding the
absence of a silver bullet in the field
of talent-related analytics:
As one manager at [the firm in
question] says, after touring the
facility visitors invariably ask, ‘You
have shown us A, B, C, D, E, and F.
Our own plants have these already.
Now please show us G, the secret
ingredient that makes you different.’
But there is no distinct ‘G.’ The secret
ingredient lies in the relationship
among all the parts, in the
production process as a whole. While
this might strike many as esoteric or
even evasive, Tom heard it as a direct
expression of the systems view he
was beginning to understand.113
The systems view both pervades and
underpins the integrated approach
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to a deeper understanding of the
contribution made by human capital
to organisations’ business models
discussed throughout Managing the
Value of your Talent. We have already
established how taking an intellectual
approach to this integrated way of
thinking requires ‘exhibiting discipline,
clarity, and consistency so that all
of one’s decisions fit together and
reinforce one another’.114 In what
follows below we begin to explore
how what we call the human
capital framework contributes
to this discipline, clarity and
consistency in the field of humancapital-related analytics.
But first a caveat: the Valuing your
Talent Framework (VTF) we present
below is exactly that: a framework.
In short, it represents an internal
diagnostic assessment tool that
combines the latest thinking on
human capital analytics and what
the evidence from our respondents
suggests they might find useful
in thinking through their talentrelated issues. While the specific
contents of the VTF we present
below are certainly generic and
relevant to most organisations,
some organisations will want to
emphasise some aspects more
than others. There will also be
others that may want to make
insertions of their own particular
contents. Such modifications in
no way detract from the analytical
purchase offered by the VTF and is
positively encouraged in ensuring
organisations obtain the best
possible insight relevant to their
own strategy and business model.

‘The bad news
is that there
is no simple
algorithm. The
good news is
that there is a
framework that
can give you a
place to start.’
A.G. Lafley and
Roger Martin,
Playing to Win:
How strategy really
works
112
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Supporting leaders to
deliver
‘There has been a growing
acknowledgment amongst
leadership that a positive
climate and engaged
employees deliver value.
[…] I believe that if you
have good people processes
that are executed by good
people managers you can do
remarkable things. Generally,
good managers don’t need
to be taught good processes.
It comes naturally. But some
need good support and
frameworks to help.’
Brian Callaghan,
ArcelorMittal

5.1 From the ‘why’ to the ‘how’
of human capital analytics115
In keeping with the principles-based
approach adopted by the IR initiative
and financial reporting councils as a
whole, the VTF represents an attempt
‘to strike an appropriate balance
between flexibility and prescription
that recognises the wide variation in
individual circumstances of different
organisations while enabling a
sufficient degree of comparability
across organisations to meet relevant
information needs’.116 If taking an
integrated approach to analytics
constitutes the ‘why’, executives are
still left with the challenges of the
‘how’ of analytics. We fully recognise
that organisations collect data to
help them with their operations,
internal and external reporting
obligations, and strategic imperatives,
not solely for analytical exercises. This
notwithstanding, clarity, discipline
and consistency of data will serve
the dual purpose of providing
organisations with a robust data
foundation on which to contribute
to evidence-supported decisions
while simultaneously providing the
concomitant data foundations for
comparative and deeper diagnostics
and insight purposes.117
We have already in previous chapters
discussed the primary building blocks
comprising the main structure of
the VTF. To summarise, there are
four value drivers contributing to
the execution of an organisation’s
business model. These are
represented by the inputs, activities,
outputs and outcomes identified at
the heart of the framework. These
value drivers simultaneously apply
to a number of different functions
(for example, finance, strategy,
operations), albeit with varying
degrees of emphasis. Each of these
value drivers relates to the elements
of human capital management,
including human capital operations,
human capital development, human
capital analytics and reporting and
human capital integration. Moving
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to an integrated approach opens
up discussion of human capital’s
value via what we might describe as
higher-order outcomes of sustainable
business performance.
The higher-order outcome of
sustainable business performance
can be seen as a product emerging
from a combination of the inputs,
activities, outputs and outcomes of
the wider organisational operations
associated with the delivery of the
business model and corresponding
human capital elements. This higherorder level of performance can also
represent a lens or filter through
which we shape our understanding
of how organisations can better
manage and enhance those
aspects of human capital through
which it gains traction against its
objectives. These will vary in line
with the industrial sector in which
the organisation is located and the
specific targets it has in mind.
As a product, the lens can reveal
which aspects of human capital
are aligned with sustainable, as
opposed to short-term, gains. The
example higher-order outcomes are
indicative as opposed to prescriptive
or exhaustive.
The organisational and operational
realities behind the framework are
less rational, much fuzzier, complex
and highly contextual, underlining
once more the exploratory as
opposed to scientific application of
the VTF. Organisations of different
types and sizes will use the VTF in
a variety of ways. What follows
represents the starting point
for those responsible for both
undertaking and consuming the
product of human capital analytics.
For this reason we list indicative
content of the boxes or ‘buckets’
of the VTF in Figure 5, and in
Figure 6 indicative examples of the
algorithms analysts might use to
explore the content of each of the
buckets in more detail. We provide a
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retention

Leadership
capability

Organisational
agility &
resilience

Pay & benefits

Learning &
competency
development

Workforce
capability

Organisational
culture

Strategic execution
Innovation
Risk management

INPUTS

ACTIVITIES

Organisation
development
& design

OUTPUTS

Workforce
performance

OUTCOMES
Diversity

Skills, qualifications
& competencies

Reward &
recognition

Productivity

Stakeholder focus
Corporate responsibility
and governance

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

The Managing the Value of your Talent report includes, in the Appendix, definitions of
indicative metrics for the various boxes and levels of the framework.

The Valuing your Talent Framework

Employee
relations
& voice

Regulatory compliance

Workforce
& succession
planning

Engagement
& well-being

Organisational
performance

are the basic components of human
capital resources and fundamental data
about the workforce.

INPUTS

convert the human capital input level into
higher-level outputs through human capital
processes and activities.

ACTIVITIES

add measurable value to the organisation
and are the result of effective human
capital management activities.

OUTPUTS

measure the quality of outputs and the
resulting impact at business level from
the combination of inputs and activities.

OUTCOMES

Figure 5
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Average headcount,
FTE vs. part-time,
contingent workforce

Total hires/
avg headcount
£/hire, time

Distribution of
ratings, targets
met, frequency
of reviews

Leadership
bench strength,
360-degree data

Evidence of successful
change in line with
business objectives

INPUTS

ACTIVITIES

HC strategy,
spans of control

OUTPUTS

% Consistent
high performance
rating

Average salaries,
market benchmarking,
performance-related pay

ROI on L&D,

% Improved
performance
rating index,
skills analysis

Breakdown of
formal qualifications,
competency definitions

Talent
mobility,
promotions

Succession
candidates

Health and safety,
licence to practise,
e.g. qualifications,
sector-specific issues

Frequency of
leadership
comummuncation

EOS data,
qualitative exit
interview data

Achievement against
financial targets,
return on invested
talent, CSR targets

Board composition,
improvement
against benchmarks

Net promoter
score, customer
satisfaction ratings

Return on assets

Free cash flow/Discounted
cash flow

OUTCOMES

Proportion trust
leadership, %
recognising values

Brand value

Earnings before interest and tax

Price/earnings ratio

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

The Valuing your Talent indicative algorithms

are the basic components of human capital
resources and fundamental data about the
workforce.

INPUTS

convert the human capital input level into
higher-level outputs through human capital
processes and activities.

ACTIVITIES

add measurable value to the organisation and are
the result of effective human capital management
activities.

OUTPUTS

measure the quality of outputs and the
resulting impact at business level from the
combination of inputs and activities.

OUTCOMES

Figure 6
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more detailed description of each of
the buckets in Appendix 1.

•
•

In terms of the ‘how’, there
are different options. To chart a
pathway through the minefield
of what has now become human
capital analytics, we propose the
‘3x3’ comprising three sets of three
key issues that executives must keep
under review in terms of the human
capital analytical operations they
manage. More specifically:
Framing
Initially all executives are faced
with three overarching phases of
analytical projects. These phases are
drawn from Accenture’s approach
to analytics but many advocate the
same approach: 118
•

•
•

Identify the human capital
question/problem to be
answered/tackled.
Establish the data requirements,
type and their sources.
Collect and analyse the data.

What initially presents itself as
a relatively straightforward task
quickly becomes complex. In terms
of the question to be answered, the
buy-in of key stakeholders across
the organisation is required. They
need to be made aware of the level
of investment – both in time as well
as financial resource – and of the
perceived benefits of participation.
Data requires decisions to be made
regarding the extent to which
analysis will draw from existing or
created data assets. There are a
number of issues:

•

•

•

•

•

Analysing
Then comes the analysis of the
data, bringing with it a whole host
of additional questions. Again, one
can point to an additional three
overarching phases here, which
lie beyond the simple reporting
of descriptive data and provide
insights from the reveal–enhance–
model methodology of Deloitte
Analytics. Again other analytical
phases offer similar interventions,
although not perhaps with the
same level of clarity:119
•

•

•

Does the data required to answer
the questions exist and is it in a
format that will enable analysis to
answer the questions set?
Is the data already in your
possession or does it belong
to parties outside the function,
across the enterprise or with
other partners?
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Does the investment in creating
new data justify the cost?
Is there a viable trade-off
between using secondary data
sets that satisfactorily, albeit
partially, answer the questions as
opposed to incurring the initial
investment of creating the data?
Is the data structured (codified)
or unstructured (un-coded or in
textual form)?
If the latter, how might it be
codified, determined by whom,
and at what expense?
Have you thought in advance
about the analytical modelling
you wish to conduct, thereby
shaping the way data will be
collated and analysed to employ
these methods?
Is the data scalable across
the enterprise and does it
constitute a repeatable exercise,
thereby generating a distinctive
capability?
Do you have the capability to
conduct this analysis and is
the resource available in the
timescales required?

•

the ‘revealing’ of initial patterns
in data, which involves showing
the business something it cannot
already see
the ‘enhancement’ of data
in terms of deeper analytical
thinking and, if required,
additional data sources to provide
insights on an issue the business
did not already know

•

and ‘modelling’ different strategic
human capital plans to provide
foresight enabling the business to
make better decisions impactful
on strategy and results the
business was previously unable to
make.

We saw in Chapter 3 a raft of
different analytical approaches,
rising in complexity in line with the
analytical maturity of the approaches
adopted by organisations. The
decision to make or buy the
analytical capability required is a key
consideration and one addressed
at the onset of investment in
analytics. A primary problem, as we
have seen, is that building internal
analytical capability takes time, but
the benefits are clearly long term and
scalable across the enterprise as a
whole. Those that decide to initially
buy analytical capability from third
parties should give consideration
to the absorptive capacity of
those involved to contribute to an
internal knowledge resource, even
if this is limited to familiarity with
and experience of commissioning,
managing and utilising the results of
third-party analytics providers.
Evaluating
Ultimately, the VTF can be used
in three different ways in human
capital strategy-making:
•

•

•

a tool for diagnostic assessment
highlighting possible areas for
improvement/value-creation and
the enhanced integration of
human capital management with
overarching strategy and business
model
as a recurring measurement
activity which could ultimately be
built into workforce interventions
and wider core planning
processes
ultimately a tool for evaluating
the direction and progress of
workforce development and
the location of value within the
business.
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IBM: It ain’t what you do, it’s the way that you do it…
‘One of the frustrations for our stats team, and I’m not kidding, we have
over a thousand charts on the walls covering a number of different aspects
of data, is when looking at the last few years’ worth of data we can see no
difference between the out-performers and the under-performers: they say
exactly the same. We wanted to qualify that and concluded that in 81% of
the questions the out-performers will give exactly the same answer as an
under-performer. So what they say is the same but their financial results are
different. This can be explained by two factors.
‘One is, in the remaining 19% of factors where the out-performers do say
something substantially different, which we define as being as at least a
20% deviation away from each other, which isn’t even that much.
‘The other factor is that the out-performers are better in the executing
on what they say. To be an out-performer, it’s not about having a
better idea, or better concept, because by and large people know what
markets to address, and so on, it’s all about getting it done. You can
look at large organisations, full of complexity, leadership models, and so
on, but it all turns on whether the organisation executes or not. So with
that remaining 19% where the difference lies, the three factors that
drive out-performance are:
1

out-performers have better access to data, so they organise their
virtual and physical lives so they can extract data from transactions,
enquiries, and so on

2

they are twice as good – I believe 108% but let’s say twice as good
– at analysing their data, and

3

they are twice as good at executing on the insights they gain from
their data.

‘These three factors explain 19% out-performance. So, 81% is down
to execution and the rest is about being hard-nosed about your data:
having it and analysing it.’
Peter Korsten,
Institute for Business Value, IBM
How businesses evaluate the
contribution made by analytics varies
from company to company in line
with their approach and area of
focus. It is to these evaluations – and
especially the specific elements of
analytics from which organisations
derive value from their insights – that
we turn in the next section.
5.2 The value of talent: towards
a granular view
After nearly a century of research
exploring the relationship between
the performance of people and
the financial performance of the
organisations to which they belong,
the general consensus to emerge,
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especially in the last three decades,
is that managing people turns on
the efficient application of the 13
so-called high-performance work
systems. More recent research has
suggested we can focus even more
tightly still: on just three generic
practices – namely, leadership to
inspire people, the development
of talent and reward.120 Further
analysis of this latter research,
however, reveals this ‘people
advantage triad’ actually turns
on no fewer than an additional
underlying 22 key HR topics!
The search for the fundamental
factors each organisation needs
to put in place to drive the
performance of their people has
revealed even more underlying
factors, the connection between
which is often much more
complicated than originally envisaged.
Unsurprisingly, human capital
analytics have also run into these
same underlying complex issues.
As we can see, courtesy of IBM
above, most organisations, be they
high- or low-performers, focus
on largely the same things. What
ultimately appears to make the
difference is the extent to which
they adequately execute those same
practices. The science underpinning
this analysis has in many ways
simply underlined the importance
of the underlying executive ‘art’
required to successfully implement
talent management initiatives
and interventions. Nevertheless,
executives rely on a cluster of key
metrics in the HR space (see Table 9).
We have seen above how human
capital can be differentiated
from strategic human resource
management and people strategy
in terms of its focus on the creation
of value inside organisations. While
many of the metrics listed above are
certainly helpful in this regard, they
lack credibility across the rest of the
business for two reasons, it appears.
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Table 9: Key human capital metrics

Label

Metric constituents

Advantages/disadvantages

Revenue per
employee121

Revenues/employee numbers

Provides insight into headline value-creation/other wider aspects
drive revenues

Profit per
employee122

EBIT/employee numbers

Commonly used comparative margin-related headline/EBIT can be
shaped by other organisational factors

Employee asset
ratio123

Employee numbers/total assets

Insight into ‘gearing’ of people against assets/wide variations both
across and within sectors

Compensation
level124

Employee costs/employee numbers Provides a people-related ‘P&L’/constituent parts are not universally
available

Return on
compensation125

EBIT + employee costs/employee
costs

As above, and margin-related/as above

Return on invested
talent (ROIT)126

(EBIT + employee costs +
associated costs) – costs of capital/
employee and associated costs

Converts people into an ROIC-related metric and provides variations
relating to assets, costs of capital/as above

The first turns on the tendency to
focus on costs when describing the
activities of talent-related activities.
It is perhaps not coincidental that
many executives see the efficiency
of spend on human resources as
almost a badge of honour. This
‘how low can you go’ mentality
equates to many viewing the costs
of people as akin to the running
costs of a car: far from representing
the ‘engine’, people are viewed as
representing the ‘petrol’, which
is to be sourced as cheaply as
possible. Makoto Takano, a CFO
of one of the businesses in the
FTSE 250 company Xchanging,
illustrated the implications of a
distorting ‘bottom-line’ view of the
costs of talent:
As an investor, if I had two
companies, and they are both

identical in terms of their costs,
but there are some metrics that
might not impact the bottom line
because they’re up and down in
different places, things like attrition
rates would matter to me in terms
of which company was better.
Intuitively, I might say what might be
happening is… [he then writes Table
10 on the back of a piece of paper]:
…[he continues] So, costs are still
100 in Company B. Even though
they’ve squeezed their costs here
[total people costs], they are
spending double on their recruitment
costs, so the end result is the same.
Although [Company B’s] gross
employee costs are lower, they may
look a better company, but actually,
if I had all the information, I would
actually think Company A is the
better company.

Table 10

Cost Item

OPEX Company A

OPEX Company B

Total people costs

50

40

Recruitment

10

20

Other costs

40

40

100

100

Total
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The capacity for success
‘We had a meeting this
morning with the chief
investment officers of a
dozen or so major houses.
One of the points that was
made which seemed to get
a lot of nodding round the
table was that there are a
lot of companies which are
pretty average performers
and which get through a fair
number of chief executives
or other senior executives
because they think if they
can convince the market they
can get the right star they
can end up at the top of the
Premier League. I suppose
from what the investors were
saying was that we should
resist the temptation of being
fooled by that. They were
saying the same as you, so
twice in one day probably
means it has some truth in
it, that a company has a
certain capacity for success,
which is related to its business
model, its place in the world
and so on. You can notch it
up but unless you can pull it
down and start again, you’re
not really going to get any
further. There is no “star
transformation”, there is only
some kind of evolution. So
you have to be careful that
you don’t attribute too much
value to the intellectual and
star quality of a senior team.’
Stephen Haddrill, CEO,
Financial Reporting Council

A second factor turns on the
challenge of converting the
value of human capital into the
language of the boardroom. As
one executive informed one of us
on a previous research project, ‘I
need HR to talk to me in Excel, not
in PowerPoint!’127 In many ways,
the language of the boardroom
is strategy, which converses in
finance. This requires human capital
management to engage in part
with the same currency of the
financial fundamentals the rest of
the business is evaluated by. We
will return to the integration of
human capital analytics with the
financial fundamentals in the final
chapter.
Meanwhile, recent research suggests
human capital management can
embrace the problem of integrating
with financial data by rising to
the challenge of answering five
fundamental questions every
boardroom requires from their
HR executives.128 Ultimately, these
questions, used in combination
with the VTF and return on insight,
help organisations to obtain a
more granular view of where value
is generated within the business
and refine their human capital
management accordingly. These five
questions are:
•
•

•
•
•

What is the rate of return from
investment in people?
How does it compare with
the rate of return obtained by
competitors?
In what direction is the rate of
return travelling?
Is talent’s value optimally aligned
with strategic intent?
Is there a ceiling or organisational
‘metabolic rate’ of value-creation
from people at which additional
investment does not generate
returns?

Each of these five questions raises
important challenges for human
capital analytics.
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1 What is the rate of return
from our investment in people?
In establishing the rate of return,
the challenge for analytics lies in
the conversion of the return to an
investment in talent into the same
financial equation as that of the
return on invested capital (ROIC).
Recent research has attempted
exactly this with interesting
implications for establishing what
the productivity or underlying
‘metabolic rate’ of a workforce
might be.129
Nevertheless, establishing baseline
data provides a line of sight
into the location of high-valueadding employees and enables
organisational managers and leaders
to examine the configurations of
value across different constellations
of people in more complex ways.
This was a point not lost on former
Microsoft CEO, Steve Ballmer, in his
observation that ‘there are actually
high-value activities and low-value
activities. Although sometimes you’ll
find that somebody’s low-value
activity is somebody else’s high-value
activity.’130
2 How does it compare with
the rate of return obtained by
competitors?
Viewed in isolation, a single measure
is of little use. Benchmarking data
provides useful comparative data
but, ultimately, organisations need
to be clear about how their people
are performing relative to the talent
base found in those competitor
organisations analysts would include
in their peer group. Even here
there are complications as different
organisations have different
strategies and underpinning
business models – not to mention
assets – from those in the same
industrial sector.
3 In what direction is the rate of
return travelling?
Of course, value is not just absolute
but relative both in terms of
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comparisons with competitors and
other organisations executives are
seeking to emulate, but also over
time. Establishing the direction
of travel relative to revenues or
ongoing investments in talent can
reveal important aspects of traction
in terms of the development of the
human capital asset base within a
company. Of course, factors outside
an organisation’s control can have
a dramatic impact on performance.
Recent research published by
McKinsey revealed that those
companies in the top quintile at
the beginning of their analysis
(2007) had only a fifty-fifty chance
of remaining there five years later
(2011).131
4 Is talent’s value optimally
aligned with strategic intent?
The sustainability of performance is
a far deeper challenge and human
capital strategy requires that it be
integrated across the strategy of
the business as a whole to reflect
both current operating conditions
and anticipated future requirements.
A constant problem for company
leaders revolves around the setting
of expectations of the future
performance of their talent. Using
suitable analytics can help executives
in making better projections of
anticipated future rates of return
from their people, and aid investors
in their evaluations of the feasibility
of such claims. The challenge to
consider here for all companies is
one of having the requisite resources
in place to provide competitive
advantage and meet targets. It is
one thing to have aspirations in
terms of the performance of people,
quite another to deliver it.
5 Is there a ceiling or
organisational ‘metabolic rate’
of value-creation from people
at which additional investment
does not generate returns?
Leadership teams continuously
seek productivity gains from their
workforces. Any investment in talent
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is universally upheld as a sound
investment. Imagine a scenario,
however, in which you could track
the returns from talent but over
time analysis revealed that there
comes a certain point where, no
matter how much investment you
pump in, or how many innovative
talent strategies you import from
elsewhere and all dutifully captured
by your analytics, the productivity
dial simply refuses to budge. What
if the upshot of this analysis is that
your people had a certain ‘metabolic
rate’ which, once reached, was
unresponsive to investments beyond
a certain level to improve it?
Recent research has revealed
that when examined over time,
some companies and industries
possess ‘genotype-like’ qualities
in their capacity to deliver results,
representing significant spurs
or challenges to productivity
improvement.132 Skills shortages,
inflated salaries for scarce labour or
other wider market dynamics can
all be seen as contributory factors
in determining the ‘metabolic rate’
of people.

Human capital
architectures: the lattice on
which assets grow
‘The bedrock of formal
knowledge you have becomes
the lattice on which learning
can grow. It’s not that
knowledge itself but the metaknowledge that can grow on
that knowledge base that you
can’t Google and that you’ll
never be able to Google. That
is where the real high-value
assets of the organisation are.’
Toby Peyton-Jones,
Siemens

Establishing those areas of the
business where people out-perform
others turns on a number of
significant factors, many of which
lie outside the jurisdiction of talent.
While talent might well be the asset
that drives the value of all of the
other assets, there are points at
which people begin to challenge the
extent to which all investment in
talent necessarily represents the only
optimal investment.
Nevertheless, some organisations
continue to secure extraordinary
results from ordinary people.
Over time organisations build
human-capital-related processes
and combinations that collectively
constitute overarching architectures,
which themselves represent a source
of competitive advantage and
intangible value.133
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Can we materialise the
architectures of value?
‘I think it’s a really good
question but it’s also inevitably
a very difficult one to answer.
I have the ability to look at
this from two different lenses.
With my HR hat on, the
value is real and massive. If
you think about the level of
investment in an individual,
the level of return you obtain
can be highly significant. At
a corporate level, developing
processes, methodologies
and ways of working that
are sustainable, even when
you take away the person or
people responsible for those
processes, yet the “machine”
keeps running, the value of
this is potentially massive.
I can think of very specific
examples at both individual
and corporate level where
I’ve seen that happen. But if
I put my accounting hat on,
the challenge of attributing
value will be on a scale very
difficult for accountants to feel
comfortable with. Done right,
the kind of leverage we’re
talking about in terms of value
will be much higher than what
accountants normally associate
with this area. The difference
between dealing with an
individual or a workforce has
such a potentially significant
impact that the accounting
impact is also material, and
accountants will genuinely
struggle with it because it is
by far the largest impact you’d
see on the balance sheet in
terms of value.’

Human capital architectures
constitute the value generated by
combinations of people-generated
processes. While existing research
points to such resources as the
collection of the specific human
capital resources of different
individual employees,134 we take
this further, adopting a wider
view that these capabilities are
also complemented by and
accretive to different combinations
of organisationally owned
overarching collective capabilities,
systems, processes, forming
architectures through which
people interact, manage and
ultimately leverage human and
other business-owned capitals.
Architectures of value transcend
any one individual and can be
seen to reflect different and
unique organisational signature
processes ‘which describe how

processes embody a company’s
character and signify their
idiosyncratic nature’.135 These
processes ultimately enable some
organisations to capitalise on the
value of their talent more than
others. They recognise, in some
cases almost unconsciously, the
distinction between the value of
talent and the economic value
of their human capital. They
can instinctively, and sometimes
more analytically, establish that
some constellations of value can
be reconfigured to release more
value through human capital
management. It is this executive
craft that places HR executives in
the role of value brokers for their
organisations, in their playing a
key role in enabling talent to be
developed, aligned and optimised
in ways other organisations find
difficult to emulate.136 We turn to
this challenge in the final chapter.

Ian Iceton,
Network Rail
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6 The end of the beginning?

We finish Managing the Value of
your Talent at the point where many
will now start looking afresh at the
management of their people in
terms of what we have described as
the shift from financial capitalism to
a new age of people. The emerging
view of this brave new world is one
in which executives require a ‘new
licence to operate’ in which people
and their talents join financial capital
as the primary assets through which
modern organisations conduct
their business at new levels of
transparency increasingly required by
investors, consumers, employees and
other wider stakeholders.
Nobody is suggesting that the
centrality of financial intermediation
across markets is being usurped by
a new ascendancy in the value of
people. But the new transparency
does, as we have established above,
represent a call to arms for modern
organisations and their leaders. In
addition to the calls for transparency,
we conclude there are three
additional primary challenges.
Partly a corollary of the new
transparency is the requirement
for leaders to fully understand and
explicitly set out the role of human
capital – under which we include the
social and relational and intellectual
capitals of the entire workforce
– in enabling their organisations
to deliver on their strategic aims.
Anecdotal evidence suggests many
boardroom participants find the
articulation of their strategy and
accompanying business models
difficult. If those located at this
level find this process challenging,
what hope have those charged
with the responsibility of leading,
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managing and actually undertaking
its implementation? Given the
centrality of understanding strategy
to wider employee motivation, the
importance of the clear articulation
of strategy, the business model and
talent’s role in delivering it hardly
needs labouring.
A third challenge emerges
directly from the previous two.
As organisations’ strategies and
business models evolve, so too
must the sophistication of their
understanding of the enabling
role played by their talent. We
have clearly established how the
evidence base in this space is very
much at the beginning of what
is a long journey to analytical
maturity. As the calls for enhanced
transparency from potential as
well as current employees grows
louder, so too will the onus on
organisations and their leaders
to demonstrate their competitive
advantage in the currency of talent
and its development. The labour
market is simultaneously growing
increasingly global, competitive
and, driven by data availability,
analytical and transparent. In the
age of people, the mantra for
organisations is to ‘ask not what
you can do for your organisation
but what can we do together in
order to maximise the value of your
talent’. While the first response
of organisations might be to push
back against this initial seeming loss
of control in the balance of power
with employees, executives playing
the long game recognise the huge
potential for those organisations
that carve out brands associated
with new and evocative employee
value propositions wrapped around

their talent and its development.
Far from being an exercise in
statistics, human capital analytics
will in future play a fundamental
role in enabling organisations to
better understand, develop and
articulate these employee value
propositions and their traction in
meeting the simultaneous and
converging requirements across
multiple stakeholders.
This leads us to our fourth challenge.
In a new and transparent world
where human capital is seen as
material to the success of the
business, organisations are now
under enormous pressure from
wider society to demonstrate their
level of commitment to – and by
this we also emphatically mean their
investment in – their people. Actions
speak louder than words and while
there are those who push back
against additional levels of reporting
as superfluous bureaucracy,
administration and red tape, in the
new age of people it is no longer
enough to say people are our
greatest asset; organisations need
to demonstrate their commitment
to their people. In the new and
merging ‘economies of experience’,
employees and their talents are
increasingly flexible and portable.
Consequently, organisations are and
will increasingly in the future be
called upon by wider stakeholders
to demonstrate the health of the
relationship with their people.
6.1 Actions not words
We have to varying degrees
discovered a clear willingness on the
part of executives to engage with
each of these challenges. There is
an appetite not just for engaging
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The need for a common
language
‘The nature of analysts is
that they like to look clever
so they don’t like to ask
stupid questions. They need
an insight and a basis for
the conversation. It’s just the
nature of the people who
get these roles. They need
something to bite on in order
to get into the conversation.’
Investment analyst
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with human capital management
underpinned by analytics, but there
also appears to be movement in
the accounting and wider and
senior executive communities in
recognising the growing and material
influence of human capital strategy
and its role in overarching strategy
development and implementation.
It is not coincidental that the
Valuing your Talent initiative has
brought together the main three
bodies representing the accounting,
managerial and people professions.
But new challenges – requiring
action, not words – are emerging.
We would suggest these fall into
three categories: the recognition
and understanding of the value of
talent; analytical clarity; and a new
transparency in the form of human
capital reporting by organisations.
1 Value = people
It is a glib statement. Nevertheless,
people are financially material in a
way they were not when the CIPD
commissioned several reports into
investors’ views of human capital.137
Suggesting otherwise would place
any executive in the invidious
position of suggesting their people
are immaterial. We have clearly
established through Managing
the Value of your Talent the
movement to a wider view beyond
the capital structure of the firm
to one emphasising the structural
capitals underpinning the business
model of the firm, in which people
play a central role. Some might
suggest that this hardly represents
new thinking. Our discovery of the
agreement of the major financial
reporting bodies with the view of
the IR initiative emphasising the role
of people in understanding – and
subsequently placing material value
on – an organisation’s strategy and
underpinning business model, is
new and fertile territory, however.
Others will no doubt take up this
challenge in future work.

This development places executives
very firmly in the driving seat
as the ‘value brokers’ who can
understand, recognise, develop,
nurture, articulate and ultimately
enable their organisations to benefit
from the undoubtedly valuable,
albeit complex, and intangible
talent asset. How great a role the
HR profession, and leading HR
executives in particular, will play
in this new articulation of value is
an open question. Indeed, there
are no guarantees that HR will
own the ‘articulation of people
value’ space as other functional
leads – particularly in strategy and
finance – already feel that they
have legitimate claims for nurturing
and owning people strategy. One
possible, albeit slightly idealistic,
aspiration, if not solution, lies
in integrative thinking, which
transcends such functional turf wars
and certainly resonates with the
views of our respondents.
Companies have widened their
reading of the strategic compass
to include all of their talent in an
attempt to ensure the whole of
their people do not, in financial
terms at least, fall short of the sum
of their parts. The emergence of
a new level of transparency and
data availability will only serve
to exacerbate the importance of
this inclusive approach. In the
new and online ‘economy of
utterances’, material changes to
the value of organisations’ brands
might well occur on the back of
a sentence comprising fewer than
60 characters. What is more likely,
however, is the rise to prominence
of the role played by a new and
transparent analytics to underpin
the material and sustainable
impact people can make on
an organisation’s strategy and
underlying performance – which
brings us nicely to analytics.
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2 Analytically speaking
Human capital analytics have
certainly been a long time in the
making. In the words of Oracle’s
Andy Campbell, ‘it feels like the
right time to be talking about HR
analytics.’ In many ways this is all
that people are doing: talking about
analytics, as opposed to getting their
analytical hands dirty with data. The
challenge is one of moving beyond
narrative reporting to finding a
suitable analytical base that stands
up to scrutiny. There are two primary
conclusions to draw from our work
relating specifically to analytics.
The first concerns the problems
that are seemingly built into the
‘DNA’ of conventional analytics.
The calculative mode requires that
the intangible be made tangible in
order to perform the methods of
analysis that statistical modelling
requires. This opens up a whole
host of different techniques – some
of questionable veracity – and has
left many unsure as to what to
believe and what not to believe in
the analytical space. There is clearly
a long-overdue requirement for the
culling of spurious methods and the
conclusions drawn from them. As
we have established, useless data is
worse than useless. It is misleading,
potentially harmful not just to the
interests of employees but may even
have negative material consequences
for organisations themselves. We
hope that what has preceded
offers all of those interested in
analytically establishing the value
of talent with an equally robust
way of analytically evaluating the
analytics used to make the claims
of the performance gains ‘caused’
by organisational interventions.
The difficulties in achieving this aim
should not be underestimated and
are no better illustrated than by
UBS’s corporate human resources
director, Mark Warburg:
Unfortunately, these things are
multi-faceted. You can’t just drive
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one because something else will go
out of kilter or vice versa. The issue,
then, is once you’ve realised it’s
more than one factor, how do you
then take the combination of those
factors together to actually come
up with a decision about what it is?
The reality is there is a judgement
that is made and you have to look
at each of those things without a
final calculation and say, ‘actually,
looking at it, each of those factors,
this is what we think.’
Second, and related to the
complexities of the new analytics
and bits accompanying big data,
Managing the Value of your Talent
offers professionals both within
and without the HR function a new
lingua franca with which to converse
over the evidence base constituting
the value of people. Those involved
in the new people analytics now
have a way of clarifying the strategy
of the business and the way human
capital strategy can be aligned
with this and the underlying value
drivers of the business model. They
can also obtain a clear line of sight
through to the returns derived from
this insight as well as a clear matrix
through which to understand the
maturity of both their data and
its analysis. Overarching all of this
is the human capital framework,
which sets a new standard in
defining how the value of people
can be more closely understood
at organisational level through the
integration between people strategy,
human capital management and
its accompanying human capital
strategy. Here again, this represents
a future call to arms to those who
work at the intersection of the value
triad between people, strategy,
finance and leadership.138
3 Towards an integrated human
capital reporting
Using a language aligned with – but
not subservient to – those of the
finance and other functions will
ultimately enable more informed

discussion over the value of talent
by leaders across the organisation.
Of course, for some organisations
the value of talent has always been
a top-table conversation. As the
call for enhanced transparency in
the talent space grows in volume,
all boards will need to address
the extent to which they are
adequately demonstrating how
well they are managing their talent.
What better way of embracing
the challenges brought about by
the so-called ‘shareholder spring’
than by tying the remuneration of
an organisation’s top executives
with the development and wider
flourishing of the people they lead?
One of the possible outcomes of
Valuing your Talent is that these
discussions might now take on
a larger life of their own in the
wider communities outside the
organisation, as Stephen Haddrill,
chief executive of the UK’s Financial
Reporting Council, has observed:
Moving accounting standards to get
human capital value on the balance
sheet – well, it could end up there
– but having some guidance about
how people should go about talking
about and valuing the human capital,
particularly in a business that is
highly human-capital-driven, which in
many ways they all are, is something
that the corporate report should
talk about. If we can have a few
numbers or indicators about human
capital, rather than just a load of
guff in the chief executive’s report,
then why not? I would have thought
that is good, because it does enable
a bit of comparison as opposed to
having none and it shows that the
management has thought about it.
The longer-term investors are more
interested in this and would welcome
a bit more help understanding it.
Transparency represents a new
executive licence to operate from
which talent is no exception.
Recent work has already made
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Transparent reporting
‘It’s a chicken and egg
problem. Investors expect
companies to guide them in
terms of their KPIs and the
key issues to judge them on.
Companies feel uncomfortable
about bringing forward
measures that are maybe
outside the norm beyond the
mainstream of presentations.
They generally wait for
investors to ask questions
in this area rather than
volunteering information. The
emphasis should come from
companies in terms of their
saying, “these are the human
capital metrics which we think
are absolutely fundamental;
these are the ones which
we keep track of; and these
are the ones that you should
look at.” It’s a process of the
education of investors. But
until they actually start that
process, they will remain
reticent about doing that,
and I don’t think you’ll get it
from the investors per se. At
present they struggle with the
comparability issue. At the
moment it’s a case of, “why
has that number gone up?
Have you changed the way
you measure it?” Without
context and education, they
can’t make sense of it.’
Investment analyst
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clear how human-capital-related
analytics might be incorporated into
the wider financial fundamentals
undertaken in analysts’ conventional
financial analysis.139 If organisations
are to engage in a meaningful
way with the new transparency
in this space, human capital
reporting needs to be robust. While
organisations certainly present large
quantities of people-related data in
their annual reports and elsewhere,
it is largely inconsistent in terms of
both the regularity of reporting (for
example some items are reported
one year but not the next) and
constitution (for example different
definitions of reporting items),
making analysis, evaluation and
scrutiny by wider interested parties
and stakeholders problematic.
The primary pushback from those
who would be charged with the
responsibility of aggregating and
presenting all of the human capital
data related for annual reporting
suggest any additional reporting
items are costly, time-consuming
and of little benefit.140 We disagree
for at least two reasons.
First, many organisations spend a
large minority of their operating
costs on their people. For some,
labour costs alone represent
the single largest item in their
expenditure lines. While many
point to the value paradox in
which a primary asset that creates
value – talent – cannot find its
way onto the balance sheet, the
reality is, outside IFRS, even the
costs of talent are largely unknown.
It is here where we encounter
the challenge brought by the call
for enhanced transparency. For
example, for a young and highly
talented potential graduate trainee
attempting to choose which
offer to accept from a number
of organisations, being able to
discern more about how different
organisations invest in their people
would have a significant part to

play in shaping the decision, if
consistent research findings are
anything to go by.141 Yet this same
individual as a potential employee
has to make a decision about what
might be a 50-year relationship
on substantially less information
than the information available
to a potential investor were
they considering a monthly £50
investment in a savings product.
This asymmetry in information
is no longer sustainable. Our
evidence suggests the competition
for the most highly talented will
lead to heightened interest in
new ‘economies of development’
where a large part of the brand
of an organisation – and its
accompanying employee value
proposition – will rely on how
employees can differentiate
between those organisations
with authentic ‘talent academies’
and those who represent ‘talent
consumers’.
Second, many organisations
already report on the items we are
requesting below. The problem,
however, is that such reporting is
inconsistent. Part of the obstacles
of bringing human capital metrics
into the fundamental mainstream
is that their very building blocks are
available only to those with direct
access to organisations. As we
have seen above, chief executives
clearly see the development of
their talent pipelines as material,
not just because they recognise the
importance of this to the future
sustainability of the businesses
they lead but because they are
challenged over such issues by their
large-scale investors. Again, it is
important not to run away with
the rhetoric here. People and their
talent are more material in some
industrial sectors than others.142
Nevertheless, wider availability of
human-capital-related financial
data at organisational level will
enable analysts and other wider
stakeholders to rightly draw
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their own conclusions about the
materiality of the value of talent.
In the new and transparent world
under discussion here, how can it
be right that I must report on the
depreciation of each £50 million
piece of machinery over ten years,
but let you know nothing about
the £50 billion I have invested in
my people over the corresponding
period? Moreover, with my people
labour costs tucked away deeply
inside my cost of goods sold
(COGS), you would not even be
able to establish that my people
costs were in the region of £5
billion a year! This brings us to the
accounting challenges brought
about by the new transparency.
6.2 Our most important asset?
Far from scaling and measuring
the asset that drives the value
of all the others, the capacity of
modern accounting techniques to
accommodate and subsequently
financially capture the value of talent
is being seriously challenged. This
in part explains why the accounting
bodies have themselves recently
deliberated not just, as we have seen,
over how best to report the impact of
people, but also over what constitutes
an asset and the role people might
play in this future definition.143
Although an update of
the conceptual framework
underpinning the financial reporting
standards (IFRS) is relatively routine,
the recent changes to the definition
of an asset by the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
that is responsible for them has
potentially profound implications
for how we value our people. The
new draft framework currently
under review proposes that the
definition of an asset ‘focuses more
clearly on the fact that an asset
is a resource’.144 This is a highly
technical debate but three broad
issues stand out in relation to the
ramifications of these developments
and the ascendancy of people.
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First, the ramifications for human
resources are moot. As we have
established above, the financial
reporting bodies are not, in
principle, averse to capturing the
‘capability of producing economic
benefits’, which people represent.
They are unrelenting, however, in
their view relating to the need for
improvement in the technical way in
which we understand and calculate
the financial relationship between
people and performance. Current
standards currently fall short, and by
some margin.
Second, and perhaps even more
tellingly, when presenting examples
of the various forms the proposed
new ‘economic resource’ might take,
the new conceptual framework
makes specific mention of an
organisation’s existing workforce,
suggesting attempts at valuation may
be pushing against an open door.145
Third, there is emerging evidence
to suggest those companies that
disclose more information relating
to their people – what some label
human capital structure – enjoy
lower costs of equity capital,146
suggesting human capital
reporting has financially material
considerations. This said, we stress
again the need to not run away
with ourselves. As the recent Kay
Review of Banking noted, ‘many
metrics and models … are simply
flawed measures which should not
be employed. Other metrics and
models are useful when deployed
in conjunction with a range of
other measures.’147
How then are we to proceed in
establishing what these other
measures might look like in the
human capital space? We suggest
four measures, each of which
meets the simultaneous need for
stakeholder interests in sustainable
business performance through
people and adhering to increased
expectations of transparency.

1 Employee costs
Many companies adhere to the
IFRS requirements of reporting the
costs of their people and include
a breakdown of the benefits and
other employee-related costs. But
many companies, particularly those
following US GAAP, do not publish
information on the total costs of
their labour. Discussions over the
capacity of some firms to obtain a
greater return on their investment
from their people than others cannot
take place when we do not have the
denominator with which to work
out the ‘people equations’ many
investors would routinely perform
with other financial fundamentals.
Consequently, our first
recommendation comes in three
parts. First, although the majority of
organisations do report the number
of employees they have, typically
on average during the financial
year under analysis, there is still
potential for inconsistencies because
of the variations in definitions as to
what constitutes an organisation’s
employee. For example, many
organisations increasingly use
contracted-out service providers to
deliver what are integral elements
of their core operations. There is
clearly room for confusion here but
without an adequate definition as
to what constitutes an employee
we cannot even calculate basic
productivity metrics such as
revenue per employee or profit per
employee.
Second, and as discussed in Chapter
1, an organisation’s entire workforce
refers to all employees utilised by an
organisation in delivering its own
operations (see Table 11). With the
definition of headcount resolved,
organisations can then move to
calculate the costs of their entire
workforces (see Table 12). These two
data points are significant because
they enable wider stakeholders to
establish the level of investment in
people represented by their labour
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Table 11: Headcount definition: an example
Talent refers to an organisation’s entire workforce, which, in turn, refers to all employees
utilised by an organisation in delivering its own operations.

Employees

2013

2014

175,000

171,000

Total employees recruited

8,750

6,800

Total employees exiting

4,750

3,900

Total contracted-out employees

5,500

5,750

180,500

176,750

Total organisation employees

Total operating-related employees

Table 12: Headcount definition: IS notes
Talent refers to an organisation’s entire workforce, which, in turn, refers to all employees
utilised by an organisation in delivering its own operations.

Employees
Staff and management costs

2013
(£ million)

2014
(£ million)

Wages and salaries

5,002

4,883

Social security costs

631

659

Other pension costs

333

358

Share-based compensation costs

228

153

6,194

6,053

137

149

6,331

6,202

Sub total
Contracted-out employee costs
Total costs

costs. An additional element lies
in the recruitment and departure
or ‘churn’ numbers. As with the
number and costs of employees, a
minority of organisations already
routinely report their churn
numbers. This data point offers
an additional level of transparency
in to employee relations. We
have heard two caveats from
some quarters as to how this
data point might be a cause for
concern. First, it offers a level of
invasiveness many companies
might find uncomfortable. Second,
fluctuations from year to year reflect
the specific conditions of particular
organisations, or even business
units within them (for example
an acquisition or divestment).
One possible solution might be
to calculate and report threeyear rolling averages of employee
movements, thereby overcoming
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outliers caused by exceptional
developments. Further colour might
also be provided through narrative
reporting in the operating and
financial review (OFR) section of a
company’s annual report.
2 Recruitment costs
The costs of labour and recruitment
can be incorporated into an income
statement note form (see Table 13).
Again, these costs can be reported
against three-year rolling averages.
3 Training and development
costs
Here again we are pushing at an
open door insofar as these costs
are already reported. We are
nudging the door a little further
open by requesting a higher level of
granularity in terms of the specific
training costs for current employees.
Organisations tend to report
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Table: 13 Indicative income statement note of all operating-related employee costs

Employees
Staff and management costs

2013
(£ million)

2014
(£ million)

Wages and salaries

5,002

4,883

Social security costs

631

659

Other pension costs

333

358

Share-based compensation costs

228

153

6,194

6,053

Total staff and management costs
Recruitment costs

74.4

102.5

Training and development costs

201.4

194.6

Total recruitment and training costs

275.8

297.1

6,496.8

6,350.1

137

149

6,606.8

6499.1

i

Total organisation employee costs
Contracted-out employee costs
Total operating-related EE costs

i Refers to employee training and development and excludes research costs

research and development costs
in their entirety. In our example,
80% of the £1 billion attributed
to research and development
specifically refers to the research
and development of the particular
products the example company
engages in. Again, organisations can
report a three-year rolling average
for this data point.
4 Engagement
This final data point is perhaps
the most contentious. While
undoubtedly the research exploring
the relationship between employee
engagement and organisational
performance suggests an analytical
underpinning to the concept, many
in the financial community feel
uneasy about a subjective data
point. Nevertheless, it is the only line
of sight we have into employees’
collective opinions of their
organisation and their role within
it. Moreover, a substantial number
of organisations already conduct
employee organisation and employee
satisfaction surveys. A large minority
(32% of the FTSE 100) currently
report their employee survey scores
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with one in twenty (6%) building
engagement scores into their
executives’ remuneration criteria.148
But this is only half of the story.
Of those reporting their
engagement scores, just 16%
reported engagement scores less
than 70%, a figure routinely
regarded to be a signal of an
‘engaged workforce’.149 Clearly,
there is inconsistency and room
for significant improvement.
Many organisations already use
external providers, underpinning
the robustness of their data.
Reporting employee engagement
scores is optional but in the new
level of transparency around
human capital we are advocating,
current and potential employees,
customers, investors and wider
stakeholders will draw their
own conclusions about those
organisations that routinely fail to
report their engagement scores.
Engagement scores should not be
seen as an optional extra to be
called upon when underpinning
executive remuneration strategies.
On the contrary, they represent an

important lens into the state of
the nation inside organisations. A
disengaged workforce is more likely
to underperform than an engaged
one, and, from the evidence we
have heard, is more likely to make
errors, commit misdemeanours and
other high-risk behaviour.150
These four indicators do not
represent the final word in the
evaluation of the capacity of
organisations to create sustainable
value from their talent. They
do, nevertheless, represent an
opportunity to insert robust data
points relating to talent into the
wider financial fundamentals used
by those interested in establishing
the differential capacity of
organisations to release more value
from their people than others.
This analysis is not the end point
but very much the beginning of
the discussion inside organisations
on where best to invest precious
resources represented across
the structural capitals discussed
throughout this report. Those
organisations above and below
the lines drawn in the sand by
this analysis will face questions
about their success or failings.
Over a period of time these data
points, together with the human
capital framework, will provide an
important overarching barometer
and diagnostic tool to be used
in order to enable employees to
thrive and, by implication, their
organisations to benefit from this
human flourishing.
Analytics is not an end in itself. As
John Kay informed us in his recent
review of corporate reporting, ‘data
is not information, information is
not knowledge, knowledge is not
understanding, understanding is
not wisdom.’151 But it is a start. And
where the numbers finish, the path
to executive wisdom begins.
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Appendix 1: The Valuing your Talent
Framework – indicative metrics
The following are indicative
metrics for the Valuing your Talent
Framework, and are intended as a
sample of metrics that may be used
by organisations, not an exhaustive
list of those currently in use.
Inputs
Inputs are the basic components
of human capital resources and
fundamental data about the
workforce.
Workforce composition: This is
basic data on the make-up of the
workforce which is a crucial building
block for more sophisticated analysis.
Indicative data include the average
number of employees (for example,
full-time equivalents), distribution
of certain categories contributing to
the diversity of the employee base
(for example, age, gender, ethnicity).
Workforce composition data should
also include information on parttime vs full-time employees and
organisations’ use of contingent or
contracted labour.
Skills, qualifications and
competencies: This focuses on the
knowledge, skills and experiences
of employees. The type of data that
this covers includes information on
the proportion of the workforce
with postgraduate, degreelevel qualifications, professional
qualifications and vocational
qualifications, for example.
Pay and benefits: Data here relates
to information on employee salaries
and benefits. Following the Hutton
Fair Pay Report, some companies
report on data relating to pay
differentials between employees and
other data relating to highly paid
employees. Regulation both current
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and anticipated may lead to future
data points emerging.
Regulatory compliance: This is data
which demonstrates the extent to
which the organisation is compliant
with relevant legislation in terms
of reporting on its workforce. This
would include, for example, the level
of health and safety incidents which
are reportable by statute (for example
those defined under the Reporting
of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations 2013).
In some sectors this data could
include information on essential
levels of professional competence,
for example those occupations that
require a licence to practise.
Activities
Activities are applied to the human
capital ‘input’ leading to higher-level
outputs through human capital
processes and activities.
Recruitment and retention: This
is data from the full recruitment and
retention process; from identifying,
attracting, selecting and maintaining
employees. Typically consists of
measures around staff turnover
rates, time to hire, replacement
costs, average tenure, tenure of
experienced hires, diversity of hires
and qualifications mix.
Performance management:
Performance management data
is that which comes from the
performance management process,
and typically consists of collective
appraisal scores and qualitative
data from 360 review processes,
and data regarding objectives and
targets met/missed to demonstrate
how performance is understood
and improving.

Learning and competency
development: Learning and
development data typically consists
of number of training days and
cost of training on a per employee
basis at different levels, range
of training. Organisations are
increasingly looking to improve
their understanding of the impact
of training, therefore return on
investment (ROI) data represents high
quality L&D insight.
Organisation development
and design: Data here centres
around the HR policies, processes
and strategies which maintain
the functioning business, and can
include at the basic level spans of
control and management hierarchy.
Reward and recognition: This is
data which concerns the extent to
which individuals are rewarded and
recognised for the contribution at
work, and can include data regarding
bonus payment (financial and nonfinancial) and employee award
programmes.
Workforce and succession
planning: Data regarding the future
needs of the workforce features in
this part of the framework. Skills
and talent forecasting and futureprofiling of people requirements
are used by business professionals
to manage and plan future human
capital requirements. Succession
planning data for senior leadership
in particular should feature as part
of the framework, and be used by
the business to identify and maintain
talent levels within identified portions
of the management structure.
Employee relations and voice:
Featured here is data which covers
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the varying types of employee voice
initiatives, for example the extent
of unionisation in the workforce
and time lost to industrial action.
Measures relating to the uptake
and effectiveness of internal staff
consultation arrangements may also
feature here. Data here can include
outputs from employee surveys, or
communication audits, frequency
and quality of management
communications and presence of
flexible working policies.
Outputs
Outputs add measurable value
to the organisation and are the
result of effective human capital
management activities.
Leadership capability: Data here
relates to the abilities of leadership
to meet their objectives, and the
skills/talent mix of leaders across the
organisation. Data which cross-cuts
this and performance measures can
include appraisal results, training
outcomes, plus flexibility and agility
of senior leadership. High-quality
measures here link organisational
objectives to individual leadership
targets, and consist of assessments
and appraisals against defined
standards. Engagement scores
frequently feature as criteria in the
capability assessment process for
senior leaders.
Workforce capability: This includes
data which references the ability of
the workforce to deliver against their
objectives, and may include data
regarding skills and capabilities of
employees. For example, a measure
of the ability of the workforce to
adapt to change and employee
agility form part of this. Data here is
crucial for understanding the talent
mix of the workforce.
Workforce performance:
Performance measures here allow
leadership to assess the quality of
delivery of employees, and the ability
of employees to meet their defined
targets. Performance measurement
#ValuingYourTalent

data features heavily in the
assessment of middle management
and team leaders, as well as senior
management.
Diversity: Featured here is data
which relates to the diversity
of the workforce. This includes
benchmarking data to ensure
that the diversity of the workforce
aligns with that of the social
environment in which it operates at
all organisational levels in terms of
age, gender, race, religion, ethnicity,
ability and sexuality.
Engagement and well-being:
Data regarding the engagement of
the workforce with the organisation
and their role forms a major part of
many organisations’ HR reporting.
Employee satisfaction and employee
promoter scores are two widely used
measures of employee engagement,
which form part of the employee
voice processes in many businesses.
Measurement regarding well-being
can include days lost to well-beingrelated issues, for example stress and
associated mental health issues, plus
quality and uptake of well-being
initiatives.
Outcomes
Outcomes measure the quality of
outputs and the resulting impact at
business level from the combination
of inputs and activities.
Organisational agility and
resilience: Workforce agility allows
an organisation to establish the
optimal workforce to support
an organisation’s objectives.
Resilience refers to the ability of
an organisation to adapt to the
unexpected. This incorporates data
that demonstrates the extent to
which an organisation’s workforce
reacts rapidly and positively to
internal and external changes to the
business environment, economy,
organisational structures and new
strategies. Indicative data would
include information on the extent
an organisation can increase or

decrease the size of its workforce
effectively in response to fluctuations
in demand. Data could also cover
savings in property costs as a result
of a more flexible workforce or
increases in productivity or efficiency
savings as a result of outsourcing or
in-sourcing activities.
Organisational culture: This box
incorporates data that indicates the
extent to which an organisation’s
leaders and employees are aligned to
its purpose and values. Organisational
culture is hard to measure, which is
why analysis requires a combination
of hard quantitative data and more
subjective data. Indicative data will
include employee engagement
survey data, as well as information
taken from exit interviews, data
on numbers of formal disciplinary
and grievances, employee turnover
rates, absence levels and information
on stress/excessive pressure. Data
on accidents and near-misses are
also important. Specific cultural
surveys or analysis tools can also
be used to provide insight on an
organisation’s culture. Given the
complexity, it is likely that a full
audit of organisational culture is
only practical on an annual basis;
however, employee engagement
data should be able to provide
regular temperature checks.
Productivity: This refers to data
which demonstrates how efficient
the organisation is at producing
outputs at minimal costs. An example
of this would be data that shows the
return on people employed.
Organisational performance: This
incorporates data demonstrating
the organisation is performing
well against defined targets and
is meeting its objectives to an
acceptable standard. This data will
vary depending on the nature of an
organisation’s strategic objectives.
Measures could include, for
example, increasing market share,
profit or improving the quality of
products or services
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Appendix 2: Case studies

Microsoft: The four stages of
analytical life: HRBI at Microsoft
Business insight (BI) sits at the heart of what Microsoft does. When speaking to analysts about the
company’s new reorganisation – OneMicrosoft – to align with its new strategy in September 2013, Steve
Ballmer, then chief executive officer, explained how the leadership team had spent six months, ‘not
beating out what a reorganisation looks like, but really fundamentally honing the strategy, the strategy
first and foremost of focusing in on high-value activities. There are actually high-value activities and lowvalue activities. Although sometimes you’ll find that somebody’s low-value activity is somebody else’s highvalue activity.’152
Microsoft has a history of analytically establishing and hitting high value. In the last six years, revenues are
up 66%, representing an 8.8% compound growth rate. At $191 billion, cash returned to shareholders over
the last decade dwarfs the figures returned by competitors, including Apple.153
From human capital analysis to human capital reporting
Ballmer attributes Microsoft’s success to a number of things: great products, a clear business model, and
‘having incredible talent’. Indeed, Ballmer went on record to suggest that, ‘this is something I actually
think I understand probably better than almost anybody on the planet.’154 One of the key individuals
playing a role in Ballmer’s grasp on Microsoft’s talent is Dawn Klinghoffer, the Senior Director of HR
Business Insights at Microsoft.
A mathematician by background, Klinghoffer joined Microsoft over a decade ago, initially contributing
to, and subsequently now leading, a team of 30 people with skills in statistics, psychology, finance and
a whole host of other capabilities all underpinned by analytics which Microsoft brings to bear in its HR
Business Insight. ‘Microsoft is very data-driven,’ she says, ‘so pretty much everyone wants to understand
every type of aspect of our data, and that’s what our team specialises in.’
Ballmer himself was keen to understand his talent through the eyes of data and was rarely disappointed.
‘What I’m most proud about,’ reflects Klinghoffer, ‘is that if the CEO comes to my office, 95% of the time
he asks a question, I am able to give him an answer based on the data that we have. That was not the case
ten years ago. […] We have built a function where I feel I am able to be nimble in getting data, enabling us
to make decisions in a really agile and accurate way.’
The leadership team regularly uses Klinghoffer’s and her team’s skills. ‘Because our CEO relies so much on
data it makes our role critical. We get involved with lots of big projects where data is key to decisions, even
down to the latest re-orgs that were announced this summer, which meant that we were providing lots
and lots of cuts of data. This involved looking at things and asking, “if we arranged things this way, what
would that mean from a people perspective?” I’d like to think this helped making decisions on where we
wanted to go. Our data is very much support for the strategy leads to make decisions.’
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Human capital reporting the Microsoft way
Sitting under Lisa Brummel, CHRO at Microsoft, the HR function has a direct line to the CEO and comprises
line HR teams and four centres of expertise (COEs). Within Talent and Organisational Capability there is a
centralised college staffing function, and under Compensation and Benefits sits the Global HR Operating
Team. HR Business Insights is a separate COE, which, Klinghoffer points out, ‘really highlights the
investment that HR and Microsoft have made in the function.’
Human Resources Business Intelligence (HRBI) has a research and analytics team that owns the Microsoftwide Poll, where employees are surveyed once a year on engagement, the Exit Survey, which gathers
insights on people who have left the company, attrition analysis involving more predictive modelling,
movement analysis, leadership paths and quality of hire.
Getting the analytical foundation steps in place
There is a separate team that is focused on Microsoft-wide standard reporting, tools and processes which
partners with the Research and Analytics team. This is the largest remit of HRBI. This includes ownership of
the HR data warehouse, and reporting tools that HR as well as managers access to get at reports such as
attrition, diversity and staffing.
The HR function at Microsoft has itself been through a transformation in the autumn of 2013, and
one of the areas focused on was centralising reporting and analytics. ‘One of the teams I lead,’
highlights Klinghoffer, ‘is completely focused on supporting the reporting and analytics needs of the
line organisations, so the Engineering, Business and Corporate functions are supported with any ad hoc
reporting/analysis needed to run their businesses.’
It is quite an empire. There is a person on the team that partners closely with the Legal and Corporate
Affairs function (LCA) and any data/analytics that is needed to support their work. Another is focused
solely on a special project Klinghoffer and her team recently worked on with the Global HR Operations
team in the way Microsoft manages employee data. She also has an HR data privacy expert which partners
with LCA on privacy standards and guidelines specifically around employee data. Klinghoffer’s team also
owns the business management function for HR as a whole and the HR planning process, the resource
model used to allocate human capital within the disciplines of HR, and partners closely with finance on the
expenses needed to support various HR programmes.
Wielding this analytical power is an art Klinghoffer has honed over the 13 years she has been working at
Microsoft. ‘It can be overwhelming for people to look at piles of data and figure out how you are going to
get any information out of it – particularly when you are in professions where data analysis is not a core
competency.’ This, for Klinghoffer, means focusing on a business problem by gathering insights with a view
to taking action. This sounds simple but requires a deep level of analytical understanding and the processes
involved across four different stages. Each of these stages resonates strongly with the four analytical steps
of the Valuing your Talent Framework (VTF).
Stage 1: Data collection
This stage clearly resonates with the input analytical step of the VTF. In short, Microsoft has an enviable
grasp of the size and nature of its workforce. ‘What is really important to take away is you don’t need a
ton of data to be able to make traction,’ observes Klinghoffer. Much depends on what is under analysis
and what you want to do with it – or more accurately, the level of the claims you’d like to make and the
significance of investment made on the back of it. ‘Obviously the more data you have the richer your
insights can be.’ For example, when exploring recruitment and retention issues, Klinghoffer’s team have
data from 90,000 hires stretching back over nine years to work with.
Small companies need to be careful about making judgements without a lot of data. For Klinghoffer,
‘you must have critical mass of a population in order to have a strong point of view: we generally don’t
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like taking a big stand on less than 50, [and] you should ideally have 100 hires for any given group.’ She
continues, ‘for this type of analysis to be meaningful, you need to be able to somehow differentiate the
talent and the outcomes they have been able to achieve since they were hired.’ This is not necessarily easy
for new or small companies.
What little data you do collect has to be high quality. ‘The best place to source this data is from your
accurate and complete processes and systems, and the HR data warehouse that contains all the related
data,’ although Klinghoffer acknowledges many companies have not reached the rigor of Microsoft’s
warehouse: ‘When I speak at external events the two problems people have right now is the quality of data
and lack of data. People don’t even have a database that houses all of the HR data, and they don’t even
know where to get some of this stuff.’ Microsoft has benefited from taking a long view, a long time ago:
‘We thought we have a lot of HR data on individuals so we better create a data warehouse so we have one
place to go, and we’ve had this in place for about 13 years. When I speak externally I would say around
75% of the companies I speak to do not have a data warehouse.’
Stage 2: Applying definitions
Definitions play a key role in deriving meaningful insights relating to the effectiveness of investments in
the workforce. Again, much depends on what is under analysis. For example, Klinghoffer highlights the
importance to data collection of being able to differentiate between different types of activities across
different populations when establishing, for example, Quality of Hires (QoH).
‘At Microsoft “early attrition” is less than two years due to the high relative investment of a new hire –
recruiting costs, signing bonus/stock, relocation, less productive ramp-up time of a new hire, on-boarding
assistance from teammates, interview loop time, opportunity cost of another good hire that may have
stayed, etc. We estimate cost of attrition at 150% of salary.’ There are other data points to consider,
although, ‘any company should be able to discern their ROI from a new hire [and from there] what is the
break-even period.’ Ultimately companies can build their own QoH data sets using, ‘a combination of both
hard data if available (for example, reviews, sales, retention), or soft, that any company can theoretically roll
out (for example, hiring manager or peer survey) or a blend.’
Stage 3: Analyse
Questions inevitably come in waves, as, ‘once you begin the analysis, you will most certainly generate
additional questions.’ Again, it is difficult to draw general points from this stage because specific issues
require specific questions, which in turn are aligned with different techniques. Companies will inevitably
approach different analytical questions through the different lenses of the VTF. Klinghoffer again uses the
example of QoH: ‘if you hire across geographies, different professions, or a variety of experience levels, you
probably have some variation in the quality of your hires. What kind of variation do you have? Is there any
connection to your business’s opportunities or pain points?’ Clearly, there are parallels here with the VTF’s
third analytical step, output measures, which seek to establish the outputs generated by HR’s activities.
Klinghoffer offers two important caveats regarding the analysis stage. The first observation turns on the
utility of analytics. ‘QoH is not useful at an individual level – it is the source or multiple traits of the hire that
is important, not the individual performance.’
The second concerns the much-trumpeted notion of predictive analytics. ‘Remember, this QoH analysis
will not necessarily predict how an employee will perform long-term, based on the time periods of the
definition. This also will not predict attrition [although] we have done some other work on that front.
We actually hired somebody from the marketing sciences area from T-Mobile and she had done a lot of
predictive work around mobile customers and whether they’d switch carriers, and she’s using the same
underlying philosophy to create some models for us in our world. […] We’ve definitely contributed to
the organisation making better decisions based on data.’
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Stage 4: Take action
As the VTF advocates, there is a cyclical pattern from human capital analysis, to its reporting and finally
through to its ultimate valuation. Taking action on the basis of BI is closely linked with its analysis, and
critically, how executives understand and derive insight from analytics. For Klinghoffer, ‘the visualisation
of data has had an enormous impact,’ because ’where we learn the most is around how we are able to
instantly understand and process the data without having to weed through the numbers.’
The HRBI team are now playing a central role in the decisions and activities the HR team is involved in.
For Klinghoffer, ‘data gets involved in pretty much every programmatic decision we make in HR. If we are
going to change our performance management system, we do tons of analysis and the data really helps
drive that decision. Any type of benefit changes we make we do extensive analysis. We have used data to
explore whether we are paying our top performers the right amount of money. We spend a lot of time on
quality of hire – the people we have hired. We examine them across a scale from a high-quality, mediumquality or low-quality hire.’
This is not simply analysis for analysis’s sake. There is a clear move to map outputs and impact to the
inputs of, in this case, recruitment: ‘We look at the data to measure the level of investment in different
populations based on what the data says. We have done analysis on attrition helping Microsoft to
understand what types of people are leaving and do we want to go in and do anything about keeping
those populations. So, when we are looking at decisions as an HR function, data is absolutely part of
those decisions.’
Things have certainly moved on. Reflecting on over a decade of experience in HR analytics, Klinghoffer
observes, ‘ten years ago we would have shown people their data and they would have said, “This isn’t
right.” We have had to go in and fix the data so when we show them something it is right. Now everyone
has an HR scorecard and uses it to make decisions, and metrics are so easy now to create and get people to
rally behind them. People understand now what they didn’t ten years ago, and the importance of making
the quality of their data better.’
The ultimate test of the value of these techniques and interventions lies in their utility for other customers.
Microsoft has not only honed its analytics to enable its own internal processes, it has also monetised its BI
in its software developments, itself a reflection of Microsoft’s shift to a software and enterprise-led delivery
of services. HRBI has a central role to play in this process, as Klinghoffer has experienced at first hand:
‘When people are creating these kinds of products one of the first things they think about is people data
because there’s tons of data, and its where people go first to see if they can get it to work. We constantly
eat our own dog food at Microsoft. We are always being asked by product groups at Microsoft to work
with us to help build their data and products to see how it looks. It’s a win-win for us. We get to use these
new cool products like Power View and Excel. We’ve been using Power View for a few years now. I got to
present the demo to Bill Gates eight years ago. It was because we have great data which resonates with
people, so I feel I am at the right place because I get to be involved with these types of projects.’
The CEO of Microsoft, and the institutional investors behind him, see the future of the company lying
in who wins the battle for the digital ecosystem taking shape in the second decade of the twenty-first
century. This ecosystem will involve a number of products designed to enable the decisions of those in
HR as well as other executive roles. If Klinghoffer’s experience is anything to go by, HRBI will be at the
heart of this new ecosystem.
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Xerox: Managing the intangible value
of people: can you CE-IT?
In 2013, Xerox marked 75 years of xerography and of revolutionising how the world works and shares
information. In one of life’s little ironies, for a company that has made its name and revenues primarily on
the back of copying things, it is in fact one of the world’s great innovators, being awarded on average 23
patents per week. In the words of the company’s chairman and CEO, Ursula Burns, ‘we’re here to help our
customers be more successful by taking very complex business processes and challenges, create solutions
and make them appear simple to the people who need them.’155 For Burns, this involves using innovation
smartly and strategically to help the world tackle daunting and complex tasks.
Little wonder, then, that both Louise Fisher, HR director for EMEA, and CFO Xavier Heiss are both in their
neighbouring offices early. ‘We’re both early birds,’ says Fisher. ‘He’s usually in before me. I get in about
7:00 or 7:15. We usually spend most mornings for half an hour just chewing the cud and catching up.’
Chewing the cud involves coming to terms with the fast-changing shift to a service-based offering put in
place by CEO Ursula Burns. The target is to convert the ageing and margin-declining elements of business
into higher value-added service offerings. Around half of the business now fits this new mould with a
target of two-thirds of the portfolio set for 2017.
In separate conversations with both Fisher and Heiss it quickly becomes evident where the two functions
can integrate their strategic and operational thinking to help the business make the underlying people
changes required by the shift in thinking and action required at Xerox. Significantly, all of this is being
achieved against the backdrop of a business for which 85% of its revenues is annuities based. This requires
thinking about changing to a higher-value creating business model while continuing to offer the same and
reliable services customers have come to expect. Taking a CE-IT perspective helps us to understand the
ways in which Fisher and her CFO see and tackle the people element of the new Xerox strategy.
Clarity
Gaining greater clarity around the strategy and its underpinning business model has enabled Fisher to
focus on the related people-specific solutions. ‘As we sell our technology to customers, the price has come
down and people are printing less, so we are getting less margin. The problem is people think the costs of the
service around that should also be less every time they renew it. It’s like when you buy your iPad, you expect it
to be half the price when you buy your next one, like our customers, so our margins have declined.’
The problem here, of course, is that while margins from technology might decline, the costs of people
move in the opposite direction. The obvious answer in previous iterations of capitalism has been to shed
labour and the associated costs. But Fisher suggests the operational complexities of business are fuzzier:
‘You have issues around whether we can reduce our labour force but it’s become more complex because
it is more networked now and we don’t expect things to get simpler, so we need to change the way we
execute service. So the strategic workforce plan adopted by the group is about doing less in the field and
resolving more issues remotely.’
Enablement
Espousing change in your people over a cup of early morning coffee with your CFO is one thing. Putting
it into practice to underpin the strategy is quite another. But Fisher is unequivocal: it is no longer about
taking out cost but thinking very clearly about how to invest in people to enable them to deliver what is
required: ‘It’s good to have the commercial acumen and the understanding of the business but I wanted
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to reconnect with the people side. I’m driven to transform and take cost out, transform and take cost out,
transform and take even more cost out, rather than focusing on the re-investing side that leads me back to
my original interest in having the conversation about people and how I can create a business case to start
re-investing some of the costs we’ve taken out in our talent.’
Imperative
It is here where those early morning conversations reveal the importance of an integrated approach between
the people and finance functions. Fisher was able to learn from her CFO of the imperatives required from a
people perspective: ‘Xavier has got a huge battle on with his Cash Collection team who are the people who
get the cash in and get the invoices paid, because we have so many different billing methods. So instead of
one invoice going out and being very simple it’s multifarious and too expensive. So that sits in Xavier’s shop
and he will say to the different lines of business, “If you’re telling me it’s too expensive, I’ll take cost out, half
of the cost out. I’ll take all of the cost out even, but you’ve got to stop selling complicated offerings to your
customers. You’ve got to make it simple: one invoice.” So he’s driving that change, because they’re driving
him to take cost out. But then you have to say, “Okay, what’s the people model that simplifies and delivers
that way of working?” We look at this in terms of processes, countries and lines of business.’
And here Fisher immediately points to the role of people-specific imperatives in balancing enablement against
cost reduction. ‘We have been looking at certain parts of the business recently and saying, “Gosh, this line of
business is grossly underperforming in that country, let’s get shot.” And then you realise that, actually, that
same business is helping fund the infrastructure and the equipment that they are selling helps to keep those
prices down and manage the infrastructure. So we’ve looked at those things, simplified the way we do things
and are finding more ways to do things more cheaply while still doing what it is we have to do.’
Imperatives are a way of life for CFO Heiss: ‘My entire career is based on, “There is something broken and you
have to fix it.” It soon becomes very clear when talking to Heiss that people have a central role to play in his
own executive toolkit for approaching business imperatives: ‘If you asked me to describe the company today I
would say it is a mix of people, process and system. And when you put these three together then, if you have
an organisation, a team and a process, if you take this element of people, process and system you will have a
good way of understanding what could be broken and how a solution could be articulated.’
Heiss does look at measures in the people space but for him, examining the relationship between people,
process and system is more art than science: ‘This is not the metrics; it’s more a part of the diagnosis. It’s
like a doctor saying, “Do I do an x-ray, or do I do a scan, or whatever?”’
Traction
Nevertheless, there does come a time when the results of exploring the balance between enablement and
established imperatives need to be monitored. From a CFO’s perspective, they are done in a wider context:
‘when I’m looking at a country with my finance hat on, I will look at key finance metrics, P&Ls. It’s a mix
of pure financial data and what we call KPIs – key performance indicators. So, for example, you might say
revenue growth is important. But what type of revenue? And in this revenue, what type of product family?
Then you move from pure financial data to KPIs within this. There is nothing revolutionary here. Xerox is a
data-driven company.’
The granularity of traction
But Heiss goes deeper and has his own distinctive perspective for understanding how the people elements
underpinning the business model are ultimately connected to the profitability of the business. Heiss focuses
on three separate yet related notions of value-added.
First, is what Heiss refers to as ‘business value-added’ or what the customer is prepared to pay for. He
articulates this very clearly: ‘As the customer, you may have a bill for which you have printed 10,000 prints
on your colour machine, the invoice is £500. If I now split what that £500 is made of, there is the margin –
our profit – and after that there is only cost. Business value-added will be things that you will recognise as a
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customer and say, “yes, I’m okay to pay for this.” As an example, if you have an older consumable for your
machine and the machine generated black pages or colour pages, and I can show you as the customer
the cost sitting behind the invoice, you will say, “Yes, I can see that, I used two colour cartridges and I’ve
got this cost there.” You have called during the month to get a service engineer so you won’t be surprised
to see labour costs of the person coming to you on which there is salary, and seeing as this guy is coming
equipped, he has tools, he has a car, he has a phone and these carry costs. But this guy also has around
him an infrastructure, an IT system to support him, so you won’t be surprised to see that on the invoice.
This is the concept of business value-added: what you as the customer are prepared to pay when I give you
a printout of the costs.’
Then Heiss introduces a second concept: “non-business value-added” (NBVA). ‘This,’ he suggests, ‘is
looking at how can we change or extract from the processes in order to improve profitability but also to be
more competitive because everybody in our market is trying to reduce cost.’
In many ways, this is the CFO’s take on the issues referred to above by Fisher. Streamlining the process can
certainly shave off costs but this is precisely the approach Fisher was pushing back against. Yes, we can
re-engineer through six sigma approaches, but we also need to explore where additional BVA sits. This, for
Heiss, introduces a third element where people are critical.
Heiss continues, ‘And then you have a third component, which I call “required value-added”. As an example,
if I put on my invoice the costs of accounting, would you accept to pay for the costs of accounting for Xerox?
You would question why you have to pay. I could put the cost of tax on there. Tax you won’t challenge
because you recognise that you have to pay your VAT but if I’m telling you that you have to pay for my
accountant or internal control and quality, would you be willing to pay? I could say, “You know what, this is
the cost of doing business because today we are living in a regulated world and having all of these accounting
requirements with the SEC and Sarbanes-Oxley, it’s just part of the regulation. It’s the cost of doing business.
And you, Mr Customer, do not like it but its what you have to pay for. And I don’t like it but it’s part of the
costs of doing business. The three types of elements when you strip a process, when you want to cut the
costs of a process you will look at what is clearly bringing business value-added to the customer, what is nonbusiness value-added on the old proposal which via Lean Six Sigma you might take out, and what you should
have as a minimum requirement in order to do your business.’
Seeing the development of intangible value
The challenge, then, revolves around how the services delivered by people can increase the business valueadded elements of the service offering as opposed to shaving off costs here and re-engineering different
elements there. Heiss spent some time explaining that the creation of goodwill – the difference between
the book value of a business and the higher price paid for it – effectively represents the management of a
company’s financial assets through increasing the value of talent. He provided us with an example:
‘The one element at Xerox where we are different is the tenure of our employees. It is amazing. They have been
on a journey with us in a way that helps them to understand our business. They are like diesel engines, much
more traditional but they are predictable and reliable. But this means sometimes they are not very adaptable
or able to change quite so effectively. But we also acquire other people who contribute to the increase in the
goodwill value of the business. If you look at our balance sheet, our goodwill is relatively large. We have added
to the depth of the value of our people through recruitment and acquisition. We have diversified and opened
our portfolio with services but we also understand technology. So when you ask us what is it that we are buying,
we bought a piece of experience. So you are buying some of the benefits you would normally associate with
long tenure. We are buying experience of players who are in markets where we haven’t previously been active
which opens our portfolio with services. We are moving into new services segments in technology we are very
strong, but also now in health care, education, and commercial, and things like that, but we know that we still
have a journey to do. But when you bring our technology together with these other areas, it’s very powerful.
We create future value-added in the business through the promise of additional services. You create unexpected
goodwill through our ability with technology and fusing it with other services.’
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Talent’s talent for creating talent at
ArcelorMittal
‘We are still a very young company,’ observes Brian Callaghan, group head of leadership development. The
age of the company belies its size. The combination in 2006 of the world’s two largest steel companies to
form ArcelorMittal has brought an exciting, albeit daunting, challenge. ‘We’re still building talent. We’re
only eight years old. What do you do when you put a new organisation together and start building your
talent base? You start with the foundations.’
Recognising the value of people
There are impressive foundations. Resourcing a company of this size with over 230,000 employees and 500
top managers is a continuous process.
The HR function works closely with ArcelorMittal’s various business units to find and place the most suitable
talent. ‘It hasn’t always been like this,’ says Callaghan, ‘There has been a growing acknowledgement
amongst leadership that a positive climate and engaged employees deliver value. […] I believe that if you
have good people processes that are executed by good people managers you can do remarkable things.
Generally, good managers don’t need to be taught good processes. It comes naturally. But some need
good support and frameworks to help.’
Support is provided by the ArcelorMittal University, which is at the centre of the learning and development
organisation in ArcelorMittal. The ArcelorMittal University is the driving force for the implementation of
the learning strategy within ArcelorMittal. With academies dedicated to transversal functions and expertise
within the company, a growing number of regional training campuses on every continent and a direct link
to a network of local training centres, it provides numerous opportunities for employees to grow. With
over 11.3 million registered training hours globally, it is an important integrated element of ArcelorMittal’s
people development processes.
The framework at ArcelorMittal is also impressive. The Global Employee Development Programme (GEDP)
focuses on improving skills, motivating employees and ensuring the group has a pipeline of talent for the
future. Perhaps the most striking element of the pipeline is the pivotal role the group’s top talent plays in
the development of current and future talent in the business.
Building a robust evidence base
‘Basically our GEDP is a classic performance management process,’ explains Callaghan. ‘Managers agree
objectives aligned with the business strategy; they provide regular feedback and coaching; they hold a
mid-year review; they provide more feedback and coaching; they hold an annual appraisal, which includes
rating their direct reports, a five-point rating for performance and a five-point rating for potential. The
process was designed just after the merger and every year it has matured. Managers and employees have
become more familiar with it and the process improves year on year. At the end of the year when the
annual appraisals take place, ratings require moderation. So, “Career Committees”, as we call them, are
scheduled. These start in the steel plants where the managers will review the performance and potential
ratings of the people in that plant, making sure that the ratings have been applied fairly across the different
functions. These ratings are then elevated to the next level, along with ratings from other plants, for further
moderation. In all, there are about five or six levels of moderation culminating in a final Career Committee
where Mr Mittal [the chairman and CEO] and the GMB [Group Management Board] will spend two full
days reviewing the top of the pyramid – executive vice presidents, vice presidents, general managers –
making sure that the ratings are arrived at in a fair and transparent way. This is important as ratings can
impact other processes such as executive appointments, succession management, incentive plans and so
on.’
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Using talent’s talent for talent, analytically
Ensuring ArcelorMittal’s top talent plays a role in developing others is not just a nicety the business would
like to have. It sits at the heart of how all leaders across ArcelorMittal are evaluated and rewarded and
is driven home in the performance management and data collection systems. As Callaghan elucidates,
‘for every manager, their first objective is to manage the GEDP process for their people. They must agree
objectives; they must build and support development plans; they must provide regular feedback and
coaching; they must conduct the mid-year review; they must conduct the annual interview. That’s the
number-one objective out of five or six personal objectives. At the end of the year, the manager has to
make a case for their report rating, with tangible evidence of what has been achieved.’
Here, too, the evidence base is impressive. Over the last three years, of the 120 people who moved into
top leadership roles via either internal or external appointments, just five people achieved a rating of less
than 3 [on a five-point scale]. As Callaghan points out, ‘a “2” in our scale means that they “somewhat met
expectations”. A “3” is “fully meets expectations”, which is a very good rating. So, of the 120, 115, over
a three-year period, fully met or exceeded expectations. That suggests that we made the right decision in
promoting the people into those roles because they are delivering or exceeding what is expected of them.’
But the search for data to inform the people strategy does not finish there. The exceptional people talent
ArcelorMittal has in place is regarded as a key source. The placement of an individual in a key position
is not just for the formation and implementation of the business strategy, but the position’s incumbent
becomes a direct line of insight into the current and future strategic and operating challenges facing
the business, and a reflection of the capabilities required to tackle them. The group is not just creating
qualitative data by validating candidate profiles. They are building an internal capability that represents a
sustainable architecture of value based on the collective capability of its executive cadre. The job-profiling
project that has been implemented over the past 18 months is ‘not just a standard job description exercise.
...For all key positions across the group, senior management are interviewed and are asked detailed
questions around “What are the strategic objectives of the job? What are the major business challenges
that will need to be addressed? Who are the key stakeholders? What are the internal and external forces
impacting the job-holder?“ And of course, we seek views on experiences, attributes and competencies
required to succeed. This information is used to develop output-based job profiles. In addition we build
people profiles which include knowledge, experience, competencies and psychometric assessments. These
are then used as the framework for succession management and development planning as we are able to
conduct a compatibility exercise which shows the best-fit candidates for the roles.’
Looking at talent through a risk lens
Ensuring people are aligned with the business is not the only goal. ArcelorMittal has built a risk
management element to their talent management. ‘Why would we want to do that? Well, we don’t want
to put the wrong person into a key position because it represents a risk for the business and we want to
protect the business by ensuring a certain level of sustainability. Equally, we want to ensure that our people
have the best opportunity to utilise their natural capabilities. If you put a round peg into a square hole,
the business is at risk and the person will not perform to their optimum level. It is important to ensure that
candidates are suitable for the role and it is in line with their aspirations and with their profile. It’s not just
about putting the name of somebody who has been identified as high potential into a box for a particular
role. The individual’s career aspirations should be taken into account, so there is a career conversation with
the individuals concerned. Obviously the education, knowledge, experience have to be taken into account.’
Far from de-personalising employees and their aspirations, then, ArcelorMittal’s analytics are ensuring
employees’ hopes and aspirations are factored into the evidence base the company uses when placing
talent, representing a hugely valuable return on insight from their investment in the analytics underpinning
the GEDP.
‘It’s not perfect,’ suggests Callaghan, but the returns go beyond this impressive understanding of
ArcelorMittal’s top managers. ‘We have a very robust succession management process for the top 500
positions within the company. There’s nothing extraordinary about it. At the end of the day we have for each
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of those key positions people identified as replacements. Last year 83% of movements in that space came
from the actual succession plans. Our target was 80%. We don’t want 100% because we believe that some
strategic external hiring will bring different thoughts and different ideas to the company. Eighty-three per cent
is very good and it demonstrates to our people that there are career opportunities.’
Talent: the c-suite’s view
Key to the success is the way in which human capital strategy is aligned with the requirements of the
business. ‘I sit down with my boss [HR EVP Henri Blaffart], review the business plan, look at the HR
component and determine how HR can best support the different business units. We will agree my
personal objectives, with KPIs, which specifies what is expected of me for the year. The CEOs of the units,
the CEOs of the businesses, the CFOs, the CMOs, will all have specific performance objectives linked to
their respective business units, aligned to the overall business strategy. For every executive, and every
manager across the company, the objectives include people-related components.’
Perhaps most tellingly of all is the impact this maturing evidence-based human capital strategy has had
on employee engagement. Measured across 24,000 employees, the group’s global survey of employees
has not just seen its response rate increase from 56% to 75% over the last four years, but engagement
itself has risen from 62% to 69% over the same period, in what have been incredibly challenging market
conditions. Little wonder, perhaps, that during the conversation with Callaghan, he just happened to
mention that his CEO Lakshmi Mittal made a presentation to the institutional investors during one of their
regular meetings. As Mittal himself suggests, human capital strategy and the communication of the results
from analytics can have a very positive impact:
‘The GEDP process was designed as a continuous process of communication and feedback between
management teams and individuals across the group. By making sure that individual objectives are clearly
aligned with the company’s strategy, the process is also helping us ensure that every one of us knows
what our goals are as a company, what direction we are taking, and what our strategy is to achieve these
objectives. It is therefore more than a process: it is a fundamental part of the company’s business strategy,
part of which includes having the best talent in the business in order to efficiently execute this strategy.
In today’s tough business environment, having a motivated and engaged workforce has never been so
critical to the health and success of our company. One of the key elements of employee engagement is
communication and leaders have a key role to play in this respect, to make sure each and every employee
receives and understands key messages.’
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Unilever: Through the sustainability
lens – leading people authentically
Large corporations with long historical legacies are increasingly unfashionable. According to one recent
and influential book, those companies approaching $40 billion are at risk of hitting a ‘stall point’ from
which three out of four never fully recover.156 Many would say it is typical of the ‘Polman era’ that just as
Unilever is approaching the ‘danger zone’ of where research indicates most companies stall, the influential
CEO of Unilever should set a target of doubling revenues to 80 billion euros. The focus on improvement
under Polman has been unrelenting: first, a focus on leadership; then the birth of the ‘Compass Strategy’
underpinned by the ‘Unilever Sustainable Living Plan’, where new alternative operating models were
sought to avoid just taking from society and the environment; followed by the ‘turbo-charging’ of the
business underpinned by making more strategic choices and a new organisational structure; with the
current focus now on ensuring the organisation is fit and agile in order to double the size of revenues.
Coming to terms with a VUCA world
According to Unilever, all this is taking place against anything but predictable conditions, with the
company identifying three ‘mega-trends’ all worthy of our attention: the end of conventional capitalism
and the shift to a more sustainable version of capitalism brought about by the recognition that there
was and is a crisis of ethics, reflected in and probably the root cause of the financial crisis leading to the
over-gearing of our economy and of our planet; second, an increasing distrust of governments and large
organisations on the scale such as Unilever; which, third, has led to consumers demanding change much
faster than large companies can deliver it.
‘In Unilever,’ explains Doug Baillie, Chief Human Resources Officer, ‘we call this the ‘VUCA’ world, which
is a phrase that comes from the American army. It means the world we live in is increasingly volatile,
uncertain, complicated and ambiguous. This has become the new normal. I would go as far as to suggest
that if you had stable economies and stable currencies, we wouldn’t know what to do anymore because
we are so used to the turmoil we now live in.’
Doing well by doing good
What makes Unilever interesting is their highly distinctive response to tackling the problems of the
global economy head on. Baillie continues, ‘our response to this is interesting. Fundamentally, we can
no longer be spectators in the world. We have got to be part of the solution. We can no longer look at
the communities and societies in which we operate by taking things out of them in order to grow our
businesses profitably and sustainably. We should be saying what can we put into our communities and the
societies we serve in order to grow our businesses more sustainably and profitably to ensure we become
part of the solution? So you have to do “more than” – which is more than run a business for shareholder
value. When Paul came in he started doing quite dramatic things. We no longer give guidance. We only
report profit every six months – we are running the business for the long term. Consistent, sustainable
profit and growth is the metric we talk about.’
These are audacious plans. Not only is revenue set to double, but for a business whose products are used
by 2 billion people across the globe each day, a new goal lies in decoupling growth from the impact
the business has on the environment and the reduction of the footprint on sustainability by making a
difference to more than a billion people in the world through social impact. This is not a branding exercise
but at the heart of what Unilever stands for. As Baillie was anxious to clarify: ‘this is our business model:
It’s called the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan. It’s not a CSR initiative. It’s how we run the business.
Everything we do, every single part of our business goes through the sustainability lens and we drive the
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business through that and it touches every part of the business.’
How well?
Of course, we have been here before. Many a company has tried to hose itself down in environmental
colours only to be later exposed as doing no more than ‘greenwashing’ where the operational reality
underneath has been found somewhat short of the environmental rhetoric. It is here where an analytical
approach has helped Unilever to reach a new level of transparency both internally and externally on both
a corporate and people-based level.
In terms of the corporate paybacks, Unilever has been unequivocal in publicly stating its targets and
reporting traction against them.
‘The Unilever Sustainable Living Plan has three big goals: to improve health and well-being, reduce
environmental impact and enhance livelihoods. Supporting these goals are nine commitments
underpinned by targets spanning our social, environmental and economic performance across the value
chain. We produced an integrated annual report this year, so we not only did the financial numbers but
we put all of it together in one report.’
It is with Unilever’s talent strategy where the Compass Strategy really appears to be paying dividends
for the company. This defines the point at which the company is integrating its Compass Strategy and
Sustainable Living Plan with underpinning talent interventions.
People, place and performance: a new social analytics?
According to Leena Nair, Senior Vice President of Leadership and Organisation Development, Unilever’s HR
vision calls it ‘People, Place and Performance.’ This essentially represents a three-fold challenge around how
Unilever secures the best talent; how to make Unilever the best place to work; and ensuring people are
performing to their productive best: ‘are they being engaged and is all of their potential being unleashed?’
People: future-proofing
There is an unrelenting analytical eye cast on the business through current, three year and five year lenses.
The question under analysis, however, is always the same, as Nair outlines: ‘we have spent an enormous
amount of time examining whether we have the talent engine to sustain an 80 billion euro revenue
business. There is a significant amount of talent analytics done around the kinds of people we have, the
quality, quantity, where the gaps are, how we’re going to close the gap, etc. We track and see how we
are doing across all of these areas. We examine the skills, talent and culture to see if we have what it
takes to be the 80 billion euro business we want to be. This is one of the essential roles HR plays in the
business by ensuring any gaps in the skills, talent or culture across the business that might harm our
80 billion euro aspirations are covered. It’s all about three years from now; five years from now. We are
future-proofing the business.’
Place: branding the employee value proposition
A second element outlined by Nair turns on the detailed and extensive work being undertaken in the new
social media analytical space to ensure the development of the company’s employee value proposition.
‘Our model is one of 70% of our talent is “built” and the other 30% is “buy-in”. We are a very marketingoriented business so our marketing expertise is leveraged to help build our employee brand in terms of it
being a great place to work, with great people to work with, a winning business with sustainability at its
heart.’ A new ‘authentic leadership’ programme with an unrelenting focus on ensuring the talent under
development is aligned with the future strategy and underpinning business model of Unilever is also in place.
But a global business operating in 190 countries throughout the world needs a highly diversified
marketing strategy and talent, too, is incorporated into a sophisticated approach to brand development.
Using analytics helps Unilever to sense-check their messages in different marketplaces while maintaining
the same underlining value proposition underpinning the organisation’s overarching brand: ‘We have
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broadly the same story which we activate it in all of our markets. But we activate our story in different
ways by making it relevant to where they are located. The core of the brand remains the same but we
activate it in line with all the local nuances we have.’
Of course this is where the power and scale of a company like Unilever comes to the fore. By gathering
data across the stated preferences of potential employees, mapping these against the movements and
activities of potential recruits on the webpages of Unilever’s competitors, the company has built up an
unrivalled talent-branding machine that enables it to position its employee value proposition across the
290 million users currently registered on LinkedIn:
‘We recruit about 850 graduates at any one time from around 45 markets into our Unilever Future
Leaders Program and we are in the top three employers in 37 countries and the number one employer of
choice in 28 countries at the moment. In 2009 this was just three. This is not an internal survey but one
done by an external provider across 60,000 graduates and is fully audited. We look at the quality of the
hire and we look at the attractiveness of the brand, which again is very measurable.’
Branding, of course, is second nature to a fast-moving consumer goods-oriented business like Unilever.
Baillie illustrates how Unilever views the importance of the synergy between branding and people in the
story he told us about how, as an executive who used to head up the European arm of the business and
with no prior experience in HR, his CEO convinced him of the strategic importance of an effective human
capital strategy merged with the powerful brands owned by Unilever:
‘Paul sat me down and said: “we’re in the business of brands and innovation – delighting the consumer
every day; and it’s about people. The two assets we have are brands and innovation; and people. And all
of the other elements, such as the execution, efficiencies, fall behind this. You can have the best strategies
in the world, but unless you get your people agenda right, you’re not going to make it work effectively.”
And, of course, that was quite appealing to me. My own personal view is that as you look forward into
the next 10 or 20 years, the position of the CHRO will become more and more strategic, and more and
more important around that boardroom table because you are talking about all of those issues around
that VUCA world and the people agenda of this is never going to return to “normal”: this is how it is.
It’s almost a level playing field in terms of innovation and technology. It’s the people that apply that
innovation and technology that makes the difference. And he said to me, “Those are the assets: brands
and people – simple.” So that’s what persuaded me to step over: Get the people agenda right.’
Performance: gauging traction
The huge volumes of data collated by Unilever are fed into the ongoing process of evaluating the talent of
the current workforce. As Nair outlines, ‘We look at the skills you have now and the skills you need three
years from now, so we are really future-proofing the business. We look at the skills Anthony has in terms
of the services he provides, and then as a function we examine what we need to cover. We look at an
entire function as well as the individual. There are individual skill assessments, collective skills assessments
which map out individual gaps and collective gaps. This is how we bridge the gap between where we
want to be three years from now and where we are today. We have a one-page plan for every area of the
business. Clearly some parts of the business need this more than others.’
Baillie sees this level of analytics and their role in formulating and aligning the human capital strategy
of the business with the overarching strategies of the business as a whole as a distinctive strength. ‘The
power of this is that it starts with the country and the category strategy in each country, so you walk out
with an HR strategy plan that drives the business. It’s the best tool I’ve seen as a business guy. Here’s the
company strategy, here’s the category strategy, and here’s the HR strategy.’
Interestingly, when challenged how Baillie knows his interventions work, he makes three powerful
observations. Each relates to the Valuing your Talent Framework in very precise ways. The first starts with
the outcomes, or what Baillie refers to as the ‘macro or big picture’: ‘first, if you take the very macro big
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picture, it says, “Wow! The business has gone through a trajectory from 3–4% growth to 6–8% growth.”
The profit is growing and the cash is growing – all of the key financial metrics are going in the right
direction and you have definitely seen a step up in Unilever. You have seen a re-evaluation in terms of its
share price – and our total shareholder return has been at 98% over the last three to five years.’
The second is more complex in terms of establishing the role of talent inputs in shaping the performance
of the business. Nevertheless, Baillie is convinced views in the investment community are changing: ‘you’ve
also seen, and this is the more qualitative, if you start following some of the analysts, the clever analysts – I
actually did part of the IR Roadshow in my first year as CHRO, which caused quite a stir. I knew a lot of
them because I’d run Europe as my last job and I was actually going out to discuss the performance we had
in Europe. The really smart analysts spent 10 minutes talking to me about our business results and spend
40–50 minutes talking about people. I know analysts with models of leadership capability and on those we
have shifted to having one of the strongest leadership teams. I take their qualitative judgements as evidence
that ideas we have implemented are paying off in terms of investments. There are not a lot of analysts who
go out and talk about people. But when I did that roadshow, maybe two out of the six or eight spent quite
a bit of time on the people agenda and not spending time filling in the spreadsheet, and some wanted to
talk about our performance culture, how we reward people, our leadership development programme, our
branding, and so forth, so that was quite encouraging when you started to see that. So they would be the
two qualitative ones that we look at. The analytics we would look at would be things such as productivity
per employee, headcount, those types of things to say, is this organisation becoming more effective?’
The third justification, again difficult to capture analytically, turns on the improvement in the asset we call
talent.
Baillie again had another powerful story to outline the impact of his team’s activities and the outputs
generated in terms of the depth and breadth in the quality of the composition of the workforce:
‘Are we further down the road? How do we quantify it? If you look at it in terms of shift on our balance
sheet, you can look at it in terms of churn. Attrition is one of the metrics we look at. Our attrition has
been lower than the rest of the markets for the last three years. So, that’s a good sign because it means
we are keeping our people, and getting a better return from our investment. We also know that our
people are highly engaged. Our employee engagement continues to rise, and in the last five years, we
have seen an increase of 1,000 basis points157. Our valuable people are staying and they are engaged, and
these are leading indicators of business performance.’
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